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Nomenclature

α Parameter for temperature dependence of χ, Eq. 2.31

β Parameter for temperature dependence of χ

γ Strain, Eq. 2.2

γ0 Strain amplitude, Eq. 2.5

γDP Strain of viscous dash pot in Maxwell model, Eq. 2.8

γmin Minimum strain amplitude for the onset of the scaling law I3/1 ∝ γ2
0

γS Strain of elastic spring in Maxwell model, Eq. 2.8

γ̇ Shear rate, time derivative of the strain

δ Loss angle, Eq. 2.10

ε0 Dynamic strain in tension experiments

εAB Interaction energy in copolymers between monomer A and monomer B according to the
Flory-Huggins theory, Eq. 2.30

εstat Static strain in tension experiments

η Viscosity, Eq. 2.4

η0 Viscosity of unfilled polymer

[η] Intrinsic viscosity

Θ Angular deflection

θ Scattering angle

λ Deformation ratio, λ = ε0 + 1

νAC Frequency of electrical current

ν Frequency, ν = ω/2π

ρ(~r) Difference in electron density in a block copolymer
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Nomenclature

σ Stress, Eq. 2.1

σ0 Extrapolated DC-conductivity

σAC AC-conductivity

σDP Stress of viscous dash pot in Maxwell model, Eq. 2.9

σmin Fatigue limit, stress value below which no fatigue is observed

σP Standard deviation of parameter P

σS Stress of elastic spring in Maxwell model, Eq. 2.9

τ (Longest) relaxation time of a polymer, determined by the cross over of G′ and G′′

Φ Volume fraction of monomer A in a diblock copolymer

φ Volume fraction of carbon black in compounds

φc Percolation threshold, Eq. 2.24

φeff Effective filler volume fraction

φm Maximum packing fraction of a filler in a compound, Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4

χ Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, Eq. 2.30

ω Angular frequency

A Area of a geometry in a rheological experiment

A Coefficient in the mathematical description of I3/1(γ0) in the SAOS and the MAOS regime,
Eq. 2.23.

A(~q) Scattering amplitude

ai Coefficients of Taylor series expression of G∗, Eq. 2.14

aT Horizontal shift factor for master curve according to the WLF-equation (Eq. 5.7)

b Proportionality factor in fit for conductivity as function of filler volume fraction, Eq. 6.1

bi Coefficients in power series for the expression of η (φ), Eq. 2.26.

bT Vertical shift factor for master curve according to the WLF-equation (Eq. 5.7)

BCC A phase morphology of body centered cubic oriented spheres in a block copolymer

C1, C2 Empirical parameters for WLF-equation (Eq. 5.7)
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Nomenclature

c Critical exponent for the change of a material property close to the percolation threshold
φc, Eq. 2.24

CB Carbon black

COAN Oil adsorption number of crushed sample

CPS A phase morphology of close packed spheres in a block copolymer

d Scaling exponent in the mathematical description of I3/1(γ0 = 0.32, φ), Eq. 6.2

DCBS N,N -dicyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole sulfenamide

DIB 1,3-Diisopropenyl benzene

DIS Disordered phase morphology in a block copolymer

DRI Differential refractive index

DSC Dynamic scanning calorimetry

E0 Young’s modulus of an elastomer at small deformations

E′ Elastic part of Young’s modulus

E′′ Viscous part of Young’s modulus

E∗ Complex Young’s modulus

EPDM Ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer rubber

F Force

f Shape factor, Eq. 2.28

FCC face centered cubic symmetry

FT Fourier Transform

G Shear modulus, Eq. 2.3

G′ Storage modulus, Eq. 2.12

G′′ Loss modulus, Eq. 2.12

G∗ Complex shear modulus, Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12

GYR A bicontinuous, cubic (gyroid) phase morphology in a block copolymer

h Distance between the two geometry parts in a rheological measurement
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Nomenclature

HEX A phase morphology of hexagonal oriented cylinders in a block copolymer

In/1 Relative intensity of the nth higher harmonic contribution, Eq. 2.18

I(~q) Scattering intensity

I(ν) Frequency dependent intensity of a FT magnitude spectrum

kB Boltzmann’s constant, kB = 1.380 66 · 10−23 J K−1

L Long period

l Length of monomer unit

LAM A lamellar phase morphology in a block copolymer

LAOS Large amplitude oscillatory shear

LVE Linear viscoelastic

M Torque

M0 Minimum torque in curing curve

Mmax Maximum torque in curing curve

M∗ Complex torque

Mn Number averaged molecular weight

Mw Weight averaged molecular weight

m Scaling exponent of I3/1(γ0) for CB filled rubber

MAOS Medium amplitude oscillatory shear

MPEB 1,3-Di[1-(methylphenyl)ethenyl)] benzene

N Degree of polymerization

Nf Fatigue life, i.e. number of cycles until material failure occurs by fatigue

n Architecture of block copolymer, (A–B)n

NR Natural rubber

NSA Nitrogen surface area of carbon black

NVE Nonlinear viscoelastic

OAN Oil adsorption number of a carbon black grade
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Nomenclature

P Material parameter, which is influenced by the filler volume fraction, such as electrical
conductivity or shear modulus

P (~q) Form factor

PDI Polydispersityindex

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane

PEB 1,3-Bis(1-phenylethenyl) benzene

phr Parts per hundred parts of rubber by weight

PI Polyisoprene

PS Polystyrene

Q Q-parameter, Eq. 2.21

Q0 Intrinsic nonlinearity, Eq. 2.22

~q Scattering vector

R R Ratio, relation between minimum to maximum deformation/stress during a cycle of a
fatigue measurements

〈RG〉 Radius of gyration

~r Position vector

S(~q) Structure factor

SAOS Small amplitude oscillatory shear

SAXS Small angle X-Ray scattering

SBR Styrene-butadiene rubber, E-SBR is made by radical emulsion polymerization and S-SBR
made by anionic solution polymerization

s-BuLi sec-butyllithium

SEC Size exclusion chromatography, also called gel permeation chromatography

SIS Poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene)

tan δ Loss tangent, Eq. 2.13

TPE Thermoplastic elastomer, see Section 2.3

T Temperature
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Nomenclature

Tg Glass transition temperature of a polymer

Tref Reference temperature of a master curve, Eq. 5.7

t Time

t0 Time from the start of the measurement to the torque minimum in a curing curve

t90 Time in curing curve until the torque increased by 90 % of the maximum increase

TBBS N -tert-Butylbenzothiazole-2-sulphenamide

TEM Transmission electron microscopy

URMS Root mean square of the AC voltage

X Amplification factor, Eq. 2.29

x Deflection of a body

xm Critical value in the mathematical description of I3/1(γ0 = 0.32, φ), Eq. 6.2

Z Number of nearest neighbor monomer units to a copolymer configuration cell in the Flory
Huggins theory, Eq. 2.30
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Zusammenfassung

Kautschuk ist eine wichtige Materialklasse mit einem breiten Anwendungsgebiet, von Reifen über

Dämpfer und Dichtungen bis hin zu elektrischen Isolationen. Im Fokus der hier vorgestellten Ar-

beit lagen zwei wichtige Arten dieser Materialklasse: rußgefüllte Kautschuke und thermoplastische

Elastomere.

Thermoplastische Elastomere bestehen aus einem thermoplastischen und einem elastomeren

Polymer, die phasensepariert sind. In dieser Arbeit wurden Poly(styrol-b-isopren-b-stryrol) Copoly-

mere als Modellsysteme ausgewählt. Zunächst wurden diese mittels anionischer Polymerisation

synthetisiert. Dazu wurden drei verschiedene Syntheserouten getestet: die Verwendung eines bi-

funktionellen Initiators, die Kopplung von lebenden Diblockanionen und die sequentielle Polymeri-

sation. Die sequentielle Polymerisation erwies sich dabei als beste Möglichkeit zum Erreichen eines

hohen Anteils an Triblockcopolymeren. Das rheologische Verhalten der so hergestellten Proben

wurde mit Hilfe der Fourier-Transformations-Rheologie (FT-Rheologie) untersucht. Dabei zeigte

sich, dass die relative Intensität des dritten harmonischen Obertons, I3/1, in einem weiten Bereich

unabhängig von der Anregungsfrequenz und der Messtemperatur ist.

Als zweites System wurde rußgefüllter Styrol-Butadien-Kautschuk (SBR) untersucht. Dabei

konzentrierte sich die Arbeit zunächst auf den Einfluss des Füllstoffgehaltes und der Partikelform

des Rußes auf die nichtlinearen, viskoelastischen Eigenschaften des unvernetzten Kautschuks. Es

zeigte sich, dass der Einfluss des Rußes auf I3/1 bei mittleren Scheramplituden (0.1 < γ0 < 0.5)

am stärksten ausgeprägt ist. Bei einer Scheramplitude von γ0 = 0.32 führte die Erhöhung des

Volumenanteils an Ruß der Sorte N339 von φ = 0 auf φ = 0.215 zu einem zehnmal höheren

Wert von I3/1. Der Einfluss der Partikelform auf I3/1 konnte auf die unterschiedliche Struktur der

Rußpartikel zurückgeführt werden. Je größer die Oberfläche des Rußpartikels, desto mehr Wech-

selwirkungen zwischen Polymer und Füllstoff sind möglich und desto höher war der nichtlineare
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Anteil an der Schubspannung. Neben dem unvernetzten Kautschuk wurden auch der Verlauf des

Vulkanisationsprozesses, sowie die vernetzten Kautschuke mit Hilfe der FT-Rheologie untersucht.

Bei den vernetzten Kautschuken zeigte sich eine hohe Abhängigkeit des rheologischen Verhaltens

von der mechanischen Beanspruchung während der Vulkanisation. Je höher diese Beanspruchung

war, desto geringer war der linear viskoelastische Bereich des untersuchten Kautschukes.

Ein weiteres Forschungsgebiet dieser Arbeit war die Verwendung der FT-Rheologie bei der Un-

tersuchung der Langzeitstabilität von vulkanisierten Kautschuken. Die dauerhafte mechanische

Beanspruchung der Proben bei gleichzeitiger thermischer Alterung führte zu einem kontinuierlichen

Anstieg von I3/1 bei gleichzeitiger Abnahme des Speichermoduls G′.

In der hier vorliegenden Arbeit werden die vielfältigen Möglichkeiten der FT-Rheologie bei der

mechanischen Charakterisierung von komplexen, gefüllten und ungefüllten Kautschuken aufgezeigt.

Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen ergeben sich zahlreiche neue zukünftige Anwendungsgebiete

dieser Methode im Bereich der Kautschuktechnologie.
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1. Motivation

After the invention of sulfur based vulcanization by Charles Goodyear [1] and its technical im-

provement by Thomas Hancock [2] in the 1840s, rubber materials became important industrial

products. In the early times of rubber products, natural rubber (NR) was the only rubber material

used. It consists of polyisoprene (PI) with a very high content (99.9 %) of the 1,4-cis-isomer [3].

As a product of natural origin, NR contains several other ingredients (up to 6 wt%) such as pro-

teins, phospholipids and inorganic salts, which have a great impact on the properties of the rubber

material [3]. The exact composition of a NR latex depends on many factors including the clone of

the rubber tree Hevea brasiliensis (today approximately 50 different clones are used), the climate,

soil, and seasonal effects [4]. This resulted in the introduction of a classification system for NR

grades, the so called technical grades, which is mainly based on their oil resistance and mechanical

properties, e.g. hardness, compression set and tensile strength [5].

Synthetic rubbers became important during World War II when the demand for rubber products,

especially tires, increased and the supply of NR was limited [6, Chapter 1.2]. Since this time, the

demand for rubbers, both synthetic and natural, increased. Today, more than 28 Mt rubber is

produced per year (2014), of which 40 % is NR [7].

Today, vulcanized rubber products are used in a wide range of applications including tires,

conveyor belts, shock absorbers, pipes, hoses and electrical insulation [8]. For most applications,

the addition of additives is needed to achieve the necessary properties. The addition of solid fillers

has a large impact on the mechanical behavior as they are able to reinforce rubbers, i.e. to improve

their viscoelastic and failure properties [9]. Fillers, such as carbon black (hereinafter: CB) and

silica, with a high surface area (usually above 10 m2 g−1) are able to increase the Mooney viscosity,

the hardness [10, Chapter 3], and improve the stretch to failure [11]. The origin of this improvement

is attributed to interactions between the filler particles and the surrounding rubber polymer [12].
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1. Motivation

The mechanical behavior of rubber materials is an important parameter for their processing and

their eventual application. The mechanical properties of heterogeneous rubber compounds received

less attention in the literature compared to those of thermoplastics [13] and many issues are still

unresolved [12, 14, 15]. The complex structure of vulcanized rubber materials results in nonlinear

viscoelastic behavior already at low strain amplitudes, especially relative to unfilled polymers [16].

These nonlinear mechanical effects do not only have a great influence on the processing behavior

[12], but also on the final application.

Rolling
resistance

Wet
grip

Wear
resistance

Compound 
with filler A

Compound 
with filler B

Figure 1.1.: ‘Magic triangle’ of the
three most important properties in
tire technology: rolling resistance,
wet grip, and wear resistance. All
of these properties are influenced by
the added filler, and often one prop-
erty can only be improved, when the
others are curtailed.

In tire industry, the rolling resistance, wet grip and wear resis-

tance of a tire are often plotted in a so called ‘Magic Triangle’ [17],

which is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 for two different fillers. The three

properties are all influenced by the filler used in the respective

compound and often the improvement of one of the properties re-

sults in the curtailing of the other two [17, pp. 95–96][18, p. 921].

Facing high energy prices, new state regulations require labels

with information on rolling resistance of tires to encourage fuel

economy [19, 20]. This is only one reason why further improve-

ment of the used compounds is needed in rubber technology. This

calls for the use of sophisticated and precise methods to determine

the physical properties and structural change in rubber materials

[21]. Despite this fact, instruments with simplistic testing approaches such as the Mooney rheome-

ter are still common today and remain the accepted instruments for standard testing in the rubber

industry [16].

Large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) was found to be a versatile tool for determining the

nonlinear viscoelastic properties of soft matter and complex fluids. Numerous approaches for the

analysis of these measurements were proposed, including Fourier transform rheology (FT-Rheology)

[22]. FT-Rheology was already applied for the investigation of many different complex systems such

as dispersions [23], nanocomposites [24] or polymer melts with different topologies [25]. The high

stiffness of filled rubber compounds requires the use of special rubber rheometers with closed, pres-

surized geometries for reliable measurements at high dynamic strain amplitudes [12, 26]. Leblanc

2



et al. [27] used a modified rubber rheometer for the investigation of rubber compounds with FT-

Rheology and proved the utility of these technique in numerous studies (e.g. [12, 28–30]).

In this work, the effect of CB on the nonlinear properties of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) was

studied with a rubber rheometer that has the capability for FT-Rheology built in. By systemati-

cally varying the content and particle size of the filler, the influence of the polymer-filler interface

was investigated as well as the influence of external material parameters like the measurement

temperature on compounds relevant for the tire industry (Section 6.1). These compounds included

a sulfur based vulcanization system, which enabled the measurement of the nonlinear rheological

properties during the vulcanization process as well as the probing of the vulcanized samples by

FT-Rheology, in addition to measurements on the unvulcanized material (Section 6.2). Thus the

influence of the covalent polymer network could be studied in detail.

In order to perform reliable measurements in the nonlinear viscoelastic regime, the capability of

the instrument used must be confirmed. This was done by comparing the results on various polymer

melts measured on the rubber rheometer with results from a high-end open gap rheometer, which

is typically used for nonlinear measurements. This enabled a comparison on the special features of

the instrument design (Chapter 3). Additionally, the results on CB filled, unvulcanized SBR were

compared with those already published by Leblanc et al. [12], who measured the same samples on

a different rubber rheometer (Section 3.3).

The previously mentioned investigations are all focused on the properties of the compounds

under shear flow, which is important to understand the processing behavior of CB filled rubbers.

The long term stability is also an important issue for rubber materials. Therefore, the influence of

mechanical aging, the so called fatigue life, of these material was also studied with FT-Rheology

to test the usefulness of this highly sensitive technique for stability measurements (Chapter 7).

Rubber compounds necessitate a covalent network structure for end applications. This structure

prevents the flow of the material and causes the high elasticity of the materials. At the same time,

this covalent structure hinders the reuse and recycling of rubber products and is thus responsible

for a growing volume of rubber waste [8]. This encouraged research on alternative materials that

combine the advantages of rubber (high elasticity, large elongation at break, long fatigue life)

with those of thermoplastic polymer melts (good processability, easy to recycle). This research

3



1. Motivation

eventually led to the development of so called thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) in the 1960s [31].

TPEs are complex, heterogeneous materials and consist of a thermoplastic and a rubber phase.

They are already widely used commercially, but are still not fully understood [32].

Therefore, the nonlinear mechanical properties of these materials were also studied in this work

(Chapter 5). Triblock copolymers of styrene and isoprene were used as a TPE model system,

especially due to its structural similarity to CB filled elastomers. The TPEs were synthesized by

anionic polymerization techniques and the synthesis was optimized (Chapter 4).

In the following, first the theoretical background of FT-Rheology, TPEs and the rheology of filled

rubbers is given, including a short discussion on the structure of CB and filled rubber compounds

(Chapter 2). Then the rubber rheometer used in this work is evaluated for nonlinear measurements

and some features special to rubber rheometers are examined (Chapter 3). Afterwards, the choice

of the TPE model polymer, poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (SIS), is explained (Section 4.1). In

Section 4.2 the different approaches used for the anionic polymerization of these model systems

and the corresponding synthetic results are discussed. This is followed by the rheological charac-

terization of these TPE materials under LAOS in Chapter 5. The rheological characterization of

CB filled SBR is the focus of the second half of this study. In Chapter 6 unvulcanized samples are

investigated (Section 6.1), followed by the study of the vulcanization process and the vulcanized

products with FT-Rheology (Section 6.2). Eventually, the application of FT-Rheology for research

on the longterm stability of vulcanized rubber materials was tested in Chapter 7.
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2. Theory

2.1. Shear rheology

2.1.1. The fundamental principles of oscillatory shear rheology

In this section a short introduction to the basic concepts of shear rheology is given and the important

variables that are used in the following chapters are introduced. A more detailed elaboration can

be found in rheological textbooks, e.g. [33–37].

Rheology is the science of flow and deformation of matter with a focus on the fundamental

relations between force and deformation in materials under simple deformations [35, p. 1].

An example of a shear deformation is depicted in Fig. 2.1, where the sample is located between two

parallel plates with area A. A force F is applied on the upper plate tangential to its surface, which

x

F

h

A

Figure 2.1.: Two plate model of a shear deformation. A force F is applied on
the upper geometry part with the area A, which results in a deflection x (or
vice versa) of the upper geometry part in a distance h from the lower geometry
part.

results in a deflection x. Both, the deflection x and the force F do not only depend on the sample

material, they are also influenced by the type of geometry used for the measurement, such as cone

and plate, parallel plate or Couette geometry (Fig. 2.2), and its dimensions (e.g. diameter, distance

between upper and lower geometry). Hence rheological measurements are usually interpreted in

terms of two variables that are independent of the geometry, the stress σ and the strain γ. The

stress σ (Eq. 2.1) is defined as the applied force normalized to the area of the geometry part where

the torque is measured, A, and the strain (Eq. 2.2) is defined as the deflection x divided by the

5



2. Theory

Motor

Torque 
transducer

Torque 
transducer

Motor

a) b)
Torque 

transducer

Motor

c)

Figure 2.2.: Scheme of different geometries in a strain controlled
rheometer: a) Cone-plate, b) parallel plate, c) Couette geometry.
The lower part of the geometry is connected to the motor that
applies a defined deformation to the sample material (black) and
the upper part of the geometry is connected to a torque transducer,
which measures the corresponding mechanical response.

distance between the upper and the lower geometry parts, h.

σ ≡ F

A
(2.1)

γ ≡ x

h
(2.2)

In rotational measurements, two set-ups are commonly used: controlled stress and controlled

strain instruments [35, Chapter 8]. In a controlled stress instrument, a torque M is applied on

one part of the geometry and the measured quantity is the deflection Θ of the same geometry

part due to the applied torque. They are often limited in their response at short times, because

the measurements can be influenced by the inertia of the rotor, if this influence is not corrected

[35, Chapter 8]. In the second set-up, a controlled strain (also called controlled rate) instrument, a

defined deflection is applied on one part (usually the lower) of the geometry and the resulting torque

is measured on the other geometry part. Strain-controlled instruments have the advantage that the

measured sample response, the torqueM , is mechanically decoupled from the applied torque of the

motor needed for the defined deflection [38]. This makes them better suited for measurements of

nonlinear mechanical material properties. The nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of the investigated

materials is the main focus of this work and consequently only controlled strain instruments are

used in this study.

A constitutive equation is the fundamental mathematical relation between stress and strain for

a sample material [35, Chapter 1]. Two simple constitutive models are Hooke’s law (Eq. 2.3) for

ideal elastic materials and Newton’s law (Eq. 2.4) for ideal viscous materials.

ideal elastic materials: σ = Gγ (2.3)

ideal viscous materials: σ = ηγ̇ (2.4)
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2.1. Shear rheology

According to Hooke’s law, the shear stress σ of ideal elastic materials is directly proportional to

the shear strain γ. The constant of proportionality, G, is a material constant and is called the

shear modulus. For ideal viscous materials such as water, Newton’s law states that the stress is

proportional to the time derivative of γ, the shear rate γ̇. The constant of proportionality is the

viscosity η.

In oscillatory measurements, a sinusoidal strain γ(t) is applied with strain amplitude γ0 and

angular frequency ω1 (Eq. 2.5). The resulting stress is in-phase with the strain for ideal elastic

materials but π/2 out-of-phase for materials that follow Newton‘s law (Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 respectively).

γ(t) = γ0 sin(ω1t) (2.5)

ideal elastic materials: σ(t) = Gγ(t) = Gγ0 sin(ω1t) (2.6)

ideal viscous materials: σ(t) = ηγ̇(t) = ηγ0ω1 cos(ω1t) = ηγ0ω1 sin(ω1t+ π/2) (2.7)

Most materials (e.g. polymer melts, dispersions) are neither ideal elastic nor ideal viscous and show

intermediate behavior instead. Therefore, such materials are called viscoelastic.

s , gS S

s , gDP DP

s, g

Figure 2.3.: Scheme of Maxwell
model with elastic spring and vis-
cous dash pot combined in line

In rheological models the ideal elastic contribution is depicted as

a spring with Hookean behavior and the ideal viscous contribution

is depicted as a dash pot with Newtonian behavior. Viscoelastic

behavior is often described by a combination of these and other el-

ements. The rheological behavior of polymer melts at high temper-

atures for example is often approximated by the so called Maxwell

model, which is depicted in Fig. 2.3. In this model, a Hookean

spring and a Newtonian dash pot are connected in series. The to-

tal strain applied on the material, γ, (Eq. 2.8) is given as the sum

of the strains in both elements, the spring (γS) and the dash pot

(γDP ). The stress in the spring and the dash pot (σS and σDP ,

7



2. Theory

respectively) is the same and equal to the total stress, σ (Eq. 2.9).

γ = γS + γDP (2.8)

σ = σS = σDP (2.9)

Under oscillatory shear, this results in a stress, which is also sinusoidal, but out-of-phase to the

strain by a phase angle δ (loss angle) between 0 and π/2 (Eq. 2.9). The resulting shear modulus G∗

is complex and a function of the angular frequency ω1. The stress can be separated into a part in-

phase with the excitation that reflects the elastic properties (the energy stored in the material) and

a part π/2 out-of-phase that reflects the viscous properties (the energy dissipated in the material)

as can be seen from Eq. 2.11. The complex shear modulus can be separated in an elastic modulus

(also called storage modulus) G′ and a viscous modulus (also called loss modulus) G′′ (Eq. 2.12).

The relation between viscous and elastic modulus is expressed as the loss tangent, tan δ (Eq. 2.13).

σ(t) = G∗γ0 sin(ω1t+ δ) 0 < δ < π/2 (2.10)

σ(t) = G∗γ0 sin(ω1t)(cos δ) +G∗γ0 cos(ω1t) sin(δ)

= G′γ0 sin(ω1t) +G′′γ0 cos(ω1t) (2.11)

G∗ = G′ + iG′′ (2.12)
G′′

G′
= G∗ sin(δ)
G∗ cos(δ) = tan δ (2.13)

Up to this point, the shear modulus was treated as a complex material function that depends only

on the applied frequency and the temperature T . This is only true, under the assumption that the

applied deformation does not change the structure of the material under investigation. There are

many kinds of possible structural changes caused by large deformations, including the orientation

of chains in polymer melts [22], the orientation of anisotropic particles in a suspension [22][35,

Chapter 10.3], the deformation of droplets in emulsions [23], and the break up of agglomerates in

dispersions [35, Chapter 10.7] to name a few. In these and other cases, the shear modulus is a

function of the applied strain amplitude. The absolute value of the complex shear modulus, |G∗|,

of a linear polystyrene melt (PS-1) with a (weight averaged) molecular weight Mw = 292 kg mol−1

8



2.1. Shear rheology

as a function of γ0 is shown in Fig. 2.4. At low strain amplitudes, |G∗| is independent of γ0. With

1 0 - 2 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 4

1 0 5

r e g i m er e g i m e

|G
*| [

Pa
]

� 0  [  ]

� 0  =  0 . 1

L V E  
S A O S

N V E
L A O S

� 0  =  8 . 9

Figure 2.4.: Absolute value of the complex modulus, |G∗|, of a linear polystyrene melt (PS-1,Mw = 292 kg mol−1,
T = 190 ◦C, ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, measured on the V50 rubber rheometer) as a function of strain amplitude γ0. In
the linear viscoelastic (LVE) or small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) regime the modulus is independent of
the strain amplitude. In the nonlinear viscoelastic (NVE) or large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) regime the
modulus is decreasing with increasing γ0. The marked strain amplitudes are used in Fig. 2.5.

increasing strain amplitude, the modulus starts to decrease due to the orientation and stretching

of the polymer chains caused by the mechanical force [39]. The amplitude range in which |G∗| is

constant is called the linear viscoelastic (LVE) or small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) regime.

The range in which |G∗| is a function of γ0 is called nonlinear viscoelastic (NVE) or large amplitude

oscillatory shear (LAOS) regime. In most cases, there is no clear border between the LVE and the

NVE regime. Instead, the influence of the shear amplitude is continuously increasing, i.e. the

definition of the constant value of |G∗| in the LVE regime depends on the users decision based on

the instruments sensitivity (for example a deviation of less than 10 % from the mean value).

In order to analyze the nonlinear stress in the LAOS regime, many different mathematical ap-

proaches have been developed [22], such as the analysis of the strain amplitude dependent storage

and loss modulus (G′(γ0) and G′′(γ0), respectively) [12, 40, 41], Fourier transform rheology (FT-

Rheology) [42], Lissajous figures, characteristic functions [43], stress decomposition [44], Chebyshev

polynomial representation [45], and quarter cycle integration [28] to name some of the most impor-

tant ones. The following chapter will explain one of these methods, FT-Rheology, which was used

9



2. Theory

in this work, in more detail.

2.1.2. Fourier transform rheology

In order to analyze the nonlinear rheological behavior of a material, an analytical expression for

the strain amplitude dependence of the modulus is assumed. Material functions of polymer melts,

such as the steady shear viscosity or the shear modulus G∗, often show a power law dependence on

the deformation in the NVE regime and generally G∗ can be described by a Taylor series (Eq. 2.14)

[42, 46], where the coefficients ai are all complex numbers.

general case: G∗ = a0 + a1γ + a2γ
2 + a3γ

3 + a4γ
4 + . . . (2.14)

isotropic material, oscillatory shear: G∗ = a0 + a2γ
2 + a4γ

4 + . . . (2.15)

all ai are complex numbers

In the special case of isotropic materials and for oscillatory shear excitation, the complex modulus

is independent of the direction of the deformation, i.e. G∗ is only a function of the absolute value

of γ. Thus the mathematical expression for the modulus Eq. 2.14 can be simplified to Eq. 2.15,

because this assumption is already fulfilled by a Taylor series with even multiples of the strain γ

only [47]. Consequently, the shear stress in measurements with oscillatory excitation can usually

be described by a function of the shear amplitude and the odd multiples of the angular frequency

ω1 (Eq. 2.16).

σ = G∗γ0e
i(ω1t) with γ = γ0e

i(ω1t)

=
[
a0 + a2γ

2 + a4γ
4 + · · ·

]
γ0e

i(ω1t)

=
[
a0 + a2γ

2
0e
i(2ω1t) + a4γ

4
0e
i(4ω1t) + · · ·

]
γ0e

i(ω1t)

= a0γ0e
i(ω1t) + a2γ

3
0e
i(3ω1t) + a4γ

5
0e
i(5ω1t) + · · · (2.16)

The Fourier transform of this function results in two spectra: a magnitude spectrum and a cor-

responding phase spectrum [48]. The frequency dependent intensity of the magnitude spectrum,

I(ν), depends on the sample size, the geometry used, and so on. In order to compare results of
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2.1. Shear rheology

different experiments, different samples, and to increase the relative reproducibility of the measure-

ments, the intensity of the spectra I(ν) is normalized to the intensity at the excitation frequency

ν1 = ω1/2π, I(ν1) [22]. Thus, a spectrum of relative intensities is obtained. This spectrum has a

peak at ν1, which is called the fundamental peak, but also peaks at the odd multiples of ν1, the

higher harmonic contributions, which indicate the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. For anisotropic

samples, Eq. 2.14 has to be used instead of Eq. 2.15 to express G∗ in Eq. 2.16 and the stress is

a function of the even multiples of ν1 in these cases, too. The same is true, if an asymmetric

excitation is used, such as tension or compression experiments with an additional static strain (see

Chapter 7), and if the excitation is not perfectly sinusoidal.

Based on Eq. 2.16, the intensities of the peaks should follow the relation given below:

I(nν1) ∝ γn0 (2.17)

For FT-Rheology, the peak intensities of the magnitude spectra and/or their corresponding phases

are, either directly or in form of derived parameters, correlated with structural parameters of the

material under investigation. Van Dusschoten and Wilhelm [49] improved the sensitivity of torque

transducers by applying an on-the-fly averaging algorithm, the so called oversampling, a technique

well known from NMR-spectroscopy, in a way that FT-Rheology became a readily available tool for

analyzing the nonlinear rheological behavior of complex fluids such as dispersions [50], foams [51],

colloidal gels [52], or nanocomposites [24]. Leblanc and coworkers [12, 27–30] also used FT-Rheology

for the investigation of various filled and unfilled elastomers (see Section 2.2.3). Most of these

works used the relative intensity of the higher harmonic contribution at three times the excitation

frequency ν1, I3/1 (Eq. 2.18), because this is the most intense higher harmonic contribution at a

given strain amplitude and excitation frequency.

I3/1 ≡
I(3ν1)
I(ν1) (2.18)

The technique of FT-Rheology is further illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for the example of PS-1. In oscilla-

tory shear experiments a sinusoidal strain γ(t) = γ0 sin(ν1t), with the strain amplitude γ0 and the

excitation frequency ν1, is applied on the sample. When the strain amplitude is within the SAOS
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FT

SAOS
g  = 0.10

LAOS
g  = 8.90

FT

Figure 2.5.: Principle of FT-Rheology: A sinusoidal strain is applied on the sample with excitation frequency ν1
and strain amplitude γ0. If small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) is used, i.e. γ0 is within the LVE regime (γ0
= 0.1), the resulting stress signal is a single sinusoidal one (except for noise) and the (normalized) magnitude
spectra of its Fourier transform has a peak at ν1 only. When large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) is applied
instead (γ0 = 8.9), the stress signal is periodically but not a single sinusoidal signal and the magnitude spectra
reveals additional contributions at the odd multiples of ν1.
(PS-1, T = 190 ◦C, ν1 = 0.5 Hz, measured on the V50 rubber rheometer)
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2.1. Shear rheology

regime (γ0 = 0.1, Fig. 2.4), the resulting stress signal is also sinusoidal and the magnitude spectrum

of its Fourier transform has only one peak at the excitation frequency (ν1 = 0.5 Hz). If the applied

strain amplitude is within the LAOS regime (γ0 = 8.9), the resulting stress response is still periodic

but not a single sinusoidal signal. In the magnitude spectrum, additional peaks are visible at odd

multiples of the excitation frequency, i.e. the higher harmonic contributions. The intensities in the

presented spectra are already normalized to the respective intensity at the excitation frequency.

In order to interpret and quantify the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of the material under shear

deformation, nonlinear variables such as the relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 are

extracted from the magnitude spectra and plotted as a function of strain amplitude.

Figure 2.6 shows I3/1(γ0) for PS-1, which displays some common features of I3/1(γ0) found in

measurements of various polymeric materials.

1 0 - 2 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 11 0 - 3

1 0 - 2

1 0 - 1

� 0  =  8 . 9

2- 1I 3/1
 [ ]

� 0  [  ]

1 / 3

� 0  =  0 . 1

Figure 2.6.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1(γ0) of a polystyrene melt (PS-1), the marked
points correspond to the amplitudes used in Fig. 2.5. At small amplitudes I3/1 is proportional to γ−1

0 , at
medium amplitudes proportional to γ2

0 and at very high amplitudes it approaches a value of 1/3 (T = 190 ◦C,
ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, measured with the V50 rubber rheometer).

At small strain amplitudes, i.e. in the SAOS regime, the nonlinear contributions are below the

sensitivity limit of the torque transducer and only the value of the fundamental peak is measurable.

Therefore, the magnitude of I(3ν1) is governed by instrumental noise, which has a constant average

value and hence is independent of the strain amplitude, whereas I(ν1) ∝ γ0 according to Eq. 2.17.
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2. Theory

As a result, I3/1 is decreasing with a slope of −1 in the double logarithmic plot (Eq. 2.19).

SAOS: I3/1 = I(3ν1)
I(ν1) ∝

constant
γ1

0
∝ γ−1

0 (2.19)

At intermediate strain amplitudes, when I(3ν1) is within the measurable range of the transducer,

I3/1 is according to Eq. 2.17 proportional to γ2
0 (Eq. 2.20). The range of strain amplitudes, for

which the latter scaling law is valid, is called the medium amplitude oscillatory shear (MAOS) [53].

MAOS: I3/1 ∝
γ3

0
γ1

0
= γ2

0 (2.20)

Hyun and Wilhelm [53] defined two new parameters, the Q-parameter (Q, Eq. 2.21) and the

intrinsic nonlinearity Q0 (Eq. 2.22), both derived from I3/1. The latter one is independent of the

strain amplitude and only a function of the excitation frequency.

Q ≡
I3/1
γ2

0
(2.21)

Q0 ≡ lim
γ0→0

Q = lim
γ0→0

I3/1
γ2

0
(2.22)

As a consequence of the described scaling laws in the SAOS and the MAOS regime, I3/1(γ0) can

be described by Eq. 2.23.

I3/1(γ0) = Aγ−1
0 +Q0γ

2
0 (2.23)

At very high γ0, for shear thinning materials such as most polymer melts, maximum shear

thinning behavior is reached when the viscosity is inverse proportional to the absolute value of the

shear rate. In this case the stress signal is a step function [42] and I3/1 should reach a maximum

value of 1/3 at very high amplitudes.

These are features expected for all shear thinning materials, when the modulus can be described

by Eq. 2.15. For more applications of FT-Rheology see the review article of Hyun et al. [22] and

the references mentioned therein.
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2.2. Filled elastomers

2.2. Filled elastomers

2.2.1. Carbon black as filler in rubber materials

Carbon black (hereinafter: CB) is one of the most prominent fillers used for elastomers [54, 55].

It consists of elemental carbon in form of small particles with colloidal size [56]. In contrast

to the term “soot”, which refers to the unwanted byproduct of the incomplete combustion or

pyrolysis of materials that contain carbon, “carbon black” is produced under controlled conditions

for commercial applications [57]. Two main chemical processes are used for the production of CB:

the thermal-oxidative decomposition (i.e. incomplete combustion) and the thermal decomposition

of hydrocarbons of various sources such as natural gas, coal tar and crude oil [56, Chapter 1]. By

the choice of the production process and the conditions used, the size of the gained CB can be

controlled [56, Chapter 1]. Today, the most important production process for CB is the so called

furnace black process, which uses thermal-oxidative decomposition of liquid hydrocarbons [57, 58].

In this process, the feedstock is typically coal tar oils and crude oil fractions with a high content of

aromatic hydrocarbons [58]. This feedstock is preheated and then sprayed into a flame of natural

gas, together with preheated process air. Thereby, spherical particles of carbon (called primary

particles) with a diameter of 10 nm to 90 nm are initially formed, which partially fuse together

in the further course of the process [10, Chapter 4.1] and finally form complex three-dimensional

structures, the so called aggregates [59, 60]. In a certain distance from the feedstock injection point,

water is injected into the reactor to quench the produced particles, to stop further reactions and

to cool down the smoke [56, Chapter 1]. The mixture of process air and CB is then filtered and

the solid particles are recovered [10, Chapter 4.1]. More details of this and other processes used

for the production of CB can be found in the literature, e.g. [10, 56]. The basic structure of a CB

aggregate is shown in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7.: Structure of a CB aggregate. The aggregate has a typical dia-
meter of 100 nm to 300 nm and consist of many spherical primary particles
fused together during the production process.
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The produced CB is composed of more than 97 % elemental carbon [57] in graphite modification,

i.e. the carbon atoms have an sp2-hybridization. In contrast to the crystalline graphite, only a

few layers of carbon (usually up to five layers) are stacked in an ordered structure and thus the

single crystalline areas are generally smaller than 2 nm [58]. The hydrogen to carbon ratio of CB is

below 0.05 [57]. On the surface of the CB, functional groups containing oxygen are found, such as

hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, lactones, ketones and quinones [10, Chapter 4.1], but if no special

after-treatment is done, the oxygen content in CB aggregates is below 1 % [57].

The aggregates are the smallest dispersible unit of CB [56, Chapter 3.3] and they have a typical

diameter of 100 nm to 300 nm [10, Chapter 4.1]. The specific surface area of CB is usually measured

by nitrogen adsorption using the BET (Brunauer, Emmet and Teller) method and given as nitrogen

surface areas, NSA, in m2 g−1 [61]. The adsorption of iodine is also used as measure of the CB

surface area [62]. The complex three-dimensional structure of the aggregates is measured by the

adsorption of a low viscous fluid, such as dibutylphthalate or epoxidized sunflower oils, and the

result (in mL oil per 100 g of CB) is given (depending on the details of the measurement) as oil

adsorption number (OAN) [63] or oil adsorption number of the crushed sample (COAN) [64].

Based on these different physical properties, CB is classified into different grades by a standard of

ASTM International [65]. The grade name consists of four characters: a letter and three numbers.

The letter indicates the influence of the CB on the curing kinetics of a rubber compound. Grades

with the letter “N” have no significant influence on the curing rate, in contrast to grades with the

letter “S”, which reduce the curing rate when mixed into a rubber [65]. The second character, i.e. the

first number of the grade name, is related to the NSA. The lower the digit, the higher the NSA, for

example the number “1” corresponds to an NSA of 121 m2 g−1 to 150 m2 g−1, whereas the number

“6” indicates an NSA of 33 m2 g−1 to 39 m2 g−1 [65]. According to the standard classification, the

last two characters are “arbitrarily assigned digits”, i.e. depending on the measured OAN and the

iodine adsorption number various different groups are defined with no direct relation between the

value of the numbers in the grade name and the actually measured adsorption numbers [65].

Physical interactions between the CB aggregates during storage can cause the flocculation of these

aggregates and larger CB agglomerates are formed, which can be broken down into aggregates by

mechanical forces [56, Chapter 3.3].
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2.2.2. Composition and structure of rubber compounds

A rubber is a polymer with a glass transition temperature Tg below 0 ◦C that is or can be chemically

cross-linked [6, Chapter 2.1]. After cross-linking (also called curing or vulcanization), these mate-

rials can not flow. Rubber materials can typically be stretched by more than twice their original

length when external forces are applied and return nearly completely to their original length after

the external force is released [66], i.e. they are very elastic.

For the improvement of certain properties of vulcanized rubbers, solid fillers are often added to

the polymer before vulcanization. These fillers can be classified into reinforcing and non-reinforcing

fillers.

In non-reinforcing fillers, physical interactions between the filler and the polymer are negligible

and they are used to dilute the polymer matrix, i.e. to reduce the cost of the compound, or to

reduce the tackiness (the stickiness) of the rubber [6, Chapter 3.1].

In composites with reinforcing fillers, physical interactions between the polymer and the particle

surface result in the increase of the viscosity and modulus of the rubber and improve their mechan-

ical properties such as the abrasion resistance, hardness, or tearing resistance [6, Chapter 3.1]. For

a strong reinforcing effect, the filler needs a surface chemistry that enables the physical interactions

with the polymer molecules and a large specific surface area. The two most important reinforcing

fillers are CB and high-structure silica [54, 59, 67]. Due to its polar surface covered with silanol

and hydroxyl groups, silica usually needs surface modification or additional organosilane additives

to improve the interactions with the mostly apolar rubber chains [68]. The structure of CB is

discussed in the previous section (Section 2.2.1).

Beside these solid fillers, commercial rubber materials usually contain many other additives [69].

Low viscous molecules can act as process oils (e.g. fatty acids) to enhance the processability or

plasticizers (e.g. mineral oils, phthalates) to reduce the glass transition temperature of the com-

pound [6, Chapter 3.3]. Aging properties are improved by adding anti-oxidants (such as substituted

phenoles or diarylamines) and ozone protection additives (e.g. paraffin wax, p-phenylenediamines)

[6, Chapter 3.4]. For the cross-linking reaction, a typical vulcanization system in a rubber ma-

terial consists of elemental sulfur mixed with activators (ZnO2 and stearic acid) and accelerators

(sulfenamides, thiazoles, and so on) to increase the rate of the cross-linking [6, Chapter 3.2]. The
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composition of a rubber compound is usually defined in complex recipes and the amount of each

constituent is given as phr, i.e. parts per hundred parts of rubber by weight. An example for such

a recipe is given in Table B.2 for one of the samples used in this work.

The addition of all these ingredients results in a heterogeneous and complex structure of the

rubber compound. In the following, only the effect of solid, reinforcing fillers to a rubbery polymer

is described in more detail, due to their tremendous effect on the rheological behavior of the

compound [10, Chapter 1].

The physical interactions between the surface of the reinforcing filler and the polymer chains

result in a polymer layer around the particles, in which the polymer chains have a reduced chain

mobility [70]. This layer, the bound rubber, can also connect different CB aggregates and thereby a

three-dimensional polymer–filler network is formed. Some rubber molecules, the occluded rubber,

are partly shielded from external forces in the voids of filler particles and lead to an additional,

strain-independent contribution to the modulus of the compound [55]. In Fig. 2.8 the structure of

a rubber filled with CB is illustrated.

bound rubber

'free' 
rubber

CB
agglomerate

occluded rubber

CB primary 
particle

CB
aggregate

Figure 2.8.: Structure of a rubber filled with CB. Aggregates
are the smallest dispersible unit in the compound and consist
of spherical primary particles. An agglomerate is a group of
CB aggregates, which are connected by physical interactions
and can be broken into aggregates by mechanical force. Due
to physical interactions some polymer chains are partly ad-
sorbed on the filler surface. They form a rubber layer, the
bound rubber, with reduced chain mobility around the parti-
cles, which also connects different CB aggregates. Thereby a
physical 3D-network is formed. Polymer chains that are partly
shielded from external forces by nearby CB aggregates form
the occluded rubber.

The flocculation of CB aggregates into agglomerates eventually leads to the formation of a

filler–filler network. The spacial extent of this network through the compound is increasing with

increasing filler volume fraction and at a certain volume fraction, the percolation threshold φc, the

network is spanning throughout the sample [71]. The presence of such a network drastically changes

various material properties P , such as the storage modulus G′, the viscosity η, or the electrical

DC-conductivity σDC . The change of the property P as function of the filler volume fraction can
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often be described by a scaling law with the critical scaling exponent c [24, 72, 73].

P ∝ (φ− φc)c (2.24)

The DC-conductivity of an insulating rubber (e.g. SBR) is for example increased by several orders

of magnitude, when a conductive filler such as CB is added with a volume fraction above φc [73].

The reason for this high conductivity is the continuous filler–filler network, which forms conductive

paths through the compound [71].

The value of φc is influenced by many parameters, such as the morphology and electrical prop-

erties of the particles, the matrix polymer, and the mixing process [56, Chapter 8.1], as well as the

filler dispersion [74]. Also the anisotropy of the filler particles has a large influence on φc, which

is the reason why carbon nanotubes have a much lower percolation threshold than CB (1 wt% and

8.75 wt%, respectively for the electrical percolation threshold [75]). The percolation threshold also

depends on the choice of the investigated parameter P . The electrical percolation threshold of filled

compounds is often higher than the rheological percolation threshold [75, 76]

2.2.3. Rheology of filled rubber under LAOS

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, filler particles, especially CB, are added into (vulcan-

ized) rubber materials to enhance their mechanical properties [6, Chapter 3.1][10, Chapter 1.1]. A

schematic graph of the shear modulus of a filled, vulcanized rubber as function of strain amplitude

is shown in Fig. 2.9. There are three additional, filler induced effects on the modulus of a polymer

network, which can be divided into strain-independent influences and strain dependent ones. An-

other important effect observed in filled elastomers is the dynamic stress softening, which is also

called the Mullins effect. These topics will be introduced in the next sections. For a more detailed

discussion on the rheology of filled rubber materials see the literature, e.g. [6, 12, 77, 78].

Strain-independent filler influence on the modulus

The first additional effect of the filler on the shear modulus is based on its hydrodynamic influence.

Solid fillers increase the viscosity of fluids, which includes polymer melts, because they disturb the

flow in the matrix [79]. Mathematically this was first explained by the viscosity law of Einstein
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Figure 2.9.: Idealized influence of a reinforcing filler on the shear modulus of a (vulcanized) rubber. The
hydrodynamic influence of the filler and its in-rubber structure (occluded + bound rubber) result in a strain-
independent increase of the modulus. Filler-filler and filler-polymer interactions contribute to an additional increase
of the modulus, which is diminished at larger strain amplitudes, due to the break up of the network structure
(based on [10, 55]).

(Eq. 2.25) [34, Chapter 2.5.2], which describes the viscosity of a matrix η (φ) as a function of the

filler concentration.

η (φ) = η0 (1 + 2.5φ) (2.25)

In this formula, η0 is the viscosity of the unfilled matrix and φ is the filler volume fraction. This

formula is only valid for the addition of hard, spherical particles and no effect of the particle size,

their size distribution or interaction between the particles is included. Based on this work, η (φ)

of more complex systems and at higher filler volume fractions is often described with a power

series (Eq. 2.26), where the coefficients bi depend on the actual system under investigation [80,

Chapter 3.3.4.3].

η (φ) = η0

(
1 + b1φ+ b2φ

2 + b3φ
3 + . . .

)
(2.26)

The linear term of such kind of equations describes the effect of single particles on the viscosity,

the quadratic term adds interactions between two particles, and so on [81].

Depending on the shape of the particles, the volume fractions considered, and the assumptions

made for the calculation, different parameters bi were reported for Eq. 2.26 [10, Chapter 5]. This

concept was for example adapted by Guth and Gold, who included the mutual disturbance caused

by pairs of spherical particles in a laminar flow [79]. They reported values of 2.5 for b1 and 14.1
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2.2. Filled elastomers

for b2 and found Eq. 2.27 applicable for the viscosity of various high molecular materials [79].

spherical particles: η (φ) = η0
(
1 + 2.5φ+ 14.1φ2

)
(2.27)

It was also found, that the principle of Eq. 2.26 could be applied to describe other material

functions of rubber compounds, such as the Young’s modulus E∗ and the shear modulus G∗. In such

compounds, the filler particles perturb the stresses and strains in the system when external forces

are applied and thereby increase the elastic energy, which leads to a stiffening of the compound

[81]. With Eq. 2.27, it is possible to describe the increase of the modulus with increasing filler

volume fractions up to φ = 0.1. At higher volume fractions the formation of a filler-filler network

results in an increase of the modulus, which his higher than the one predicted by Eq. 2.27 [55]. For

these higher filler concentration, Guth extended the model by interpreting the CB agglomerates as

rod like particles and found Eq. 2.28 to describe the enhanced stiffness [81].

rod-like particles: E (φ) = E
(
1 + 0.67fφ+ 1.62f2φ2

)
(2.28)

The shape factor f accounts for the anisotropic shape of the particles and is the length of the

particle divided by its width [81].

Mullins and Tobin [82] found that the structure of the CB, which is neither a perfect sphere nor

a rod, is an important parameter in this consideration. According to their research, Eq. 2.27 is

appropriate to describe the Young’s modulus of compounds filled with large, more spherical blacks,

whereas compounds containing small, highly structured fillers are better described by Eq. 2.28 (for

φ ≤ 0.15) [82]. They concluded in their work, that the influence of the filler on the modulus is

limited to an amplification of the strain present in the deformable rubber matrix, which can be

described by a strain amplification factor X (Eq. 2.29) [82].

η (φ) = η0X (2.29)

Recently, more complex theoretical approaches, such as the network junction theory [83], were

used to calculate the amplification factor X.
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Up to now, only the hydrodynamic effect of solid fillers on the rheological properties of rubber

compounds was discussed. Another influence on the shear modulus independent of the strain

amplitude is the so called in-rubber structure. The occluded rubber in the voids of the complex CB

particles is partly shielded from the applied deformation [55, 84]. Additionally, some rubber chains

are adsorbed on the filler surface and partly immobilized (bound rubber). Both, the occluded and

the bound rubber act like an additional filler rather than like free polymer chains [10, Chapter 5.1.7].

This effect can be included into the description of the modulus by considering an effective filler

volume fraction, φeff, rather than the actual CB filler volume fraction, φ, in the equation used for

calculating the material functions (Eqs. 2.25 to 2.29).

Strain-dependent filler influence on the modulus

In dynamic strain amplitude tests it was found, that the shear modulus of filled elastomers is

decreasing drastically already at strain amplitudes of a few percent [85]. This effect is usually

referred to as dynamic stress-softening or Payne effect, after A. R. Payne, who published a series

of papers [86, 87] on this effect in the 1960’s. Payne found a decrease of |G∗| by more than a

decade for natural rubber compounds containing up to φ = 0.38 CB with high surface area (high

abrasion furnace CB), when the strain amplitude was increased from 0.001 to 0.1 [86]. He could

also show that the type of CB used and its concentration in the rubber play a crucial role for the

decrease of the modulus [86]. Aranguren et al. [88] studied the effect of the silica concentration

on the dynamic shear modulus of a linear polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) melt and found a similar

influence of the filler volume fraction on the decrease of the shear modulus, as well as additional

influences of the silica surface chemistry and the molecular weight of the PDMS. They attributed

the Payne effect to the formation of a filler-polymer network. This network has three different

contributions: a) direct bridges of single polymer chains adsorbed to two different particles, b)

primary entanglements between two polymer chains adsorbed to different particles and c) secondary

entanglements involving non-adsorbed PDMS chains [88].

Besides the contribution of the filler-polymer network, another proposed mechanisms for the

dynamic strain softening considers the filler-filler network [10, Chapter 5.1.10]. A model, first

developed by Kraus, considers an agglomeration process of the filler network caused by van-der-
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2.2. Filled elastomers

Waals forces between the particles and a deagglomeration, due to the mechanical stress applied

to the material [41]. In this framework, both processes are dynamic and have a certain rate

with different rate constants. The model assumes a plateau of the storage modulus at low strain

amplitudes and one at high strain amplitudes , both also found in experiments [41]. At rest and

very low strain amplitudes, the rates for agglomeration and deagglomeration are equal and their

strain dependencies are modeled with a power law [41]. The dynamic formation and destruction of

the CB network results in an additional term for the loss modulus [41]. This model captures the

strain amplitude dependence of the storage modulus well and predicts a peak of G′′ when G′ starts

to decrease, which is also observed for vulcanized rubber compounds. However, it fails to predict

the vertical asymmetry of this peak [10, Chapter 5.1.10]. Therefore, different improvements of this

model were proposed, such as different strain exponents for the agglomeration and deagglomeration,

an additional exponential decay of the loss modulus or including aggregate flocculation [10, Chapter

5.1.10]. This and other theories using a filler-filler network are only reasonable for filler volume

fractions above or close to the percolation threshold. However, the Payne effect is also seen for

compounds with lower contents of CB, so other mechanisms must also be included.

For a more elaborated review of different theoretical models for the Payne effect, the interested

reader is referred to the literature, e.g. [10, 41].

Dynamic stress softening, Mullins effect

When filled elastomers are subjected to large amplitudes in a cyclic manner, the measured stress

during the first cycle is usually larger than in the following cycles. After a few cycles, the material

responses coincide during the following cycles [89]. When the extension exceeds the previous

maximum deformation, the stress-strain response of the material corresponds to the monotonous

uniaxial tension response [89]. This effect is often referred to as dynamic strain softening or the

Mullins effect [90]. Many different physical interpretations have been proposed, which all involve

changes in the microstructure of the compound. Diani et al. [89] summarized the most important

ones in a comprehensive review. The possible interpretations include the rupture of chains from

the filler surface, the break up of CB agglomerates, and the slipping of polymer chains over the

surface of the filler. Layers of glassy polymer around the particles, which dynamically form bridges
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with a certain lifetime, are also proposed as possible reasons for the Mullins effect [85, 91, 92].

FT rheology of filled elastomers

Despite the fact that filled elastomers show a strong decrease of the shear modulus with increasing

strain amplitude (Payne effect), the measured values of nonlinear contributions to rubber materials

were often found to be low and the stress response sinusoidal [16, 92, 93]. Therefore, it was

concluded by the authors that this is a special feature of filled rubber materials, which would allow

the interpretation of the mechanical properties in terms of linear parameters (such as G′ and G′′)

even in the NVE regime [16, 92, 93].

Leblanc et al. [27] modified a standard rubber rheometer to capture the raw data of the stress

and the strain signal and analyzed them with FT-rheology. They conducted a series of studies on

many different rubber systems including unfilled rubber [27], CB filled rubber materials [12, 28, 29,

94, 95], and thermoplastic vulcanizates [96]. They found that the third higher harmonic contribu-

tion is important for rubber materials above strain amplitudes γ0 = 1 and they could separate the

nonlinear response in a superposition of two components [29]. The first of these components was

attributed to the nonlinear contribution of the rubber matrix, which was assumed to be indepen-

dent of the filler volume fraction and which increased monotonically with the strain amplitude [29].

The second component in the work of Leblanc et al. [29] is the nonlinear contribution of the filler

to the material response, which had a maximum at a strain amplitude γ0 ≈ 2. Their interpretation

for this filler dependent behavior was that the interactions between the rubber and the filler phase

increase with strain amplitude and cause the increase of I3/1 but above a critical strain amplitude

these interactions are modified and the nonlinear contribution caused by the filler starts to vanish

when γ0 is further increased [29]. This is consistent with findings for the viscosity in suspensions,

which often show a Newtonian plateau at low shear stresses and a second Newtonian plateau at

very high shear stress [35, Chapter 10]. Between these two regimes with linear viscoelastic behav-

ior, a nonlinear viscoelastic regime is found, where the viscosity is decreasing with increasing stress

[35, Chapter 10]. For a silica filled compound Leblanc and Nijman [97] found similar behavior

of the third higher harmonic contribution and variations during different steps of the mixing and

silanization process could be observed.
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2.3. Thermoplastic Elastomers and phase separation in block copolymers

2.3. Thermoplastic Elastomers and phase separation in block

copolymers

The main reason for the mechanical properties of elastomers is their covalent three-dimensional

network structure. The drawback of this network is that vulcanized rubbers can not be processed

or reshaped after cross-linking. Also their composition can not be changed afterwards and the

reclaiming of these elastomers necessitates the destruction of the vulcanized structure [8, 98]. Thus

the combination of the elastic properties of elastomers and the processability of thermoplastics (in

extrusion, injection molding, film blowing, etc.) is an interesting field of research, which resulted

in the development of a completely new class of polymeric materials since the mid 1960’s, the so

called thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) [31].

Today there are many different types of TPEs, which are all composed of a phase-separated

system with one phase being a rubber like polymer and the other a thermoplastic one [32]. The

mechanical behavior of a TPE depends strongly on the actual temperature in relation to the glass

transition temperature of the rubber, Tg,R, and the one of the thermoplastic phase, Tg,T (Tg,R <

Tg,T ). At temperatures between Tg,R and Tg,T , the material is elastic like a vulcanized rubber. At

temperatures higher than Tg,T , a TPE behaves like a polymer melt and can easily be processed.

Below Tg,R a TPE is a brittle material. The three major types of TPEs are blends, dynamically

vulcanized rubber–plastic alloys (thermoplastic vulcanizates, TPVs), and block copolymers [99,

Chapter 2].

Blends and TPVs are very similar in structure. They both consist of a mixture of a rubber and

a thermoplast. The thermoplastic part typically forms the continuous phase [99, Chapter 2]. The

major difference between the two types of TPEs is that in the TPV, the rubber particles are cross-

linked during the melt-mixing of the two phases (dynamic vulcanization) [100, 101]. An important

TPV is the so called thermoplastic olefin, a mixture of cross-linked EPDM (ethylene-propylene-

diene monomer) rubber dispersed in polypropylene, which has a wide range of application in the

automotive and construction industry.[100]

Block copolymers are the oldest type of TPEs [31]. In this kind of polymers, the thermoplastic

and the rubber part are covalently bound together in a polymer chain. Thus the two different

components can not phase separate on a macroscopic scale and only microphase separation is
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possible [102].

The phase behavior of (A–B)n block copolymers composed of the two monomers A and B is

based on the relation between entropic and enthalpic effects. The entropy of such polymers is

determined by the polymerization stoichiometry (namely their overall degree of polymerization

N), the architecture of the chains (represented by n), and their composition (i.e. the volume

fraction Φ of polymer A), whereas the enthalpic contribution is given by the A–B segment-segment

(Flory-Huggins) interaction parameter χ [103]. The interaction parameter χ is defined as [104,

Chapter 13]:

χ = Z

kBT

(
εAB −

(εAA − εBB)
2

)
(2.30)

where Z is the number of closest neighboring monomer units to a monomer unit within the copoly-

mer configuration cell, kB is the Boltzmann constant, εAB the interaction energy per monomer

unit between A and B monomers, εAA and εBB the interaction energies per monomer unit between

the same monomers [104, Chapter 13]. The value of χ, which has no unit, thus depends on the

selection of the A–B monomer pair and is also a function of the temperature according to Eq. 2.31.

χ ≈ αT−1 + β (2.31)

The parameters α and β depend on the monomer combination, their composition Φ, and n [103]. A

positive χ indicates repulsion between monomer A and monomer B, whereas a negative χ signifies

mixing of the two monomers [104, Chapter 13].

Much research has been done on both the theoretical calculation and the experimental determi-

nation of the phase behavior of block copolymers as a function of χ, n, N and Φ (e.g. [102, 103,

105–108]). A typical result of the theoretical work is given in Fig. 2.10, where the phase diagram

of a symmetric diblock melt (n = 1) calculated by mean-field theory is shown as function of the

product χN and the volume fraction of monomer A, Φ. The product χN controls the degree of

segregation between the A and B blocks [108]. At values χN � 1, the copolymer melt is disordered

(DIS), if χN is in the order of 10, a disorder-to-order phase transitions occurs and the composition

profile is sinusoidal, if χN � 10, the segregation is strong and the composition profile is similar to a

step function with narrow interfaces [103]. Depending on χN and Φ, different phase morphologies
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Figure 2.10.: Phase diagram calculated by mean-field theory
for a conformationally symmetric diblock (i.e. n = 1) copoly-
mer melt as a function of the Flory-Huggins interaction param-
eter χ, the degree of polymerization (N) and the volume frac-
tion of block A (Φ). The different phases are lamella (LAM),
hexagonal cylinders (HEX), gyroid (GYR), bcc spheres (BCC),
close-packed spheres (CPS) and disordered (DIS). The dashed
lines denote the extrapolated phase boundaries and the dot
denotes the mean-field critical point. Adapted with permission
from [108]. Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.

are expected. The most important morphologies of an (A–B)n copolymer are also illustrated in

Fig. 2.11. This includes the lamellar phase (LAM), hexagonal oriented cylinders (HEX), a bicontin-

uous cubic phase with Ia3̄d symmetry (GYR), which is also called gyroid phase, and two spherical

morphologies, either body centered cubic (BCC) or close packed (CPS, not drawn in Fig. 2.11).

BCC HEX GYR LAM

body centered
spheres

hexagonal
cylinders

bicontinuous
cubic

lamelae

Figure 2.11.: Important phases in an (A–B)n block copolymer. The minor component is painted darker.
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under

LAOS

Rubber rheometers differ from common shear rheometers with cone and plate or parallel plate

geometries (see Fig. 2.2, p. 6) as they have a sealed, cone-cone geometry, which is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The surfaces of the upper and the lower geometry of a rubber rheometer contain several grooves to

groove

a) b)

seal seal platesealssample

seal plates

w /2p 1

spew
channel

Figure 3.1.: a) Schematic cross section of the cone-cone geometry in a rubber rheometer. Excess of sample
material is flowing into the channel between the sealing plates. This excess material, together with the sealing
rings, closes the geometry during the measurement. b) Picture of lower geometry in a V50 rheometer. Several
grooves in the surface shall decrease sample slipping.

prevent slippage of the polymer [109]. Measurements are done under pressurized conditions, which

restrains the slippage of the elastomer on the geometry surface, as could be shown for Mooney

viscometers [110, 111]. The pressure applied on the upper geometry throughout the measurement

also hinders the formation of a porous structure during the vulcanization of rubbers [112]. This

set-up allows reproducible measurements of filled elastomers even at high strain amplitudes [12].

After the measurement, residual sample material in the corners of the grooves makes the cleaning

of the geometry tedious. Therefore a thin polymer foil (with a high Tg of the polymer) is often

placed between the sample and each geometry to facilitate the cleaning after the measurement.

Due to the two truncated cones, a constant strain rate throughout the gap is expected in the
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geometry during shear [26, 113]. However, there is an error from the ideal homogeneous flow,

because of the fixed boundaries at the sealing rings. Numerical simulations of torsional flow of a

Newtonian fluid showed an increase of the shear rate close to the edge between the lower, moving

geometry and the lower sealing ring and consequently the shear rate is decreased around the edge

of the upper geometry and the upper sealing ring [26]. The difference in torque between the closed,

cone-cone geometry and a cone and plate geometry was found to be 10.6 % for a Newtonian fluid

by numerical calculations [26]. Measurements on two layers of polyethylene with different colors

did also show non-homogeneous flow at the corners of the geometry [109]. Despite these deviations

in the flow field, experimental results of linear measurements showed a good agreement with results

from open gap rheometers, i.e. the deviation in the plateau modulus between a rubber rheometer

and three standard open gap rheometers was found below 20 % [26].

In the following sections the performance of a SIS-V50 rubber rheometer (hereinafter: V50)

from Scarabeaus GmbH (Wetzlar, Germany; now TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) under LAOS

was studied in detail. The software of the instrument is capable of calculating the relative higher

harmonic contributions of the stress response up to the tenth higher harmonic. Additionally, the

raw data of both the strain excitation and the stress response were recorded with an external

ADC card (using the oversampling technique to increase sensitivity [49, 114]) and analyzed with

a home-written LabView R© routine [115] to obtain the relative higher harmonic contributions of

both signals. The data of the instrument’s software and the home-written routine match, e.g.

for a polystyrene melt (PS-1, Table 3.1) typical differences in I3/1 are below 5 % at γ0 > 0.2

(T = 190 ◦C, ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz). For the further course of this chapter, only the results from the

instrument’s software were used when nothing else is explicitly mentioned. Different polymers (see

Table 3.1) were measured on the V50 rubber rheometer and on a standard open gap rheometer

(ARES G2, TA Instruments), and the results are compared (Section 3.1).
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Table 3.1.: Polymers used to investigate the performance of the rubber rheometer.

Name Polymer Mw PDIa Polymerization Styrene

[kg mol−1] technique content

PE-1 polyethylene-co-hexene radical

PS-1 polystyrene 292 1.34 anionic 100 mol%

S-SBRb styrene butadiene rubber 398 1.83 anionic 13.7 mol%

E-SBRb styrene butadiene rubber 750 6.5 radical 17.1 mol%

SIS-I poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) 147 1.44 anionic 10.6 mol%

a polydispersity index
b filled with different amounts of CB and various additives (Appendix B.3, Appendix B.5)

Some features relevant for measurements on the rubber rheometers are discussed in detail, too

(Section 3.2). In addition, emulsion polymerized SBR (E-SBR), filled with various volume fractions

of CB, was measured on the V50 rubber rheometer and the results are compared to those of Leblanc

et al. [12], who investigated the same samples on a RPA 2000 rubber rheometer (Section 3.3). In

Table 3.2, the technical data for the three different rheometers used in this study is summarized.

Table 3.2.: Technical data of the rheometers used. Data based on information by the
manufacturer [116–118].

Property V50 ARES G2 RPA 2000

T range [◦C] 30 – 200 −150 – 600a ambient – 230

ω1/2π range [Hz] 1.0 · 10−2 – 50 1.6 · 10−8 – 100 1.6 · 10−3 – 50

M range [N m] 10−3 – 20 5 · 10−8 – 0.2 not given

M resolution [N m] 10−3 10−9 not given

Oversamplingb yes yes no

a Forced convective oven and cooling with liquid nitrogen
b Oversampling technique [49] used by the software of the instrument
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3.1. Comparison with open gap geometry rheometer

A linear polystyrene sample, PS-1, was measured on the V50 and the ARES G2 open gap rheometer.

For the ARES G2, an Invar cone and plate geometry was used with a diameter of 13 mm and a

cone angle of 0.1 rad.

At low to medium strain amplitudes (γ0 < 0.8), the absolute value of the complex shear modulus

|G∗| and tan δ of both instruments differ by usually less than 10 % as can be seen in Fig. 3.2.

However, the results of both instrument deviate at strain amplitudes above γ0 = 0.8. The modulus
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Figure 3.2.: Absolute value of the complex modulus, |G∗|, and tan δ of PS-1 measured on the V50 and the
ARES G2 (average of three specimen for each instrument). At low amplitudes the results of both instrument
differ by ±10 %. Above a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.8 (dashed line) the values start to deviate (ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz,
T = 190 ◦C).

drops drastically on the ARES G2 and tan δ start to increase. Also the standard deviation of |G∗|

increases with increasing γ0. These results are most probably due to slippage of the sample on the

smooth surface of the geometry and the appearance of irregularities on the edges of the specimen

(edge effect), which both start to dominate the response at larger amplitudes. On the V50, the

decrease of |G∗| at large amplitudes is not as steep as on the ARES G2 and the standard deviation

between the measurements is smaller, especially fo |G∗|. This can be attributed to the sealing of

the geometry at the edges that prevents the occurrence of edge effects as well as to the grooved

surface and the applied pressure, which reduce the slip of the polymer.
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS

For PS-1, the nonlinear results measured on the V50 and the ARES AG2 were also compared

and in Fig. 3.3, I3/1 is plotted as function of γ0 for the two rheometers.
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Figure 3.3.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 as function of γ0 for PS-1 (ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, T =
190 ◦C) measured on the ARES G2 and the V50. The dashed line indicates the strain amplitude, at which |G∗|
of the two instruments started to deviate (see Fig. 3.2). At low strain amplitudes the signal of both instruments
is determined by noise. The arrows indicate the onset of the quadratic scaling of I3/1 with γ0 for the ARES G2
and the V50 (γmin = 0.075 and 0.16, respectively).

The stress response in both instruments is dominated by noise at low strain amplitudes (γ0 < 0.1),

as can be seen by the decrease of I3/1 with increasing γ0 and the high standard deviation that is

indicated by the error bars. For linear homopolymer melts, a quadratic scaling of I3/1 with γ0 is

expected at medium amplitudes (in the so called medium amplitude oscillatory shear regime, see

Eq. 2.20, p. 14) [25, 53]. This scaling is also found in measurements on both instruments, but

the onset of this scaling is at different strain amplitudes (γmin,V50 and γmin,ARES, respectively).

Wilhelm et al. [51] described I3/1 by Eq. 2.23 (p. 14) and defined the onset of the quadratic scaling

γmin as the minimum of this curve, i.e. the strain amplitude, where the derivative of Eq. 2.23,

Eq. 3.1, is zero (Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3).

dI3/1
dγ0

=−Aγ−2
0 + 2Q0γ0 (3.1)

0 =−Aγ−2
min + 2Q0γmin (3.2)
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γmin =
(
A

2Q0

) 1
3

(3.3)

For the ARES G2, the onset of the quadratic scaling, γmin,ARES = 0.075, was calculated with

Eq. 3.3. For the V50, a peak of I3/1 at 0.01 < γ0 < 0.1, is present, thus Eq. 2.23 is not valid and the

lowest data point of I3/1 was used to define the onset γmin,V50 = 0.16 instead. This value is twice

as high as the one for the ARES G2. The peak of I3/1 at low γ0 was found in many measurements

on the V50 for various polymers and therefore focus of a separate investigation (Section 3.2).

To quantify the difference in I3/1 between the two instruments in the MAOS regime, the Q-

parameter (Eq. 2.21) was calculated and the intrinsic nonlinearity Q0 (Eq. 2.22) was determined

by a linear fit of log(Q) (slope = 0) in the MAOS regime (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4.: Q-parameter (Eq. 2.21) as function of log(γ0) measured on the V50 and the ARES G2 for PS-1
(ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, T = 190 ◦C, average of three measurements on each instrument). At low values of log(γ0)
(log(γ0) < −1), log(Q) is decreasing, because the stress response is dominated by noise. This regime is followed
by a plateau of log(Q), which is used for the calculation of the intrinsic nonlinearity Q0 (horizontal line). The
measured value for Q0 is approximately three times higher on the V50 than on the G2.

The intrinsic nonlinearity Q0 measured on the V50 is almost three times higher than the one

measured on the ARES G2. The reason for this is most probably due to the difference in the

geometry setup. For parallel plate geometries, it was found that the intrinsic nonlinearity is lower

than for cone-plate due to the non-homogeneous flow and has to be corrected by a factor of 1.5 [39].

The V50 has a cone-cone geometry, which should result in homogeneous flow like in the cone-plate
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geometry and hence quantitative similar results were expected [119]. However, the sealed edges

in the V50 introduce secondary flows [26, 109], which might lead to an increase of the nonlinear

contribution.

Another possible source of deviation could be the polymer foil, which is usually put between

each surface of the geometry and the sample in rubber rheometers. This foil, made of a polyester,

shall facilitate the cleaning of the geometry, which is else often tedious (especially for low viscous

samples) due to the grooves. Therefore, the same test as previous was done on the PS-1 without

foil. The difference between the measurements with and without foil are in the same order of

magnitude (±10 %) as the standard deviation of the measurements without foil. Hence, the effect

of the foil on Q0 should be negligible.

3.2. Investigation of the peak in I3/1 at small strain amplitudes

During nonlinear measurements on the V50 for most of the samples, a broad peak of I3/1 was found

at small strain amplitudes (usually 0.01 < γ0 < 0.1). This can be seen for example in Fig. 3.5 for

a polystyrene melt (PS-1).
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Figure 3.5.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 as function of γ0 for PS-1 (ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, T =
190 ◦C) measured on the V50 rheometer. A broad peak of I3/1 is found at 0.02 < γ0 < 0.1.

This peak does not fit in the theoretical explanations (Section 2.1.2, p. 10) for neither the SAOS
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3.2. Investigation of the peak in I 3/1 at small strain amplitudes

regime, where I(3ω1) is dominated by noise and a decrease of I3/1 with increasing strain amplitude

is expected (I3/1 ∝ γ−1
0 ), nor the MAOS regime, where a scaling law of I3/1 ∝ γ2

0 is predicted

for linear homopolymer melts. Therefore this peak was further investigated systematically and

different hypotheses for the occurrence of this peak were tested.

The first hypothesis was an additional nonlinear contribution caused by the deformation of an

interface in the sample. The idea based on previous results on heterogeneous samples. Rein-

heimer et al. [23] found the presence of a similar peak for the emulsion of two Newtonian fluids

(polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) in polyisobutylene). They attributed the increase of the nonlinear

contribution causing this peak to the deformation of the interface between the PDMS droplets and

the polyisobutylene matrix. Similar results were also found on beer foam [51]. The presence of a

deformable interface is obvious for the rubber samples tested, because beside CB they also contain

different additives such as process oil, activators, anti-aging additives and so on. These chemicals

might phase separate from the rubber matrix and hence create interfaces. It is known for example

from literature that mineral sulfur tends to diffuse to the surface of rubber samples during storage

(the formed sulfur layer is called bloom) [120] and ozone protective waxes often have a low solu-

bility in rubber polymers at room temperature [6, Chapter 3.4.3]. In polymers, such as PS-1, the

presence of interfaces is not expected, instead a homogeneous melt should be present. The interface

might be explained by a problem that was seen after many measurements of polymer melts on the

V50: the presence of gas bubbles in the specimen. These bubbles most probably are caused by

air trapped in the corners of the grooves, when the geometry is closed and the polymer is pressed

into shape. Evaporation of remaining solvent is unlikely, because these bubbles also appeared in

specimen of industrial samples (dry granulate). The granulate was pressed into shape afterwards

at elevated temperatures (typically T = 180 ◦C) under vacuum for at least 30 min. However, this

peak was also found for specimen, where no bubbles were observed after the measurement.

The second hypothesis was the presence of an oil film on the geometry surface, which might

cause additional slip effects that may be responsible for the peak in I3/1. The rubber materials

measured on the V50 usually all contain fatty acids and process oil. These might phase separate

from the polymer as mentioned before and concentrate at the interface between the specimen and

the geometry. This oil film might remain on the surface afterwards, especially in the corners of
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS

the grooves and between the sealing rings and the geometry. This could cause the appearance

of the peak for polymer melts without oil (and without gas bubbles in the specimen), too. To

investigate the influence of an oil film on the nonlinear rheological properties, an industrial SIS

triblock copolymer (SIS-I, Table 3.1) was tested and the results are shown in Fig. 3.6. First, the
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Figure 3.6.: Influence of an oil film on the nonlinear properties of SIS-I (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, T = 80 ◦C, V50
rheometer). First, the geometry was cleaned (with water and acetone) and the two sealing rings were replaced
with new ones. Then the polymer was measured (samples no oil, full symbols). Afterwards, an oil was sprayed
on both geometry surfaces and the polymer was measured again (samples with oil, open symbols). No influence
of the oil on I3/1 is visible, the peak is still present (although very weak) for all samples.

polymer was measured (four specimen, “no oil”) after both geometry parts were thoroughly cleaned

with water and acetone. Also the sealing rings were replaced with new ones. Then a film of oil was

sprayed on both geometry parts before the sample was measured (two specimen, “with oil”). As

can be seen in Fig. 3.6, there is no influence of the oil on I3/1 observable at small strain amplitudes

and neither the peak position nor its height do change. Instead, a deviation is only seen at very

high strain amplitudes (1 < γ0 < 7), where the increase is smoother for the sample with the oil

film. This behavior might be explained by less friction at the interface between sample and sealing

rings when the specimen is covered with oil.

The third possible explanation for the peak is a nonlinear contribution of the instrument itself. If

the strain signal is not perfectly sinusoidal, additional higher harmonic contributions are expected

in the stress response, because I3/1 of the stress signal is the vector sum of all higher harmonic
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3.2. Investigation of the peak in I 3/1 at small strain amplitudes

contributions with the same frequency (3ν1), no matter if they are coming from the material

response or the excitation. In Fig. 3.7 the third higher harmonic contributions to the stress (I3/1,σ)

and the strain signal (I3/1,γ) are plotted as function of γ0. At low γ0 (γ0 < 0.1), the magnitude
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Figure 3.7.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution to the strain (I3/1,γ , squares) and the stress signal
(I3/1,σ, circles) of PS-1 measured on the V50 calculated by an external software. At low strain amplitudes
(γ0 < 0.1), I3/1,γ is as high as I3/1,σ. With increasing γ0, I3/1,γ is decreasing until it reaches a plateau at very
low values (I3/1,γ = 10−4), whereas the stress contribution is increasing.

of the nonlinear strain contribution is similar to the magnitude of the stress response, but with

increasing strain amplitude the motor control is improved and the excitation contains almost no

third higher harmonic contribution (I3/1,γ ≈ 10−4). In the strain amplitude range, where the peak,

or in this case the plateau, of I3/1 was found (0.01 < γ0 < 0.1), the nonlinear contributions to the

stress and the strain signal have almost the same intensity. However, there is no special increase

of I3/1,γ that could explain the peak in the nonlinear stress response. So the nonlinear strain

excitation can not explain the peak in the stress response.

In Fig. 3.8, I3/1 is plotted for three different polymers (polyethylene PE-1, polystyrene PS-1,

and solution styrene butadiene rubber S-SBR, Table 3.1, p. 30) during a strain sweep test at

ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz. The measurement temperature of each polymer was chosen in a way that the

three polymers have approximately the same absolute value of the torque response for each strain

amplitude. The corresponding I3/1 values are very different. The peak is most pronounced for the

S-SBR, which also shows the largest nonlinearities at high strain amplitudes. The peak is very
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS
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Figure 3.8.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 measured on the V50 for three different polymers with similar torque values
(ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz). For the polyethylene (PE-1) and the unfilled solution SBR (S-SBR) the peak is clearly visible,
while it is not pronounced in the polystyrene (PS-1).

broad (0.01 < γ0 < 1) for the PE-1 and for the PS-1 only a plateau in I3/1 is visible. The sample

PS-1 shows the lowest values of I3/1 over the almost the whole strain amplitude range measured.

The reason for the peak is thus not explained by a contribution, which depends only on the torque

(i.e. the motor excitation) but also on the polymer.

In September 2014, parts of the V50 rheometer were changed by the manufacturer. These changes

included a slightly different geometry (better cooling and the grooves have different shape), a new

motor control and a change of the upper geometry part, which included the installation of an

additional pressure sensor for measuring the normal forces during shear. This modification of the

instrument proved that the peak is mainly caused by the instrument, because since then, the peak is

shifted to lower strain amplitudes for all samples measured since the modification. This is illustrated

in Fig. 3.9 for an S-SBR compound with 40 phr CB (Appendix B.3), which was measured before

and after the modification. However, due to the manifold changes made during the modification,

no exact origin of the peak could be identified, yet.

In Table 3.3 the results of the different measurements performed are summarized.
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS
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Figure 3.9.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 measured on the V50 for a S-SBR filled with 40 phr CB (phr: parts per
hundred weight percent of rubber) before (January 2014) and after (November 2014) the modification of the
instrument by the manufacturer in September 2014. The peak of I3/1 is shifted to lower strain amplitudes after
the modification.

3.3. Comparison of the V50 with an RPA 2000 rheometer

3.3.1. Experimental approach

In order to study the sensitivity of the V50 rubber rheometer, CB filled emulsion SBR was tested

and the results were compared with those of Leblanc et al. [12], who measured the same samples

on an RPA 2000 rubber rheometer (hereinafter: RPA) from Alpha Technologies (Akron, OH). For

each of the nine sample materials, two specimen were tested with each instrument. The technical

data of the two instruments was already given in a previous section (see Table 3.2, p. 30). This

study was already started during the diploma thesis [121] and parts of the results were already

mentioned therein.

The samples consisted of emulsion polymerized SBR (E-SBR) with 17.1 mol% styrene as rubber

matrix and 0 phr to 50 phr, i.e. φ = 0 to 0.184, CB (grade N330) as reinforcing filler. Standard

additives (16 phr) were included to increase the aging stability and to enhance the mixing properties.

The samples were compounded by Prof. Leblanc and the detailed recipe is given in Appendix B.5

and in [12].

The measurement procedure on the V50 was the following. A LAOS strain amplitude test with

γ0 = 10−3 to 10 was performed with an excitation frequency of ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz. Before and after
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3.3. Comparison of the V50 with an RPA 2000 rheometer

the LAOS test, a SAOS frequency test (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz, γ0 = 0.05) was performed to check

for structural changes during the LAOS strain amplitude test. Between all tests, a resting period

of 5 min was included.

The measurement procedure used by Leblanc et al. is described in detail in [12]. The LAOS

strain amplitude experiment was divided in two subsequent runs (ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, γ0 = 0.07 to 10),

separated by a resting period of 2 min. The raw data of the strain excitation and the stress response

were recorded with an external 16-bit ADC card and the Fourier-transformed results calculated

by a MathCad R© routine. Leblanc et al. [12] corrected their measured nonlinear data for effects

of nonlinear strain excitation at small strain amplitudes. In this study, only the uncorrected data

received from the authors was used for the comparison, as the influence of the instrument is a major

focus of this chapter. Therefore, the nonlinear data for the RPA shown here slightly deviates from

the data published in [12].

3.3.2. Results

In Fig. 3.10, |G∗| and tan δ are shown for samples filled with φ = 0 (left graph) and φ = 0.184 CB

for both rheometers. The lowest γ0 used in the study of Leblanc et al. (γ0 = 0.07) is in the NVE
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Figure 3.10.: Absolute value of the complex modulus |G∗| and tan δ of SBR samples with φ = 0 (left) and
φ = 0.184 (right) CB measured in the LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, T = 100 ◦C) with the V50 and the RPA. The
shear modulus |G∗| is between 15 % to 30 % higher on the V50 than on the RPA.

regime for the highly filled elastomers with a volume fraction φ > 0.119. The measured values

of |G∗| are between 15 % to 30 % larger on the V50 than on the RPA. This difference is larger
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS

than typical deviations between different instruments. Merger and Wilhelm [38] measured PI and

polyisobutylene on four different open-gap rheometers and found a difference in moduli and tan δ

of less than 12 % in the LVE regime. Leblanc and Mongruel [26] reported a difference of up to 20 %

in the plateau modulus of an anionic polystyrene melt between five different rheometers (one RPA

and four different open-gap rheometers) in three different laboratories. In their study, the RPA

showed also the lowest values of the modulus. A reason for the significant difference in |G∗| found

between the RPA and the V50 in this study might be the different strain history of the samples in

both rheometers. In the V50, a frequency test was performed before the LAOS test and the LAOS

test already started at γ0 = 10−3. The comparison of the two frequency tests before and after the

LAOS testing on the V50 showed an increase in the loss factor by up to 10 % after the LAOS test.

This indicates a change in the physical structure of the compounds by the LAOS test.

In Fig. 3.11, |G∗(φ)| normalized to the value of the unfilled compound is plotted as a function of

the filler volume fraction at γ0 = 0.07 for both rheometers.
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Figure 3.11.: Influence of the CB volume fraction φ on the absolute value of the shear modulus of E-SBR
(γ0 = 0.07, ω1/2π = 0.5 Hz, T = 100 ◦C). The values of |G∗(φ)| are normalized to the value of the unfilled
compound, |G∗(0)|. The data (symbols) measured on both instruments was fitted with the Guth equation
(Eq. 2.28, p. 21) with |G∗(0)| fixed to the respective value measured. The results of both instruments match
well with f = 5.19 and 5.10 for the V50 and the RPA, respectively.

From this data it can be concluded that beside the difference in the absolute value of |G∗(φ)|,

the change of the modulus with increasing φ is the same for both instruments. The data was
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3.3. Comparison of the V50 with an RPA 2000 rheometer

fitted according to the Guth equation (Eq. 2.28, p. 21), with the anisotropy factor f as a free

parameter. The anisotropy factor found was 5.19 and 5.10 for the V50 and the RPA, respectively.

The calculated anisotropy factor deviates from the one found by Mullins and Tobin [82] of 6.5 for

a rubber compound with a high abrasive furnace black, which is a CB grade similar to the N330

grade [10].

Figure 3.12 shows the nonlinear parameter I3/1 as function of γ0 during the LAOS test (ω1/2π =

0.5 Hz, T = 100 ◦C) for two samples with different CB volume fraction (φ = 0.0 and 0.183) mea-

sured on the two rubber rheometers. At low strain amplitudes (γ0 < 0.01), the value of I(3ω1)
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Figure 3.12.: Difference in I3/1 as function of γ0 between the V50 and the RPA during the LAOS test (ω1/2π =
0.5 Hz, T = 100 ◦C, average of two specimen). On the left, the sample without CB (φ = 0.0) and on the right the
sample with the highest amount of CB (φ = 0.183) are shown. For the sample without CB, a huge difference is
found at strain amplitudes below γ0 = 1. The sensitivity of the RPA, defined as strain amplitude of the minimum
in I3/1, γmin,RPA, prior to the onset of the scaling behavior is a factor of 3 lower than the sensitivity of the
V50, γmin,V 50. For the highly filled sample, the data of the two instruments coincide over the whole range of γ0
measured on both instruments (γ0 = 0.07 to 10).

is dominated by noise (see Section 2.1.2) as can be seen by the decrease of I3/1 with increas-

ing γ0. Additionally, the data of the V50 shows a pronounced peak with a maximum around

γ0 = 0.04 and 0.06 for the two samples. This peak was discussed in the previous section (Sec-

tion 3.2) and is most probably due to instrumental noise. At medium amplitudes (γ0 = 0.6 to 1.7),

I3/1 can be described by a power law (I3/1 ∝ γ0
m) and eventually approaches a plateau value at

γ0 > 5.

For the sample with CB (right graph of Fig. 3.12), the data of the two instruments matches

also quantitative very well over the whole range of strain amplitudes tested on the RPA. The
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3. Performance of a rubber rheometer under LAOS

plateau value for both instruments is the same (I3/1(γ0 = 8.9) = 14.7) and the scaling exponent

at medium amplitudes is similar (m = 0.97 and 1.09) for the V50 and the RPA. The difference in

m is mainly due to the limited amount of strain amplitudes tested in this regime with the RPA.

A quantitative difference between the rheometers for the filled sample is the value of I3/1 at the

minimum (I3/1(γ0,min)), which differs by 36 %. At this strain amplitude, the noise is in the same

order of magnitude as the contribution of the nonlinear material response.

For the sample without CB (left graph of Fig. 3.12), the plateau values of the V50 and the

RPA match (I3/1(γ0 = 8.9) = 13.7 and 13.9, respectively) but the scaling exponent differ more

(m = 1.30 (V50) and 1.13 (RPA)). The most important difference between the two instruments

for this sample is the strain amplitude range in which I3/1 is determined by noise (including the

peak due to instrumental noise). The lower limit of this strain amplitude range differs by a factor

of 3, i.e. the two rheometers have a different sensitivity for the measurement of higher harmonic

contributions.

The strain amplitudes at the respective minimum of I3/1, γmin,V50 and γmin,RPA, were chosen as

a measure in order to quantify the difference in sensitivity. The absolute value of the minimum

nonlinear harmonic contributions, which can be detected by each instrument, is approximated

by the product of the torque and the relative third higher harmonic at this strain amplitude

(|M(γmin)| · I3/1(γmin)). The results are given in Table 3.4. For the compound with CB, the

Table 3.4.: Sensitivity of different rheometers
φ Instrument γmin I3/1(γmin) |M(γmin)| |M(γmin)| · I3/1(γmin)

0.000 V50 0.20 0.0026 0.31 N m 0.000 81 N m
RPA 2000 0.60 0.0233 0.72 N m 0.0168 N m

0.183 V50 0.32 0.0228 1.04 N m 0.0237 N m
RPA 2000 0.32 0.0167 0.84 N m 0.0140 N m

minimum of I3/1 is found at the same strain amplitude (γmin,V50 = γmin,RPA = 0.32) in both

rheometers, which corresponds to similar torque values. The difference in the minimum nonlinear

harmonic contributions is roughly a factor of two. For the sample without CB, γmin,RPA is three

times larger than γmin,V50. As a consequence, the V50 can detect ten times smaller nonlinear

contributions than the RPA and |M(γmin)| · I3/1(γmin) differs by a factor of 20.

The results measured for the two samples seem to be contradictory, as the sensitivity of the V50
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3.3. Comparison of the V50 with an RPA 2000 rheometer

is higher than the one of the RPA for the unfilled but lower for the filled sample. An explanation

for this might be the high error in the quantitative determination of the sensitivity limit. This is

mainly due to the limited amount of data points measured on the RPA at low strain amplitudes and

hence γmin,RPA can be determined less accurate than γmin,V50. It also seems that the instrumental

noise has a large influence on the nonlinear measurement for the filled system, as the peak in I3/1

at low γ0 is wider and has a higher maximum value. It can not be inferred from the available data

if the appearance of this peak is limited to the V50 or also present in the RPA and thus if this is

a common feature of rubber rheometers, as the strain amplitude range measured on the RPA does

not cover the same range as the one of the V50 rheometer.

The results of this study show, that with both rheometers the influence of the filler on the

shear modulus can be measured equally. The V50 seems to be better suited than the RPA for the

measurement of nonlinear contributions, especially for low viscous materials.
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4. Synthesis of thermoplastic elastomers

4.1. Choice of model system

In filled rubbers, solid particles are added into the rubber matrix to improve the mechanical prop-

erties of the material (see Section 2.2). Polymer chains are adsorbed to the filler surface and thus

create a three dimensional network in the polymer. At low filler contents (below the percolation

threshold φc), the particles are isolated in the polymer matrix, which is a structure similar to the

glassy phases in a TPE with a spherical morphology (Fig. 4.1). Therefore, this phase morphology

Figure 4.1.: Structure of an A–B–A triblock copolymer with A endblocks (black)
forming spheres (dark grey) in a continuous matrix of the midblock B (light grey).
Some diblock copolymers are also included because they are side products of the
synthetic process.

was chosen for the TPEs used in this study, to have a model system for filled rubber materials be-

low the percolation threshold. In this model system, the filler–polymer network of filled elastomers

is resembled by a polymer–polymer network in the TPE. This network of the TPE is formed by

polymer chains, which have endblocks in different spheres as well as by “trapped” entanglements

of the middle blocks. Both, the network structure in the TPE and in the filled elastomer, have a

dynamic structure caused by the thermal motion of the polymers.

Block copolymers can be synthesized by different methods. The most important ones are an-

ionic, cationic, and controlled free radical polymerization [104, p. xiv]. For the important TPE

type of A–B–A triblock copolymers with polydiene central units such as PI or polybutadiene [6,

Chapter 2.19], anionic polymerization is the synthetic method of choice because the resulting poly-
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4.2. Anionic polymerization of triblock copolymers

diene units have high content of the 1,4-cis microstructure, if the reaction is carried out in apolar

solvents and with lithium as the counterion [104, Chapter 2.1]. This microstructure is essential for

the elastic properties and low Tg of polydiene materials and hence for the application of the TPE.

For the model system used in this study, polystyrene (PS) has been chosen as the thermoplastic

compound and polyisoprene (PI) as the rubber part. Such poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) tri-

block copolymers (SIS) are TPEs with a high industrial importance [122–124]. This polymer choice

has the advantage that both monomers can be readily polymerized by anionic polymerization. For

a poly(styrene-b-isoprene) diblock copolymer with a high fraction of 1,4-cis PI, Hashimoto and

Fetters [125] reported the temperature dependence of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter ac-

cording to Eq. 2.31 (p. 26) from SAXS measurements of a diblock copolymer within a temperature

range of 50 ◦C to 180 ◦C: χ = 38.54/T − 0.0419. According to these results χ varies between 0.09

(20 ◦C) and 0.04 (200 ◦C) in the temperature range needed for rheological measurements in this

study. The constraint for strong phase separation (by mean field theory, strong segregation limit)

is χN > 100 [103]. This gives a minimum degree of polymerization of 1000 for the model systems.

Under these conditions it can be seen from Fig. 2.10 (p. 27) that a spherical morphology is expected

for a PS volume fraction ΦPS = 0.05 to 0.15.

4.2. Anionic polymerization of triblock copolymers

Anionic Polymerization is a ‘living’ polymerization, i.e. the polymerization process does not include

an unavoidable termination reaction [126]. As a consequence, the active polymer chains, the anions,

loose their reactivity only if an additional reagent is added. Such reagents are for example protic

molecules (like water, alcohols or acids), carbon dioxide and oxygen. Thus contaminations of such

molecules in the reaction system must be avoided. Therefore high vacuum techniques and Argon

inert gas atmosphere were used. All solvents and reagents were degased and dried prior to their use

as described in Appendix A. The absence of inevitable termination reactions enables the synthesis

of block copolymers with narrow molecular weight distributions (PDI typically below 1.1), defined

block lengths and well-adjustable molecular weights [104, Chapter 1].

There are three main synthetic pathways for the anionic polymerization of A–B–A triblock

copolymers: the sequential monomer addition, the coupling of two living diblock chains and the
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use of a difunctional initiator [127]. All three approaches were used in this work in order to optimize

the synthesis of SIS. In the following first some general considerations are mentioned, which are valid

for all reaction carried out in this study, and second the three different pathways are explained in

detail and the synthetic results are given and discussed. More information about the basic principles

of anionic polymerization can be found in standard textbooks of polymer chemistry, e.g. [128–130].

4.2.1. General considerations

The polymerization is started using organic lithium compounds as initiator due to their low pKa

values, which enable the fast and complete metalation of most monomers used in anionic polymer-

ization. This is necessary to get a narrow molecular weight distribution. Additionally, lithium as

counterion has a positive effect on the 1,4-cis content of PI. In this study, sec-butyllithium (s-BuLi)

was chosen due to its reactivity, which is high enough for a fast initiation of both isoprene and

styrene in apolar, organic solvents. The initiation reaction of sec-BuLi with styrene is shown in

Fig. 4.2. The product is a styrylanion with lithium as the counterion. The Li–C bond in organic

H2C
s-Bu

+

Li

s-BuLi

Figure 4.2.: Initiation of styrene with sec-butyllithium (s-BuLi). The product is a styrylanion (with lithium as
counterion). The Li–C bond is between an ionic and a covalent (drawn here) bond.

lithium compounds is between an ionic and a covalent bond and these compounds tend to form

larger oligomers with a reduced reactivity, especially in apolar solvents [131, Chapter 5.1]. Apo-

lar solvents, such as benzene, cyclohexane, and toluene, are needed for the initiation step due to

the subsequent polymerization of isoprene. Polar solvents like THF decrease the amount of the

1,4-cis isomer of PI [104, Chapter 1.1], which would be disadvantageous for the elastic properties

of the final product. Therefore, either cyclohexane or toluene were used as solvent. An important

parameter for the successful synthesis of A–B–A triblock copolymers in anionic polymerization is

the relative reactivity of the two monomers and their respective anions. The carbanion of the first

monomer used must be more reactive than the anion of the second monomer in order to initiate

the second block [104, Chapter 1.1]. In apolar solvents, the reactivity of the polystyryl anion is

larger than the one of the polyisopryl anion. Hence styrene has to be polymerized first. If styrene
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4.2. Anionic polymerization of triblock copolymers

needs to be polymerized after isoprene (e.g. third block in the sequential pathway or when using a

difunctional initiator), the reactivity of the isoprene anion has to be increased by either increasing

the reaction temperature or adding a polar additive like THF in order to have a fast and complete

initiation of the styrene polymerization. All reactions were terminated by the addition of degassed

methanol (MeOH) after the last reaction step.

4.2.2. Synthetic pathways used for the anionic synthesis of triblock copolymers

Coupling of Diblockanions

The reaction scheme for the synthesis of diblock copolymer anions and their subsequent coupling

is depicted in Fig. 4.3.

H2C

+

Li
s-Bu

a

a
H2C CH2

b s-Bu

a

Li

b

PS–Li PS–PI–Li

H3C

PS–PI–Li2 AX2+ PS–PI–A–PI–PS
– 2 LiX

s-BuLi
CH3

Figure 4.3.: Synthesis of SIS by the consecutive polymerization of styrene and isoprene followed by the coupling
of living diblock anion chains with a coupling agent AX2. The polymerization is initiated by s-BuLi. The final
triblock copolymer has a PS–PI–A–PI–PS structure.

First styrene is dissolved in toluene and the polymerization of the first block starts when sec-

butyllithium is added. After complete conversion of the monomer, a sample of the reaction solution

is taken for the analysis of the first block and isoprene is added. The polystyrlanion initiates the

polymerization of the isoprene. When all monomer is used, another sample of the solution is taken

and a coupling agent AX2 is added. The coupling agent has two functional groups usually halogens

that each can react with one diblock anion, forming the SIS triblock copolymer with a PS–PI–A–

PI–PS structure. In the product, the coupling agent is between the two isoprene blocks and a

sec-butyl group from the initiator is at each end.

In this synthetic pathway PS–PI diblock copolymer is a side product. The amount of diblock

copolymer present in the final product depends largely on the efficiency of the coupling agent in the

reaction. Additionally, the coupling agents has to be added in a stoichiometric amount to reduce
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the amount of either residual living diblock anions or coupling agent with only one diblock chain

attached. As the triblock has only double the molecular weight of the diblock, the separation of

the two products by fractionation techniques is difficult. Under the assumption, that the molecular

weight of the living anion does not affect its reactivity in the coupling reaction the triblock product

should have symmetric endblocks on average. This assumption is fairly reasonable as the reaction

solution was always very diluted (monomer to solvent volume ratio < 0.1).

Four different coupling agents, dichlorodimethylsilane, 1,2-bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane, 1,5-

dibromopentane, and diacetyl benzene, were tested in this study, which are shown in Fig. 4.4.

Cl

Si
H3C

CH3

Cl Si
Si

H3C CH3

Cl
Cl

H3C CH3

Br Br H3C

O

CH3

O

Figure 4.4.: Coupling agents AX2 used in this study from left to right: dichlorodimethylsilane, 1,2-bis(chlorodi-
methylsilyl)ethane, 1,5-dibromopentane, and diacetyl benzene.

The coupling agent dichlorodimethylsilane was added stoichiometric to the reaction solution

with a syringe after full conversion of the isoprene monomer. Each dichlorodimethylsilane molecule

reacts at first with one living dianion and only after this, the second dianion is added. Therefore,

the coupling agent was added dropwise in order to prevent an excess of coupling agent and thus

ensure a complete reaction of the silane in the reaction mixture. The molecular weight distribution

of the final product for one of the synthesized triblocks SIS-C1 (Fig. 4.5) reveals that the coupling

reaction is incomplete under these conditions, given that the peak for residual diblock is larger

than the peak of the wanted triblock at twice the molecular weight. The integral ratio of the two

peaks is 40 % triblock and 60 % diblock. The ratio could be increased for a second polymer SIS-C2

to 53 % triblock, when the silane was added dropwise in two steps with 1 day stirring at room

temperature in between. In order to increase the efficency of the coupling reaction, in another

test a small amount of THF was added to the reaction solution prior to the addition of the silane.

The increasing polarity of the solvent should increase the reactivity of the diblock anion, but the

amount of triblock in the final product could not be increased.

One possible reason for the low efficiency of dichlorodimethylsilane in the coupling reaction

could be sterical hinderance after the first chloride ion is substituted by a diblock anion. Hence
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Figure 4.5.: Molecular weight distribution of the samples taken from SIS-C1, which was synthesized by the
coupling of two diblock anions with dichlorodimethylsilane, after each step. After the first step (dotted line) a
single low molecular weight peak indicates the formation of a polystyrene with Mw = 2.6 kg mol−1 and a PDI
of 1.08. The peak is shifted to higher molecular weights (Mw = 39.5 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.03) after the diblock
is formed (dashed line). The coupled product (full line) shows a peak with double the molecular weight of the
diblock (Mw = 75.0 kg mol−1). The coupling reaction was not quantitative as can be seen by the additional
pronounced diblock peak. The integral fraction of triblock in the product is only 0.4 (Solvent: THF, DRI).

1,2-bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane was tested as coupling agent. Because of the additional ethylene

unit the two chloride groups are further separated from each other, which should facilitate the

substitution of the second chloride. Bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane was dissolved in THF and added

in two steps with 1 day in between. The integral ratio of the gained final product SIS-C3 is increased

with this coupling agent to 65 % triblock and only 35 % diblock (see Fig. B.2).

1,5-Dibromopentane, where the halogen atoms are even further separated from each other than in

bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane, was found to be worse in terms of coupling efficiency, as no triblock

polymer was found in the product.

1,3-Diacetylbenzene is a coupling agent, which does not contain halogens but two carbonyl groups.

One anion can add at the C-atom of each carbonyl group and the oxygen gets negatively charged.

After termination with MeOH a tertiary alcohol is gained. To evaluate this coupling agent, styrene

was polymerized and no isoprene added afterwards. The solution was cooled down to −60 ◦C

to −80 ◦C and a small amount of THF was added. The cooling was done in order to reduce the

decomposition of the styrylanion by spontaneous termination in THF [129, Chapter 5-3b]. Then half
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of the stoichiometric necessary amount of a diacetylbenzene solution in THF was added dropwise

with a syringe, the other half 1 h later. 20 min after the second addition of diacetylbenzene, the

cooling bath was removed. The reaction was terminated after another 3 h with degassed MeOH.

The final product, S-C1, contained 30 % polystyrene with double the molecular weight than before

according to the integral ratio in the GPC.

In summary, it was not possible to obtain pure triblock polymer by the coupling technique.

The SEC of the synthesized polymers always revealed a large amount of remaining diblock. The

highest triblock content was gained by using 1,2-bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane dissolved in THF

as coupling agent. After the stepwise addition of this agent, the integral of the two SEC peaks

consisted to 65 % of triblock, which is equal to less than 50 mol%. For high contents of triblock

copolymer the coupling agent needs to be added stoichiometric, which is hard to achieve due to

termination of some living anions during all reaction steps. This termination, caused by either small

amounts of contaminants like water and oxygen or by spontaneous termination in THF, could be

detected by the presence of small amounts of polystyrene homopolymer in the SEC of the final

product.

Difunctional initiator

The second method for the anionic polymerization of SIS presented here, is the use of a difunctional

initiator. The advantages of this method are that the product is always symmetric in terms of

molecular weight of the end blocks and only two monomer addition steps are needed [132, 133].

There are two main types of difunctional initiators for anionic synthesis [132–134]. These are the

coupling of two radical anions [135] and the metalation of a precursor with two double bonds

[132]. The difficulty of applying this synthetic method on SIS, is the low solubility of dicarbanionic

species in apolar media [134, 136], which are needed for a high content of 1,4-cis PI. The precursor

also needs a low ceiling temperature in order to prevent its polymerization [132]. Many suitable

initiators have been proposed, most of them based on 1,3-diisopropenyl benzene (DIB) [132, 137],

1,3-bis(1-phenylethenyl) benzene (PEB) [138], 1,3-di[1-(methylphenyl)ethenyl)] benzene (MPEB)

[133, 138], and 3-pentadecyl phenol [136],

In this study DIB was used as precursor. DIB and s-BuLi were added to toluene in a 1:2 molar
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ratio to form the difunctional initiator (Fig. 4.6). The successful formation of the difunctional

H2C

CH3

CH2

CH3 H3C CH3Li Li

s-Bus-Bu2 s-BuLi

Figure 4.6.: Reaction of 1,3-diisopropenyl benzene with sec-butyllithium in toluene to the difunctional initiator.

initiator was indicated by an orange-red color of the solution. This was only possible, if the reaction

was carried out at elevated temperatures (30 ◦C to 50 ◦C) for at least 1 h. This is consistent with the

work of Yu et al. [139] that also reported the use of elevated temperatures to increase the reaction

rate but in contrast to the findings of Beinert et al. [137], who successfully conducted the reaction

at room temperature. In the next step of the reaction, isoprene was added to the solution. After the

complete conversion of isoprene, THF was added to increase the reactivity of the isoprenyl anion

and a small sample of the reaction solution was taken for further analysis of the first block. This

was followed by the addition of styrene for the second polymerization step. Eventually the reaction

was terminated by the addition of degassed MeOH after the complete conversion of styrene.

In Fig. 4.7 the results from size exclusion chromatography are shown for the sample SIS-D1 syn-

thesized with the difunctional initiator in toluene. For the PI homopolymer sample, taken before the

addition of styrene, the signal of the differential refractive index (DRI) detector shows a peak, which

indicates the successful polymerization of isoprene with a molecular weight of Mw = 56.0 kg mol−1

(PDI = 1.07). This peak is shifted to a smaller elution volume, i.e. higher molecular weight, for

the triblock copolymer SIS after the subsequent polymerization of styrene. The molecular weight

of the SIS is Mw = 61.4 kg mol−1 (PDI = 1.07). In contrast to the PI, the SIS has a distinct peak

in the signal of the UV detector, which corresponds to the presence of styrene units in the polymer.

The intended molecular weights were 100 kg mol−1 for the PI homopolymer and 130 kg mol−1

for the SIS. Given that the measured values are only half of the intended values, it seem that

most probably s-BuLi was still present and thus diblock copolymers were synthesized to a large

extent. Beside the comparison of the calculated and the measured molecular weight, it is hard

to determine whether a diblock or a triblock copolymer is obtained. NMR analysis does not give

additional information because the aliphatic protons of PS and PI overlap with the protons of both

butyl lithium and the difunctional initiator. The vinyl protons of DIB (if still present) are expected
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Figure 4.7.: Size exclusion chromatogram of SIS-D1 in THF synthesized with a difunctional initiator in toluene.
The differential refractive index (DRI) detector (full lines) shows a decrease of the elution volume from the PI
homopolymer (black) to the triblock copolymer (SIS, gray). This corresponds to an increase of the molecular
weight from Mw = 56.0 kg mol−1 to Mw = 61.4 kg mol−1. In the UV signal (dashed lines) a considerable styrene
content can be detected in the SIS in contrast to the PI homopolymer.

at δ = 5.2 ppm (cis) and 5.4 ppm (trans, see Fig. B.7), which partly overlaps with the vinyl protons

of PI at δ = 5.1 ppm.

To check if the formation of the difunctional initiator is quantitative, low molecular weight PS

homopolymers were synthesized. The solution of s-BuLi and DIB in toluene was heated to 40 ◦C

for 1 h and 3 h before styrene was added and the PS homopolymers S-D1 and S-D2 were gained,

respectively. The measured Mw values were 7.5 kg mol−1 and 7.0 kg mol−1, which are considerably

lower than the calculated value of 10 kg mol−1. No vinyl protons could be detected in the NMR

spectra of both polymers. This means that the reaction of s-BuLi and DIB was quantitative.

Yu et al. [132, 139] found that beside the difunctional initiator, other polyfunctional species are

formed during this reaction and that most of them react only as monofunctional initiators. This

would explain the lower molecular weight of the synthesized polymers as well as the complete

disappearance of the vinyl protons of the DIB species.

As a consequence, DIB was found not suitable as a precursor for the difunctional initiator.

Alternative precursors proposed in the literature like PEB or MPEB have the same problem, which

is that the created initiator is not complety difunctional but also mono- or polyfunctional [133, 138]
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and parts of the monomer are initiated by s-BuLi. This problem can be circumvented only by the

addition of polar additives like THF, which are disadvantageous for a high 1,4-cis PI content [133,

140], or by introducing a seeding step, i.e. the addition of a small amount of the first monomer in

a step prior to its complete addition in order to increase the solubility of the initiator [135, 138,

140]. This last possibility negates the advantage of a two-step process for the difunctional initiator

method.

In summary, the pathway using a difunctional initiator was not successful for the synthesis of

SIS polymers.

Sequential monomer addition

This reaction scheme is the most straightforward method for the synthesis of triblock copolymers

[141], but needs three monomer additions, which increases the probability of the termination of the

polymerization by impurities [127, 133]. Another disadvantage is, that for the synthesis of triblock

copolymers with symmetric endblock lengths, the amount of styrene added in the first and third

polymerization step has to be exactly the same, providing that no chains are terminated during

the whole reaction process. As side products polystyrene and poly(styrene-b-isoprene) are possible

[104, Chapter 2.1].

The first two steps of the reaction (Fig. 4.8) are identical to the ones of the coupling approach. The

H2C

+ a
H2C CH2

b

PS–Li PS–PI–Li

H3C

s-BuLi PS–PI–PS–Li

H2C

a

/ THFD

Figure 4.8.: Reaction scheme of the anionic synthesis of SIS by the sequential approach. First, styrene is
polymerized with s-BuLi as initiator. After the subsequent polymerization of isoprene, styrene is added again to
the solution of the living diblock anion solution. To start this third polymerization step, the reaction conditions
have to be changed by increasing the temperature (∆) or adding polar solvent (e.g. THF) prior to the styrene
addition in order to increase the reactivity of the living isoprenyl anion. After the full conversion of styrene, the
reaction is terminated with degased MeOH and the triblock copolymer SIS is obtained.

polymerization of styrene is initiated by s-BuLi and a living polystyryl anion is formed. After the

complete conversion of styrene, isoprene is added, which results in a diblock copolymer anion and

the solution turns from orange to colorless. For the sequential polymerization another fraction of
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styrene is added in the third step. In order to start this last polymerization step, the reactivity of the

living diblock anion must be increased to initiate the final polymerization by either adding a polar

solvent or increasing the reaction temperature prior to the styrene addition. After the complete

conversion of styrene, the reaction is terminated by the addition of degased MeOH and the triblock

copolymer is obtained. Samples of the reaction solution were taken after each polymerization step

to investigate the change in molecular weight.

In order to increase the reactivity of the living diblock anion, THF was added prior to the second

addition of styrene to increase the polarity of the solvent [104, Chapter 2.1], which was toluene.

The resulting polymers showed no change in molecular weight between the diblock and the triblock

polymer (e.g. sample SIS-S1, Fig. B.3), which indicates a high amount of termination during the

polymerization of the third block. The reduction of the temperature during the last polymerization

step to −60 ◦C to −80 ◦C, in order to decrease the spontaneous termination of the polymerization

by THF, did not improve the results.

In another attempt, cyclohexane was used as a solvent, because toluene can act as a chain transfer

agent [142]. Additionally instead of adding THF, the reaction temperature was increased to 60 ◦C

during the last polymerization step to increase the initiation rate of the diblock anion. With this,

the polymers SIS-S2 and SIS-S3 were gained. As can be seen in the SEC data (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10),

the major peak is shifted after each block and triblock copolymers with low polydispersity (PDI =

1.19) were gained.

It was not possible to quantify the amount of diblock in the product, as the difference in molecular

weight between the diblock and the triblock is too small to get separated peaks in the SEC. The

difference in Mw measured between the second and third sample is close to the expected shift due

to the third block and NMR results prove the increase of the styrene content for SIS-S2 from 3.8 %

to 8.3 %.
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Figure 4.9.: Molecular weight distribution of the samples taken from SIS-S2, synthesized by the sequential
addition of styrene, isoprene and styrene. After the first step (dotted line) a single low molecular weight peak
indicates the formation of a polystyrene with Mw = 23.1 kg mol−1 and a PDI of 1.08. The peak is shifted to
higher molecular weights (Mw = 474 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.32) after the diblock is formed (dashed line). In the
final product (full line) the peak is further shifted to higher molecular weight (Mw = 510 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.19)
(Solvent: THF, DRI detector).

Figure 4.10.: Molecular weight distribution of the samples taken from SIS-S3, synthesized by the sequential
addition of styrene, isoprene and styrene. After the first step (dotted line) a single low molecular weight peak
indicates the formation of a polystyrene with Mw = 18 kg mol−1 and a PDI of 1.07. The peak is shifted to
higher molecular weights (Mw = 353 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.46) after the diblock is formed (dashed line). In the
final product (full line) the molecular weight is even higher (Mw = 390 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.19) (Solvent: THF,
DRI detector).
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5.1. Samples

For the investigation of the nonlinear rheological behavior of thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) sam-

ples, three different poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) copolymers (SIS) were used, one industrial

sample from Kraton Polymers Belgium (SIS-I) and two samples (SIS-S2, SIS-S3) synthesized by

sequential polymerization (Chapter 4). The composition of these sample is given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1.: Summary of the analytic data for the three SIS triblock copolymers used for the rheological characteri-
zation. First, the number and weight averaged molecular weight (Mn andMw, respectively) and the polydispersity
index (PDI) of the three SIS samples are given (calculated from the SEC curve with a calibration for polyisoprene).
The styrene and the isoprene content in mol% were measured by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The volume fraction of
styrene, ΦPS , was calculated with ρPS = 1.05 g cm−3 and ρPI = 0.91 g cm−3 [143].

Sample Mn,SIS Mw,SIS PDI PS 1,4-PI 3,4-PI ΦPS

[kg mol−1] [kg mol−1] [mol%] [mol%] [mol%] [vol%]
SIS-I 102 147 1.44 10.6 83.0 6.3 17.4
SIS-S2 428 510 1.19 9.3 83.3 7.4 16.0
SIS-S3 327 390 1.19 12.6 82.4 5.0 20.3

In order to determine the phase morphology of the three polymers, a method needs to be used,

which is sensitive for typical sizes of microphase separation, i.e. 1 nm to 100 nm. Such methods

include small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small

angle neutron scattering [144, Chapter 1.4]. The first two of these methods were used in this study.

In the following, the basic principle of determining the phase morphology of a block copolymer

with SAXS is explained. For more details see textbooks about SAXS, e.g. [145–147].

The sample material is irradiated by an X-ray beam and typically the wavelength of the CuKα

radiation (1.5418Å) is used [145, Chapter 2]. The incident beam is scattered at differences in

the electron density ρ(~r). The scattering is predominantly elastic (Thomson scattering), whereas

inelastic scattering (Compton scattering) can be neglected [145, 146]. If the electron density dif-
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ference ρ(~r) has a regular structure along the position vector ~r in the sample volume, a typical

diffraction pattern is formed with an intensity I(~q), which is measured on a detector (in this study

a two-dimensional CCD detector was used). This pattern is defined by the Bragg equation (Eq. 5.1)

nλ = 2d sin θ (5.1)

The intensity of the scattered radiation I(~q) is the square of the scattering amplitude |A(~q)|

(which is the Fourier-Transform of ρ(~r)) (Eq. 5.3). Both are functions of the scattering wave vector

~q, which is a function of the scattering angle θ (Eq. 5.2). The intensity I(~q) can be calculated as

the product of the structure factor S(~q) and the form factor P (~q) (Eq. 5.3)

|~q| =4π sin θ
λ

(5.2)

I(~q) =P (~q) · S(~q) (5.3)

For a phase separated polymer, the form factor is given by the form of the repeat unit (e.g.

sphere, cylinder, lamella), whereas the structure factor is defined by the arrangement of the repeat

unit within the volume V (e.g. BCC, FCC, hexagonal). By inserting Eq. 5.2 in Eq. 5.1 the long

period L, i.e. the distance between two repeat units, can be calculated by the position of the first

peak (n = 1) in the diffraction pattern:

d = nλ

2 sin θ = n · 2π
~q

(5.4)

L = 2π
|q0|

for n = 1 (5.5)

In a system with a spherical morphology for example, L is equal to the distance between two

spheres, in a lamellar system, L is the sum of the thickness of both layers. The scattering pattern

of a structured polymer shows peaks for increasing n in Eq. 5.1 at multiples of the first peak qo.

The positions of these higher peaks depend on P (~q) and S(~q) and thus are characteristic for each

morphology. The positions of these characteristic peaks are given in Table 5.2 as multiples of the

first peak q0 for the different possible ordered microstructures shown in Fig. 2.10 (p. 27).

The intensity I(~q) is decreasing if defects are present in the structure, thus in weakly segregated
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5. FT rheology of thermoplastic elastomers

Table 5.2.: Peak positions in SAXS patterns normalized to the first order peak for the different morphologies of
block copolymers (Figs. 2.10 and 2.11) [148].

Morphology Ratio qn/q0
LAM lamella 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, · · ·
HEX hexagonal cylinders 1,

√
3,
√

4,
√

7,
√

9, · · ·
GYR gyroid 1,

√
4/3,

√
7/3,

√
8/3,

√
10/3, · · ·

BCC spheres 1,
√

2,
√

3,
√

4,
√

5, · · ·
FCC 1,

√
4/3,

√
8/3,

√
11/3,

√
12/3, · · ·

samples only a few of these peaks with a low order might be identified [148]. Alignment of the

sample by shear forces can increase the order within the sample and thereby increase the intensity

[148]. The polydispersity has also an effect on the scattering intensity. The higher the PDI, the

less pronounced are the different peaks [145].

0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1 . 01 0 2

1 0 3

q 1  =  0 . 3 1  n m - 1  =  2 1 / 2 q 0

I(q
) [a

.u.
]

q  [ n m � � ]

q 0  =  0 . 2 2  n m - 1

Figure 5.1.: SAXS pattern of the sample SIS-I (measured in a direction normal to the direction of the previously
applied shear of 30 min at γ0 = 0.5, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz, T = 160 ◦C on ARES G2, SAXS measurement time: 60 s,
10 measurements were averaged). The first peak is found at q0 = 0.22 nm−1, which corresponds to a length of
L = 29 nm. A second peak is found at q1 = 0.31 nm which equals

√
2 · q0.

For the sample SIS-I, the diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 5.1. Only the first order peak at

q0 = 0.22 nm−1 can be clearly identified. This corresponds to a long period of 29 nm. A shoulder

of this peak corresponds to the second order peak at q1 = 0.31 nm−1. This correlates to q0 =
√

2q0,

which means that SIS-I has a spherical morphology (BCC) as expected from its styrene content

according to Fig. 2.10. The sample was sheared (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz; γ0 = 0.5, T = 160 ◦C, t = 30 min)
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5.1. Samples

in order to enhance the phase separation, but this was not successful and no significant effect on

the SAXS pattern was seen. The results for SIS-S2 and SIS-S3 are shown in the appendix (Fig. B.8

and Fig. B.9, respectively). Due to the lower PDI, the peaks of these two polymers are more

pronounced, even though a lower measurement time was used compared to SIS-I. For SIS-S2 the

first peak was found at q0 = 0.057 nm−1, which corresponds to L = 110 nm. Two further peaks can

be identified at q1 = 0.081 nm−1 =
√

2q0 and q3 = 0.119 nm−1 =
√

4q0. The peak at q1 =
√

2q0

indicates a spherical symmetry, which corresponds to the styrene content (= 16.0 vol%). The peak

at q2 =
√

3q0 could not be seen in this sample. The first peak of SIS-S3 is found at q0 = 0.086 nm−1,

i.e. L = 73 nm. Another peak can be identified at q1 = 0.149 nm−1 =
√

3q0. This peak indicates

a cylindrical morphology. This sample has also a higher styrene content as the other two sample

(20.3 vol%), which could explains the different morphology. A spherical BCC morphology is also

possible, if the peak at
√

2q0 is hidden below the peak at q0. In Table 5.3 the results of the small

angle X-ray measurements are summarized for the three different SIS samples investigated.

Table 5.3.: Summary of the SAXS results for the three SIS triblock copolymers investigated.
Sample Φ(PS) NPI q0 q1 L morphology

[vol%] [nm−1] [nm−1] [nm]
SIS-I 17.4 134 0.22 0.31 29 BCC
SIS-S2 16.0 571 0.057 0.081 110 BCC
SIS-S3 20.3 420 0.086 0.149 73 HEX

The distance between the different repeating units, L, of a triblock copolymer should be deter-

mined by the size of the coiled structure of the middle block, which connects the repeat units. This

coil diameter should be related to the radius of gyration 〈RG〉 of the PI middle block. For the

simple model of a Gaussian chain with a random orientation of each monomer unit, the square of

the radius of gyration is given by Eq. 5.6

〈RG〉2PI = NPI · l2PI
6 ∝ NPI (5.6)

In this equation, NPI is the degree of polymerization of the PI block and lPI the length of one PI

monomer unit. Thus the long period should scale with L ∝ N1/2
PI . In contrast to this, the measured

ratio between the different distances L of the three samples SIS-I, SIS-S2 and SIS-S3 (29 nm, 110 nm

and 73 nm) is proportional to the degree of polymerization NPI = 134, 571 and 420. This might
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5. FT rheology of thermoplastic elastomers

be explained by the very simple model of a Gaussian chain with free orientation of the chains

used for Eq. 5.6, which ignores for example the restricted bond angles in real polymer molecules.

Additionally, diblock polymers present in the polymers would also affect L.

For the sample SIS-I, a transmission electron micrograph was also recorded. The polymer gran-

ulate was formed into a circular disk with a thickness of approximately 1 mm by using a heated

press. The subsequent sample preparation (microtomic cut at −180 ◦C) and the measurement were

done at Continental Reifen Deutschland in Hannover. The image of the sample is shown on the

left of Fig. 5.2.

300 nmx

y 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 01 0 1
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I [a
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]
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Figure 5.2.: Cryo-STEM image of the sample SIS-I without shear alignment (left). The sample was microtomic
cut at −180 ◦C and measured by Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH (HAADF, 100 keV). From this image,
a FT spectra of the gray scale in y-direction was calculated for every position in the x-direction. These spectra
were then averaged and the resulting spectrum is given on the right. In this spectrum a peak at approximately
38 waves/image, which corresponds to a length of = 60 nm, can be identified.

This image was analyzed via a Fourier-Transform of the gray scale along the y-axis for every line in

x-direction. The different FT-spectra calculated by this method were then averaged. The averaged

spectrum is shown on the right of Fig. 5.2. A characteristic peak at 38 waves/image was found. The

total length of the image in y-direction corresponds to 2664 pixel and the scale is 300 nm = 349 pixel.

Hence the characteristic peak of the FT-spectrum indicates a distance between the centers of two

repeating units of 60 nm. This is twice as high as the characteristic length determined by SAXS

(L = 29 nm), however L is just the distance between two spheres.

The three SIS samples were also investigated by dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC). For phase-

separated block copolymers, a glass transition of each polymer phase should is expected [149]. In

Fig. 5.3 the results for the triblock copolymers are given. For all three samples, the glass transition
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Figure 5.3.: Results from DSC measurement of the three triblock copolymers. The glass transition temperature for
the PI phase was found at Tg,PI = −60.1 ◦C, −61.0 ◦C and −59.7 ◦C for SIS- I, SIS-S2 and SIS-S3, respectively
(results from second heating run shown, heating rate = 10 K min−1). No glass transition of the polystyrene phase
is observed.

temperature of the PI was found at Tg,PI = −60 ◦C ± 1 ◦C. Although a phase separation was

detected by SAXS for all three polymers and by TEM for SIS-I, no glass transition temperature of

the polystyrene was found. The signal of the glass transition is most probably only very weak due

to the low PS volume fraction, the low PS block length and the relatively high PDI of the triblock

copolymers (PDI ≥ 1.19) and thus could not be detected.

5.2. Rheological measurements

All rheological measurements of the three SIS triblock copolymers were performed using a ARES G2

rheometer. In Fig. 5.4, the linear master curve of the sample SIS-I is shown for a reference

temperature Tref = 120 ◦C. The sample displays a broad rubber plateau at frequencies above

aTω1 = 2.5 rad s−1. The longest relaxation time τ corresponds to the crossover of G′ and G′′ and

was determined as τ = 0.4 s. At lower frequencies (aTω1 < 2.5 rad s−1) G′ is smaller than G′′ but

no terminal behavior is seen, i.e the power law behavior for a fluid following the Maxwell model

(G′ ∝ ω2
1, G′′ ∝ ω1

1) was not found. This feature, the presence of a second transition zone at

frequencies smaller than those of the rubber plateau, is a typical finding for phase separated block
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5. FT rheology of thermoplastic elastomers
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Figure 5.4.: Master curve of SIS-I at Tref = 120 ◦C measured at frequencies between ω1/2π = 0.05 Hz to 20 Hz
at T = 80 ◦C (γ0 = 10−4), T = 100 ◦C (γ0 = 10−3), T = 120 ◦C (γ0 = 0.01), T = 140 ◦C (γ0 = 0.05),
T = 160 ◦C and 180 ◦C (γ0 = 0.1) on the ARES G2 (13 mm, plate-plate, Invar).The sample was always measured
twice at each temperature.

copolymers below the order-disorder-temperature TODT [102, 150–152]. The TODT is the temper-

ature at which the polymer changes from a phase separated state to a homogeneous melt. For

T < TODT , the free movement of the chains is restricted by the phase separation and hence the

relaxation of the chain by reptation is hindered [150, 153].

The time-temperature superposition principle, which is the basis for calculating the master curve,

is valid only for thermorheologically simple samples such as homopolymers [151] and thus its ap-

plicability for a phase separated polymer is not necessarily justified, especially below the glass

transition temperature of the high Tg-compound [151, 154], which is in this work PS with an ex-

pected glass transition temperature of Tg,PS ≈ 100 ◦C, even though no glass transition was found

for polystyrene in the DSC measurements (see Fig. 5.3). For the SIS-I, the horizontal and vertical

shift factors, aT and bT used for the master curve are shown in Fig. 5.5. The shifting was done

automatically by the software of the ARES G2 (TRIOS). The horizontal shift factors aT do follow

the equation of Williams, Landel and Ferry (WLF-equation, Eq. 5.7), which contains beside the

reference temperature Tref, two additional, empirical parameters, C1 and C2, which were 4.43 and
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Figure 5.5.: Horizontal and vertical shift factors log aT (full squares) and bT (open circles), respectively as
function of the temperature (Tref = 120 ◦C) for the linear master curve for SIS-I shown in Fig. 5.4. The
horizontal shift factors follow the WLF-equation Eq. 5.7 (line) with C1 = 4.43 and C2 = 111.2 K.

111.2 K, respectively for the SIS-I.

log aT = −C1(T − Tref)
C2 + T − Tref

(5.7)

The vertical shift factors should only depend on the change of the sample density [154]. For the

block copolymers, the exact temperature dependence of the density is estimated to be in the range

of a few percent in the temperature range observed. Therefore, bT should be close to one. This is

the case for temperatures above Tref = 120 ◦C but not for those below. These temperatures (80 ◦C

and 100 ◦C) are close to the Tg of the polystyrene. It can be concluded, that close to the Tg of

polystyrene the validity of the TTS principle seems to be restricted and additional vertical shifting

is needed in order to achieve a master curve.

The storage modulus of the sample SIS-S2 during a LAOS strain amplitude test is plotted in

Fig. 5.6 as function of the strain amplitude at T = 120 ◦C for six different angular frequencies from

ω1 = 1 rad s−1 to 10 rad s−1. For the LAOS strain amplitude test, the average value and standard

deviation of of G′ calculated from three different measurements at each angular frequency are

given. It can be seen, that the storage modulus starts to decrease from its plateau value at strain

amplitudes of γ0 > 0.1 for all frequencies. The most striking feature of this graph is the large error
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Figure 5.6.: Storage modulus of sample SIS-S2 at 120 ◦C at six different angular frequencies on the ARES G2
(10 mm partitioned plate geometry or a 13 mm parallel plate geometry).The nonlinear viscoelastic regime starts
at strain amplitudes γ0 > 0.1.

of the modulus values as indicated by the error bars, which was found for most of the measurements

on the TPE samples. A reason for this large error might be related to the complex heterogeneous

structure of the sample due to the phase separation. During the sample preparation (pressing

the specimen into a circular disc with a hot press for approximately 30 min at 180 ◦C) a different

degree of orientation of the styrene phase can be introduced by slight differences in the process.

It is known from literature [148, 155] that phase separated polymers can be partially oriented by

external forces. The specimen also might be for example slightly bend during its alignment on

the rheometer geometry and hence an orientation of the morphology could be introduced, which

differs from other specimen. Such problems could be avoided if the sample is heated above its

order-disorder transition temperature, where the phases get disordered, and eventually cooling of

the sample to the measurement temperature. For all three samples no TODT was found within the

measurement range (up to 200 ◦C). Another possible reason for the large error in the measurement

could be slip at the geometry surface.

The corresponding results for I3/1(γ0) are shown in Fig. 5.7. At small strain amplitudes (γ0 <

0.005) the signal is dominated by noise, as can be seen by the decrease of I3/1 with increasing strain

amplitude and the large error bars. Between γ0 = 0.005 to 0.05, a peak of I3/1 is found with a
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Figure 5.7.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 of the sample SIS-S2 at 120 ◦C at six different angular frequencies measured
on the ARES G2 (10 mm partitioned plate geometry or a 13 mm parallel plate geometry). Up to a strain amplitude
of γ0 = 0.05 the signal is dominated by noise. In this regime, a peak of I3/1 could seen, similar to the one measured
on the V50 (Section 3.2). This is followed by a region where I3/1 can be described by a power law, but the slope
is below 1. Above a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.5 the nonlinear contribution I3/1 is strongly increasing (except
for ω1 = 1 rad s−1), having values above 0.01 in I3/1.

maximum around γ0 = 0.01. This peak looks similar to the one usually measured on the V50 (see

Section 3.2). This peak was found on the ARES G2 only for this sample and at this temperature

for two of the three specimen tested. Up to now it is unclear, whether there is a connection between

this peak and the one seen in results of the V50 or not. At larger strain amplitudes (γ0 > 0.05), I3/1

starts to increase with γ0 and follows a scaling law with an exponent smaller than one. The data

of all angular frequencies are within the error of one measurement, which is also very high for the

nonlinear parameter. At strain amplitudes above γ0 = 0.5, the increase of I3/1 is more pronounced,

which is most probably due to slippage of the sample. Edge effects can be excluded, because two of

the three measurements of the sample were done with a so called partitioned plate geometry [156].

This geometry is designed to prevent edge fracture. The upper part of the geometry is divided into

two radial parts and only the inner part (diameter=8 mm or 10 mm) is connected to the torque

transducer, while the outer part is fixed. No significant differences between the partitioned plate and

the 13 mm parallel plate geometry were found. Additionally, SAOS frequency tests (T = 120 ◦C,

γ0 = 0.02) before and after the LAOS amplitude tests showed no significant deviation, i.e. no

permanent destruction of the sample was found.
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5. FT rheology of thermoplastic elastomers

In order to further investigate the influence of temperature and angular frequency on I3/1 of

the triblock copolymers, two different strain amplitudes within the power law region were chosen

(γ0 = 0.1 and 0.4). The nonlinear parameter I3/1 at these strain amplitudes is plotted as function

of ω1 for different temperatures in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 of the sample SIS-S2 at γ0 = 0.1 and 0.4 as function of ω1 at various T
measured on the ARES G2.

At γ0 = 0.4 no influence of ω1 or T can be seen. Only the results at 90 ◦C are somewhat lower

but still within the error range. At γ0 = 0.1, the results for various T show a large deviation and

no clear trend can be seen for the frequency dependence. Only the sample at T = 90 ◦C shows a

significant frequency dependence. For all measurements, the sample is in the rubber plateau, i.e.

G′ > G′′.
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SBR

The influence of solid, reinforcing particles, namely carbon black (CB), on the nonlinear rheological

properties of rubber was investigated in the following sections. As was already discussed in Sec-

tion 2.2.3 (p. 19), the addition of CB has a large influence on the mechanical properties of rubber,

such as the Payne and the Mullins effect, and the underlying physical mechanisms are not yet fully

understood. Nonlinear contributions can give additional information about the samples measured,

which is not captured in the linear modulus. In contrast to findings of other researchers, who

discovered only marginal higher harmonic contributions even at strain amplitudes of γ0 = 1 for

filled rubbers [16, 92], the results presented in the following sections clearly show that these higher

harmonic contributions are not negligible at strain amplitudes γ0 > 0.1 and that they can help to

improve the understanding of composites under shear deformation. This chapter is divided in two

sections. In the first section, filled, unvulcanized styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) is investigated

with special focus on the effect of filler content, particle shape, and measurement temperature on

the nonlinear parameter I3/1. Most of the results shown in this section were published in [157] and

hence most of the figures are reproduced with permission from Wiley-VCH. In the second section,

the vulcanization process of these samples and their properties after vulcanization are investigated

by FT-Rheology.

6.1. Influence of carbon black on unvulcanized rubber

The compounds used in this study were prepared by Continental Reifen Deutschland (Hannover)

and received in form of flat sheets. The samples consisted of a polymer matrix of a solution styrene
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

butadiene rubber (S-SBR) with 15.8 mol% (=̂ 29.3 wt%) styrene, 29.9 mol% 1,2- and 54.3 mol%

1,4-butadiene. The (weight averaged) molecular weight was Mw = 398 kg mol−1 and the PDI 1.83.

Standard anti-aging additives (6 phr) were added to increase the longterm stability of the samples.

A curing system (7.35 phr) was also included to enable the investigation of the vulcanization of

the rubber and to resemble samples used in industry. Carbon black was used as a solid filler and

the filler loading was varied between 0 phr to 70 phr. The corresponding CB volume fractions, φ,

were calculated by literature values of the densities for the different constituents and ranged from

φ = 0 to 0.242. The preparation of such compounds is complicated, due to the high amount of

ingredients and the need for a good dispersion of these ingredients in the polymer. Thus only a

limited amount of different compounds (21) could be investigated during this work.

As filler three different ASTM-grades of CB were used: N121 (4 samples), N339 (13 samples),

and N660 (4 samples). Details of the standard CB classification system and the corresponding

nomenclature of the different grades as defined by the ASTM International are given in Section 2.2.1

(p. 15). N121 is a highly reinforcing grade with a high specific surface area, whereas N660 consists

of primary particles with a large diameter and has a low NSA value. N339 is somewhere in between

the two other grades. In Table 6.1, the main physical characteristics of the fillers are listed.

Table 6.1.: Structural properties of the carbon black
grades used. Data received from Continental Reifen
Deutschland.

Grade
NSAa OANb COANc

[m2 g−1] [ml(100g)−1] [ml(100g)−1]

N121 122 132 111

N339 91 120 99

N660 35 90 74

a NSA: nitrogen surface area (ASTMD6556)
b OAN: oil adsorption number (ASTMD2414)
b COAN: crushed oil adsorption number (ASTMD23493)

In Fig. 6.1, transmission electron micrographs of the three CB grades are shown, illustrating

their structural differences.

The state of the macro dispersion of the CB in the matrix (i.e. the number of CB agglomerates
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200 nm 200 nm 200 nm

N121 N339 N660

Figure 6.1.: TEM pictures of the three different CB particles (N121, N339, N660) used in this study, measured
by Continental Reifen Deutschland. N121 is a CB with small primary particles and has a high structure, i.e. many
small voids and a rough surface. N660 consists of large primary particles with low structure and nearly no small
voids. The morphology of N339 is in between the two others.

larger than 5 µm) was analyzed with a disperGrader (Alpha Technologies, Akron, OH) and was

above 97 % for all compounds used in this work.

6.1.1. Measurement of the electrical percolation threshold by dielectric relaxation

spectroscopy

The conductivity of the different CB filled SBR compounds was measured in order to find the

electrical percolation threshold. The matrix of the samples consisted of an insulating rubber and

different amounts of conductive CB were added. At low concentrations of CB, the CB aggregates

and agglomerates are separated from each other by a layer of the insulating rubber and the DC-

conductivity of the compound corresponds to the conductivity of the matrix. At volume fractions

above the percolation threshold φc, the network formed by the CB agglomerates is continuous

through out the sample, at least in terms of electrical conductivity (see also Section 2.2.2). This

means that the distance between different CB agglomerates is low enough to enable the tunneling

of electrons, which is typically below 5 nm [76]. This results in a strong increase of the electrical

conductivity by several orders of magnitude [71]. If the filler content is further increased, the

conductivity levels of and forms a plateau in the so called conductive regime.

To determine the percolation threshold, the different samples were measured by dielectric relax-

ation spectroscopy. An alternating electrical current (AC) was applied to a home–made dielectric

geometry (diameter of 13 mm) built into an ARES LS rheometer (TA Instruments) with an Alpha

Single Unit Analyzer (Novocontrol Technologies, Montabaur, Germany) as described in [158]. The

frequency range of the applied AC was νAC = 10−2 Hz to 106 Hz. The electrical excitation induces

an electrical field in the sample, which is measured by the set-up. Typical spectra of the resulting
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

absolute value of the AC-conductivity |σAC| are displayed in Fig. 6.2 for the samples filled with

φ = 0.084 and φ = 0.215 N121 CB. The (root mean square) voltage of the applied current was
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Figure 6.2.: Absolute value of the AC-conductivity
|σAC| as function of the frequency of the electrical cur-
rent (νAC) for the S-SBR filled with φ = 0.084 and
φ = 0.215 N121 CB, measured at T = 60 ◦C with
a voltage of URMS = 0.5 V. The extrapolated DC-
conductivity |σ0| was calculated by the AC-conductivity
|σAC| at low frequencies (νAC = 10−2 Hz to 10−1 Hz,
gray area).

Figure 6.3.: Conductivity |σ0| as function of φ (T =
60 ◦C). At low CB volume fractions (0 < φ <
0.12) the conductivity is low (for N339: |σM | =
3.2 · 10−13 S cm−1, dashed line). For φ > φc, the con-
ductivity increases by several orders of magnitude and
finally levels of. The height of the plateau at high φ
differs by four orders of magnitude between the grades.
For the N339 CB a percolation threshold φc = 0.148
was calculated by Eq. 6.1 (full line).

URMS = 0.5 V. A specimen of each sample was measured three times. From these spectra the

DC-conductivity |σ0| was approximated as the plateau value of the AC-conductivity |σAC| at low

frequencies (σ0| = average of |σAC| between νAC = 10−2 Hz to 10−1 Hz, gray area). The filler par-

ticle size and structure has a strong influence on the percolation threshold [71, 159], but also the

state of dispersion can influence the conductivity [74]. The effect of the filler volume fraction and

the CB grade can be seen in Fig. 6.3, where the absolute value of the electrical conductivity |σ0|

is plotted as function of the filler content. At low CB volume fractions φ, the conductivity of the

samples is low and corresponds to the conductivity of the polymer matrix without CB. The con-

ductivity of the matrix, |σM | = 3.2 · 10−13 S cm−1, was calculated by a linear fit with slope zero for

0 < φ < 0.12 (dashed line in Fig. 6.3). The percolation threshold is found for all three CB grades

between φ = 0.084 to 0.155. Due to the limited amount of samples available for this study, only

for the N339 grade the percolation threshold could be studied in more detail and was calculated by
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a nonlinear fit with Eq. 6.1 (full line in Fig. 6.3, see also Section 2.2.2) and φc = 0.148 was found.

|σ0| = |σM |+ b(φ− φc)c (6.1)

An interesting finding in Fig. 6.3 is the large difference in conductivity between the different

CB grades at high volume fractions. In literature it is found that the plateau value at high φ is

usually independent of the filler structure [159, 160]. The reason for the large difference in the

plateau value seen in our study is not yet clear and needs further investigation. Balberg [159]

showed in his work that beside the percolation threshold, the critical exponent of the scaling law

c (Eq. 6.1) is also strongly influenced by the structure of the CB particles. He found that highly

structured, anisotropic CB (like the N121 grade, see Fig. 6.1) can be represented by elongated

rod-like structures, whereas low structured particles like the N660 grade are better represented by

spherical structures. The elongated particles showed a narrow distribution of the particle-particle

distances and the formed networks facilitated the tunneling of electrons better than the spherical

structures at the same filler concentration [159] and thus could explain the lower conductivity of

the N660 at high volume fractions.

6.1.2. Curing tests

All samples used in this study contained a vulcanization system with sulfur. In order to prevent

the curing of the system during the LAOS measurements, time dependent tests were conducted at

different temperatures. In Fig. 6.4 the storage modulus of the sample filled with φ = 0.215 N660

CB at 80 ◦C and 120 ◦C is plotted as function of measurement time t..

At 120 ◦C a strong increase of G′ can be detected after approximately 60 min. This indicates

the onset of the curing reaction, when the sulfur of the vulcanization system starts to react with

the double bonds of the butadiene units. A covalent polymer network is formed which has a much

higher elasticity than the unvulcanized rubber and thus result in an increase of G′. The rheological

behavior of the CB filled compounds during vulcanization is further discussed in Section 6.1.2. No

increase of the storage modulus can be detected at 80 ◦C, i.e. no significant cross-linking occurs

at this temperature within the 2 h measurement time. Similar results were obtained for all S-

SBR compounds. Because the LAOS measurements each last about 80 min, the upper limit of the
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Figure 6.4.: Storage modulus of the S-SBR filled with φ = 0.215 N660 CB measured at two different temperatures
(T = 80 ◦C and 120 ◦C, ω1/2π = 1 Hz, γ0 = 0.1, V50). At 120 ◦C, G′ increases after 60 min due to the start of
the vulcanization reaction. At 80 ◦C no increase of G′ can be seen within the two hours measurement time.

measurement temperature used for the investigation of the unvulcanized samples in this section

was 80 ◦C.

6.1.3. SAOS frequency tests

For the rheological characterization of the different unvulcanized samples in the linear and the

nonlinear viscoelastic regime, the following test protocol was used. The main focus lay on the

LAOS strain amplitude test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 10−3 to 8). In order to examine the linear

viscoelastic behavior of the samples, a SAOS frequency test (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz, γ0 = 0.1) was

also included before the LAOS test. This test was repeated after the LAOS measurement to check

for permanent changes in the rubber structure caused by the large strain amplitudes used, which

are known to happen in filled rubbers (like the Mullins effect, Section 2.2.3)

In Fig. 6.5, the results from the first SAOS test (prior to the LAOS strain amplitude test) are

plotted for the three different CB grades. The moduli for each rubber grade are increasing with

filler volume fraction φ, which would be consistent with an increase of the hydrodynamic effects,

the in-rubber structure (volume fraction of occluded and bound rubber), and the filler-polymer

interactions with increasing φ as discussed in Section 2.2.3. All samples are in the rubber plateau

at high frequencies and this plateau extends to lower frequencies with increasing filler content.

This results in an increase of the relaxation time τ of the polymer, i.e. the crossover of G′ and G′′,
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Figure 6.5.: SAOS frequency test results of the first
SAOS test of each specimen (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz,
γ0 = 0.1, V50) at T = 80 ◦C for the SBR filled with
the three different grades of CB in three different volume
fractions (φ = 0.084, 0.155 and 0.215). The results for
the sample without CB are shown in all graphs for better
comparison.

Figure 6.6.: Van Gurp-Palmen plot of the SBR sam-
ples filled with the three CB grades at volume fractions
of φ = 0.084, 0.155 and 0.215. For better compari-
son, the results of the sample without CB is added to
all three graphs. All data is from the first SAOS test
(ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz, γ0 = 0.1, V50) prior to the
LAOS strain amplitude test.
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is shifted to lower frequencies. This can be also seen in Fig. 6.7, where the relaxation time τ is

plotted as function of the CB volume fractions for all samples. A longer relaxation time indicates
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Figure 6.7.: Relaxation time τ of the S-SBR filled with different volume fractions of CB (grades N121, N339, and
N660) at 80 ◦C. The relaxation time was calculated by the crossover of G′ and G′′ (Fig. 6.5). For φ > 0.159 and
φ > 0.201 the crossover is out of the investigated frequency range for the N121 and the N339 grade, respectively.
Thus no relaxation times are given for these highly filled compounds.

a reduced mobility of the polymer chain, which could be explained by additional filler-polymer

interactions in the filled compounds. The effect of the filler is strongest for the N121 grade and

lowest for the N660. The higher specific surface area of N121 might enables more interactions

with the surrounding rubber and therefore a pronounced increase of the moduli. At higher filler

volume fractions (φ > 0.159 (N121) and φ > 0.201 (N339)), no terminal behavior is seen, i.e.

these compounds are dominantly elastic over the whole frequency range investigated, and the

storage modulus is nearly independent of the applied frequency at low ω1/2π. This was also seen by

Aranaugen et al. [88], who attributed this behavior to the increased probability of polymer chains

forming direct bridges between two neighboring filler particles with increasing filler content. These

polymer chains can not fully relax unless they are desorbed from one of the filler surfaces.

Van Gurp-Palmen plots, i.e. the loss angle δ as function of the absolute value of the complex

modulus |G∗|, are shown in Fig. 6.6 for all three CB grades. For the highly filled samples, the curves

measured at different temperatures do not overlap, i.e. the loss angle of each compound depends on

the temperature. This means that the time-temperature-superposition (TTS) principle is not valid

for these systems. This can also be seen in Fig. 6.8, in which |G∗|δ=30◦ is plotted, the absolute value
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of the complex modulus at which the loss angle δ is equal to 30◦. The results for the measurements
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Figure 6.8.: Absolute value of complex modulus at a loss angle δ = 30◦ as function of φ at three different
temperatures extracted from Fig. 6.6. The values at T = 40 ◦C deviate from those at 60 ◦C and 80 ◦C for all
three CB grades.

at 40 ◦C deviate from those for the other measurements for all three CB grades. There are different

possible reasons for this behavior. One is the presence of additives in all samples. The solubility of

these additives in the polymer matrix is a function of temperature and some of the additives have

according to the literature a melting point in the temperature range investigated (the melting point

of stearic acid is for example 69 ◦C [161]). In Fig. 6.9 the results for the DSC measurement of one

of the compounds (filled with φ = 0.084 N121 CB) is given. The glass transition of the polymer

matrix is found at approximately −40 ◦C. A peak (either minimum or maximum for heating or

cooling, respectively) at approximately 50 ◦C might correspond to a melting/crystallization process

of one of the additives and thus may be the reason for the temperature dependence of |G∗|δ=30◦ .

At 109 ◦C a minimum is seen only in the first heating run, i.e. before the vulcanization reaction.

Thus this should be the melting point of sulfur (Tm = 107 ◦C [161]).

An important point for interpreting the SAOS frequency data, is the fact that the strain ampli-

tude used in the frequency test (γ0 = 0.1) is already in the nonlinear viscoelastic regime for the

highly filled systems as can be seen later for example in Fig. 6.11 (p. 80) and the TTS principle

is only valid in the linear regime. At this strain amplitude the nonlinear contribution I3/1 ranges
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Figure 6.9.: DSC measurement of the S-SBR sample filled with φ = 0.084 CB of grade N121 during all three runs
(1. run: heating from −100 ◦C to 200 ◦C, 2. run: cooling from 200 ◦C to −100 ◦C, 3. run: heating from −100 ◦C
to 200 ◦C, heating rate = 20 K min−1). The glass transition temperature of the SBR is found at approximately
−40 ◦C. The peak at 50 ◦C is seen in all three curves, whereas a minimum at 109 ◦C is only seen for in the first
run and thus might be related to the vulcanization or one of the compounds of the vulcanization system.

from 0.005 to 0.1, depending on the filler volume fraction and the grade (see for example Fig. 6.12,

p. 81). This strain amplitude was chosen in order to measure even the unfilled compound with

enough sensitivity. The strain amplitude chosen is also comparable to those used in the standard

testing of rubber (see e.g. [162]) The same strain amplitude was used for all samples in order to

provide a comparable deformation history in the LAOS test.

The influence of the deformation history was examined by the comparison of the frequency tests

before and after the LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 10−3 to 8). It was found that the moduli

changed for most of the samples by less than ±15 %. Only for the highly loaded SBR with filler

volume fractions above the percolation threshold, the modulus of the second frequency test was

up to 60 % lower than the one of the first test. Typical results are shown in Fig. 6.10, for samples

with different amount of N339 filler at 40 ◦C. For the sample with only φ = 0.044 N339, the moduli

changed by less than 12 %, while the storage modulus decreased by more than 40 % for the sample

with φ = 0.215 N339. The fact that the decrease is most severe at filler volume fractions above the

percolation threshold indicates, that the filler-filler network might be partly destroyed and oriented

during the LAOS test and can not reform within the resting period between the rheological test.
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Figure 6.10.: Results of the frequency tests (ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz,γ0 = 0.1) before and after the LAOS strain
amplitude test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 10−3 to 8, V50) for the SBR with φ = 0.044 and 0.215 N339 at 40 ◦C.
The storage modulus decreased by more than 40 % in the second test for the highly filled sample. For the sample
with φ = 0.044 N339, the storage modulus is constant and the loss modulus increased by 12 %.

As could be seen in the TEM pictures (Fig. 6.1), the aggregates of the N121 grade have the highest

anisotropy and the most complex fractal structure. Therefore, these particles are prone to the

formation of agglomerates, which then would be destroyed during the LAOS test. This can also

explain the larger decrease of the shear modulus for samples of the N121 series than for the ones

of the N660 series. Additionally, the decrease was more pronounced at lower temperatures, when

the viscosity of the polymers was higher. Hence, the local stresses during the applied deformation

should have been larger, which would resulted in a higher deagglomeration.

6.1.4. LAOS strain amplitude tests

Influence of filler volume fraction

The influence of the CB volume fraction on the nonlinear rheological properties of the unvulcanized

SBR compounds was investigated with the series containing the N339 grade.

The influence of the filler volume fraction on unvulcanized rubber has been largely investigated

in the last few decades with a focus on linear parameters like the storage modulus or the loss

factor [16, 29, 84, 94, 113, 163]. Figure 6.11 shows the influence of increasing CB volume fraction
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on the absolute value of the complex modulus and on the loss factor. Three main effects of an

increasing CB volume fraction can be identified. First, the modulus of the compounds is increased

by up to one order of magnitude. Second, the loss tangent is decreased, especially at low strain

amplitudes, which results in an increase of elasticity. Third, the onset of nonlinear viscoelasticity is

shifted to lower γ0. These findings reflect the results explained in Section 2.2.3 on the Payne effect
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Figure 6.11.: Absolute value of the complex modulus |G∗| and loss factor tan δ as function of strain amplitude for
SBR compounds filled with different concentrations of CB (grade N339) during the LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz,
γ0 = 10−3 to 8, T = 80 ◦C, V50). Three main influences of the filler volume fraction can be seen. First, the
modulus is increasing. Second, the elasticity is increasing, i.e. the loss factor is decreasing. Third, the onset of
nonlinear viscoelasticity is shifted to lower strain amplitudes.

and are probably caused by a combination of the hydrodynamic effect of the filler, the additional

contribution of immobilized rubber (occluded and bound rubber), and the reinforcement caused

by the formation of a filler-filler and a filler-polymer network. These network structures might

be partly destroyed when the strain amplitude is increased, which could explain the decrease of

the modulus with increasing strain amplitude. The corresponding nonlinear results are shown in

Fig. 6.12 for the third higher harmonic contribution.

The plot can be divided in four distinct sectors. In sector 1 (γ0 < 0.01), the nonlinear stress

response is decreasing, while the strain amplitude is increased with a scaling exponent of approx-

imately −1. The standard deviation (two specimen measured for each sample) is also very high.

Both facts fit with the interpretation, that the absolute value I(3ω1) is below the sensitivity limit
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Figure 6.12.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 as function of strain amplitude for SBR compounds
filled with different concentrations of CB (grade N339) during the LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 10−3 to 8,
T = 80 ◦C, V50). The plot can be divided in four sectors. In sector 1, the stress response is determined by
noise. Sector 2 is dominated by a broad peak most likely caused by instrumental noise. In sector 3, the nonlinear
response of the material is a function of φ. In sector 4 the different curves merge and the influence of φ is
diminished. The dashed line marks the strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.32.

of the instrument and hence determined by noise (see Eq. 2.19, p. 14).

Sector 2 (0.01 < γ0 < 0.1) is dominated by a broad peak of I3/1 and the values show a high

standard deviation. The appearance of this peak is typical for measurements on the V50 rheometer

and was discussed in Section 3.2. Even though the origin of this peak is not yet fully clear, most

evidence indicates that it is due to instrumental noise.

In sector 3 (0.1 < γ0 < 4) the nonlinear response of the material is above the sensitivity limit,

i.e. above a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.1 the nonlinear material properties can be measured with

the V50 rubber rheometer. In sector 3, I3/1 scales with γm0 . The slope m is below 2 and decreasing

with increasing filler volume fraction.

Finally in sector 4 of Fig. 6.12, the curves of the different compounds seem to merge and the filler

effect is almost completely diminished. This is similar to results from Leblanc [29], who found a

maximum of the absolute filler contribution to I3/1 in CB filled rubbers at a strain amplitude of γ0 =

2. The findings would be consistent with the following hypothesis. The increasing strain amplitude

can lead to high local stresses at the rubber-filler interface. These high stresses might destroy the

CB-rubber network and consequently reduce the filler influence on the nonlinear contribution to
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a mere hydrodynamic effect. The break up of the physical network structure is also discussed in

literature as explanation for the filler influence on |G∗| at high strain amplitudes (Payne-effect), as

was discussed in Section 2.2.3. The break up of the polymer-filler network would also be consistent

with the reduced moduli in the second LAOS frequency test measured for the highly filled samples

(Fig. 6.10).

The nonlinear rheological behavior in sector 3 can be explained by two possible effects, a filler

dependent one and a filler independent one. Every polymer shows nonlinear behavior at higher

strain amplitudes, when the polymer chains are oriented and stretched by the applied mechanical

forces (Section 2.1.2). The finding that the scaling exponent m of the sample without filler differs

from the value 2, which is the theoretical expectation for linear homopolymers (Eq. 2.20), can have

different reasons. First, the deviation from the theoretical scaling law is found, when the nonlinear

contribution is below or in the order of the lower torque sensitivity limit of the instrument, as it

was discussed for sector 1 of Fig. 6.12. However, in sector 3 the torque is well above the sensitivity

limit and therefore the measured values reflect material behavior. The nonlinear stress response

is a vector sum of the nonlinear material response and the nonlinear instrumental contributions,

which include a nonlinear strain signal. If the strain excitation has a high nonlinear contribution,

this can also influence I3/1 of the stress response. Therefore, the strain signal was analyzed with

respect to its spectral contributions. The raw data of the excitation signal was captured with

an external ADC card and the corresponding FT spectra were analyzed. Figure 6.13 shows the

relative third higher harmonic contributions to the strain and the stress signals for the sample

without CB. At very small strain amplitudes (sector 1 of Fig. 6.12) the nonlinear contribution

of the strain signal is close to the one of the stress response. As the motor movement increases,

the quality of the excitation improves, i.e. I3/1 of the strain signal is decreasing, until it shows a

plateau at γ0 > 1 with a very low level of higher harmonic contributions (I3/1 ≈ 10−4). At γ0 > 1,

I3/1 of the strain excitation is more than one order of magnitude lower than I3/1 of the stress.

Consequently, an imperfect strain excitation is not a plausible explanation for the lower slope of

I3/1 in sector 3 of Fig. 6.12. The sample without CB is not a pure polymer melt and contains

different additives like stabilizers and vulcanization agents. If the additives are not completely

dissolved or homogeneously distributed throughout the sample, phase separation might occur and
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Figure 6.13.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 to the strain excitation and the stress response
as function of the strain amplitude for the S-SBR compound without CB during the LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz,
γ0 = 10−3 to 8, T = 80 ◦C, V50). For γ0 > 0.1 the nonlinear contribution to the strain excitation is more than
a decade lower than the nonlinear contribution to the stress response.

the deformation of the interface could result in additional nonlinear contributions. An effect of the

interface on I3/1 in phase separated polymer systems was already found in melts of a PS-PI diblock

copolymer with a lamellar morphology [155], in emulsions of two Newtonian liquids [23], and in

beer foam [51]. To clarify the reasons for the non-quadratic scaling of I3/1 in sector 3 and the

influence of the various additives used in the compounds on the LAOS behavior, the pure polymer

(without any additives) needs to be investigated in future studies as well as the phase morphology

of the polymer with additives.

The filler influence on I3/1 in sector 3 is most pronounced at low strain amplitudes. There seems

to be a plateau of I3/1 at 0.1 < γ0 < 0.32. In this range of γ0, the instrumental noise, which

causes the peak in sector 2, has still a large influence on the measured nonlinearity. Therefore,

the values of I3/1 at a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.32 (≡ I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ)) is the lower sensitivity

limit for nonlinear measurements of the S-SBR samples on the V50. Thus I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ) was

further investigated to quantify the filler influence. This is shown for example in Fig. 6.14, where

I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ) is plotted normalized to the value of the sample without CB as function of the

CB volume fraction (symbols). The addition of φ = 0.215 CB results in a ten times higher nonlinear

contribution. A mathematical description of this data has to fulfill certain features. The function
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Figure 6.14.: Relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ) for SBR compounds filled with
different concentrations of CB (grade N339) (normalized to the value of the sample without CB) during the
LAOS test (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 0.32, T = 80 ◦C, V50). With increasing filler volume fraction the nonlinear
contribution is increasing. The data (symbols) was fitted with Eq. 6.3 (line). The calculated maximum packing
fraction φm = 0.31 for the N339 grade.

has to start at 1 for φ = 0 due to the normalization, with increasing φ the function has to increase

monotonically and it has to show a singularity at the highest filler concentration possible in the

compound. A general approach that fulfills these three criteria with a minimum of free parameters

(two) is given for example by Eq. 6.2.

y =
(

1− φ

xm

)−d
(6.2)

This is a two parameter model with a critical value, xm, at which the equation has a singularity

and a scaling exponent d. This equation was first used to fit the data in Fig. 6.14 and a scaling

exponent of d = −2.07 was found. In order to reduce the amount of parameters in the mathematical

description of I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ), the scaling exponent was fixed to d = −2 and Eq. 6.3 was used

for the fit shown in Fig. 6.14 (line).

I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ)
I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ = 0) =

(
1− φ

φm

)−2
(6.3)

The reduction of the amount of free parameters is especially important for the investigation of the

influence of the filler grade (see p. 88), because less samples (five) were measured of the filler grades
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N121 and N660.

Equation 6.3 is similar to the Krieger-Dougherty equation (Eq. 6.4), which is used to describe

the influence of the filler volume fraction on the viscosity of dispersions [164].

η (φ)
η0

=
(

1− φ

φm

)−[η]φm

(6.4)

η0 is the zero shear viscosity of the matrix, [η] the intrinsic viscosity of the dispersion and φm the

maximum packing fraction of filler in the dispersion. For the Krieger-Dougherty it is also found

that the scaling exponent of Eq. 6.4, − [η]φm, is often close to −2 [165].

Similar to Eq. 6.4, the only free parameter of Eq. 6.3 might be interpreted as maximum packing

fraction. For example φm = 0.74 is expected for unimodal hard spheres in a closest packing. For

the N339 CB grade a maximum packing fraction of φm = 0.31 was found. This value is much lower

than the one for the hard spheres, which is due to the complex fractal structure of the particles (see

Fig. 6.1). Therefore, these particles can not be packed so tightly in the rubber matrix. This effect

was also found by Kasgoz et al. [166], who reported that the maximum packing fraction of various

filler types, such as CB, carbon fibers, and graphite, depends on the aspect ratio of the respective

filler.

For the physical explanation of the filler influence on I3/1 (γ0 = 0.32, φ), different mechanisms

are plausible. The occluded rubber present in the cavities of the complex filler particles is partly

shielded from the applied deformation and this could increase the stress in the other parts of the

polymer matrix [84]. Hence, the stress in the compound would be unequally distributed and the

highest should be found close to the filler surface due to the large difference in modulus between

the filler and the polymer [167, 168]. According to the literature, the polymer surrounding the

filler, the bound rubber, can also be interpreted as glassy bridges at the measurement temperature

with a finite lifetime between different particles [91]. The high stress acting on these bridges could

result in a decrease of their lifetime, which would increase the nonlinear behavior [91] and cause

strain hardening [92]. With increasing filler loading, the content of occluded rubber and solid filler

in the matrix is increasing. Hence the effect of the local stress concentration on the bound rubber

should be more pronounced and the nonlinear contribution increased.
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Influence of CB grade

The three CB grades used in this study vary widely in their structure, as could already be seen in

the TEM images of the different particles (Fig. 6.1). The CB of grade N121 is made of small primary

particles, which is consistent with its high NSA value (Table 6.1). The aggregate is anisotropic and

the surface is very rough. The N339 grade is made of primary particles with a higher diameter.

The aggregate is larger than the one of the N121. It has also a rough surface and a high anisotropy.

Due to the much larger primary particles, the surface of the N660 aggregate is smooth compared

to the others with only a few voids.

The filler grade has a strong influence on the linear parameters only at higher volume fractions of

CB. This is shown for example in Fig. 6.15 for |G∗| as function of γ0. At φ = 0.084, the difference
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Figure 6.15.: Absolute value of the complex modulus |G∗| as function of γ0 (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, T = 80 ◦C, V50)
for S-SBR filled with all three different CB grades at two filler volume fractions φ. For φ = 0.084 there is no
significant influence of the CB grade, but if the filler loading is increased to φ = 0.215 the modulus of the N121
sample is increased by a factor of 11, which is more than five times larger than the increase of the sample with
N660 filler.

between the filler grades is only marginal (difference between N121 and N660 < 15 %). If the filler

loading is increased to φ = 0.215, |G∗| is more than five time larger for the N121 filled sample than

for the N660 filled sample. The results for the N339 are in between the other two, but closer to the

values of the N121.

A similar behavior is observed for the nonlinear parameter I3/1 (Fig. 6.16). The addition of filler
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Figure 6.16.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 in region 3 and 4 for the S-SBR with φ = 0.084 (left) and φ = 0.215
(right) of the different CB grades (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, T = 80 ◦C, V50). For a better comparison, the result of the
unfilled compound is given in both graphs. The addition of filler results for all grades in an increase of I3/1,
compared to the unfilled sample. At φ = 0.084 no significant difference is found between the fillers in contrast to
φ = 0.215, for which the samples with the N121 show the highest nonlinear contributions and the samples with
N660 the lowest. The marked area corresponds to a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.32.

resulted for all samples in the increase of the nonlinear parameter compared to the unfilled sample

(same data for unfilled sample in both graphs). At a small filler volume fraction (φ = 0.084), I3/1

does not differ much between the three grades, as it was also observed for |G∗|. If φ is increased to

0.215, the structure of the CB has a large influence on the nonlinear mechanical behavior in region

3. For the sample filled with N121, a much higher value of I3/1 was measured compared to the

sample with N339. The sample with N660 has the lowest values of I3/1. For a better investigation

of the filler influence, the nonlinear contribution I3/1 at γ0 = 0.32 was used as a parameter (marked

areas in Fig. 6.16). This parameter is shown in Fig. 6.17 as function of the filler volume fraction φ

(full symbols).

It can be seen in this graph that the particle structure has a large influence on the nonlinear

mechanical behavior of the SBR. The increase of I3/1 with increasing φ is most pronounced for the

N121 grade and the smallest for the N660 grade. The data was also fitted with Eq. 6.3 in order to

get the maximum packing fraction of all grades. The calculated values for φm are 0.29, 0.31 and

0.39 for the N121, the N339, and the N660 grade, respectively. The absolute value of the complex

modulus (open symbols) is less affected by the CB grade at this strain amplitude. The addition

of φ = 0.215 N121 to the S-SBR leads to an increase of I3/1 by a factor of more than 13, whereas

the modulus is only increased by a factor of 3.5. To test the significance of this difference, the
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Figure 6.17.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1(γ0 = 0.32, φ) (full symbols) and absolute value of the complex modulus
|G∗| (open symbols) normalized to the respective value of the unfilled compound for the three different rubber
grades (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, T = 80 ◦C, V50). The influence of the CB grade increases with increasing φ and is much
more pronounced on the nonlinear than on the linear parameter at this amplitude. The lines correspond to a
nonlinear fit of the nonlinear data with Eq. 6.3. The maximum packing fractions are 0.29, 0.31 and 0.39 for the
N121, the N330 and the N660 CB grades, respectively.

respective error in determining each value has to be taken into account. This was done by dividing

the increase of each parameter P (either I3/1(γ0 = 0.32, φ) or |G∗(γ0 = 0.32, φ)|) caused by the

addition of φ = 0.215 CB by the standard deviation of the respective parameter for the unfilled

compound σP (φ=0) (calculated by the measurement of two specimen):

Sensitivity of P = P (φ = 0.215)− P (φ = 0)
σP (φ=0)

(6.5)

The results of this calculation are given in Table 6.2 and they indicate a higher sensitivity of the

nonlinear contribution I3/1 to changes in the CB volume fraction for all three CB grades.

Table 6.2.: Sensitivity of the relative third higher harmonic contribution I3/1(γ0 = 0.32, φ) and the absolute
value of the complex modulus |G∗((γ0 = 0.32, φ))| to variations of the CB volume fraction φ (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz,
T = 80 ◦C). This sensitivity was calculated according to Eq. 6.5.

|G∗| [kPa] I3/1 [ ]
N121 N339 N660 N121 N339 N660

φ = 0 99± 6 99± 6 99± 6 0.55± 0.09 0.55± 0.09 0.55± 0.09
φ = 0.22 341± 2 278± 0 202.0± 1 7.40± 0.04 5.47± 0.12 2.52± 0.10
Sensitivity 40.3 29.8 17.2 76.1 54.7 21.9

From this data it can be clearly concluded that the choice of the CB grade has a tremendous
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6.1. Influence of carbon black on unvulcanized rubber

effect on the nonlinear mechanical properties of the rubber. The reason for this influence might be

attributed to the particle structure. The aggregates of the N121 grade, which is the grade causing

the highest nonlinear contributions, consist of many small primary particles and thus have a very

rough and also very large surface compared to the bulky aggregates of the N660 grade with the

much larger primary particles. The larger surface area of the N121 particles should enable the

formation of more rubber-filler interactions at the interface. The polymer thus would be stronger

adsorbed to the CB and a more stable network would be formed. Additionally, the higher amount

of occluded rubber in the voids of the N121 particles can lead to a higher effective filler volume

fraction.

The influence of the filler grade is most pronounced at high filler loadings. This indicates the

formation of a filler-filler network, which also plays a crucial role on the nonlinear mechanical

response. It is known from percolation theory [73] and verified in many experiments [59, 71, 159]

that the shape of a particle has a large influence on the percolation threshold, i.e. the minimum

filler volume fraction needed to form continuous filler structures throughout the sample. This is

most obvious in the comparison of CB and carbon nanotubes. The latter have a much higher

aspect ration and hence show a much lower percolation threshold than CB, usually already at a

few volume percent [24, 76, 160]. As could be seen in the TEM images (Fig. 6.1), the aggregate of

the N121 grade shows a higher aspect ratio than the other fillers. Therefore, N121 most likely has

a lower percolation threshold than the other fillers and the filler-filler network would be stronger,

which might also explain the large differences in the conductivity at high volume fractions found for

the different grades (Fig. 6.3). Due to the limited amount of samples filled with this grade of CB,

the electrical percolation threshold could only be roughly determined between 0.084 < φc < 0.155.

The stronger network would also explain the larger increase of the complex modulus at low strain

amplitudes for the N121 filler than for the N660.

The nonlinear mechanical contribution in filled elastomers is most probably also related to the

dynamic destruction of the filler-filler and the filler-polymer network. A break down of the filler-

filler network should lead to an increased number of isolated particles in the polymer matrix, which

then could be oriented by the flow and thus contribute to a higher value of I3/1.

An important parameter for the nonlinear mechanical contribution is the size of the interface
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

between CB and rubber, because this size can be related to the amount of interactions between the

two components. Therefore, in Fig. 6.18 I3/1 was plotted as function of the size of the interface.

This interfacial area was calculated by the oil adsorption number (OAN) times the CB volume

Figure 6.18.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1(γ0 = 0.32) of the three different CB grades normalized to the correspond-
ing value of the sample without CB as function of the size of the interface between rubber and CB (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz,
T = 80 ◦C, V50). The size of the interface was approximated by the product of the oil adsorption number (OAN)
and the CB volume fraction φ. The unit is therefore mL/100g. The data of all three grades together was fitted
according to Eq. 6.2. With that a critical surface area of xm = OAN ·φ = 50 and a scaling exponent of d = −3.1
were found.

fraction φ. The OAN was chosen and not the nitrogen surface area NSA, because the oil used to

measure the OAN is closer in size to rubber molecules than nitrogen. Not all parts of the filler

surface, where nitrogen can adsorb, are also accessible for the polymer chains and the OAN is

therefore better suited. The drawback is that the size of the interface does not have the unit of an

area. The assumption that the interface of the rubber is defined by the product of the OAN and φ

is based on the linear relationship between the maximum packing fraction φm and the OAN, which

was found in this work, but only three different CB grades were tested. Therefore, the investigation

of additional CB grades is needed to validate this finding. It is also possible that the anisotropy of

the particles needs to be taken into account by another factor. In Fig. 6.18 a nonlinear fit of the

data for all three grades with Eq. 6.2 is shown (black line). With this equation a critical surface

area of xm = OAN · φ = 50 and a scaling exponent of d = −3.1 were found for the mathematical

description of the nonlinear contribution I3/1(γ0 = 0.32) as function of the interface area in a CB
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6.1. Influence of carbon black on unvulcanized rubber

filled compound for all CB grades.

Influence of measurement temperature

The measurement temperature is another important parameter for the rheological behavior of

filled elastomers. From the van Gurp-Palmen plots (Fig. 6.6) it could already be concluded that

the TTS principle is not valid for the highly filled systems, so the temperature dependence of I3/1

was investigated. Figure 6.19 shows I3/1 during the LAOS amplitude test for two samples with

φ = 0 and 0.215 N339 CB at three different temperatures. When the temperature is decreased
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Figure 6.19.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1 of SBR with φ = 0.215 and without N339 CB at different temperatures
(ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, V50. With decreasing temperature I3/1 is increasing at large amplitudes for both samples and
at medium amplitudes I3/1 is decreasing for the system with CB.

from 80 ◦C to 40 ◦C, I3/1 is increasing for both samples at high strain amplitudes (γ0 > 1). At

40 ◦C, the curves of the filled and unfilled sample merge at γ0 ≈ 3 instead of γ0 ≈ 8 as it is found

for the measurement at 80 ◦C. At medium amplitudes (0.1 < γ0 < 1) the temperature dependent

behavior of I3/1 is different. No significant change of I3/1 can be seen for the sample without CB,

whereas I3/1 is decreasing for the filled sample.

The first observation made in Fig. 6.19, the increase of I3/1 at large amplitudes, might be ex-

plained by the increase of the matrix viscosity due to the lower temperature. The higher viscosity

should result in higher local stresses and the destruction of the network structure in the compound
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

would be more severe. The strain amplitude needed for an almost complete destruction of the phys-

ical networks would hence be reduced and within the measurement range. The second observation,

the behavior of I3/1 at medium amplitudes, is further illustrated in Fig. 6.20, where I3/1(γ0 = 0.32)

(full symbols) as well as |G∗(γ0 = 0.32)| (open symbols), both normalized to the corresponding

value of the sample without CB, are plotted as function of the CB volume fraction φ (N339 grade)

for three different temperature.
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Figure 6.20.: Nonlinear parameter I3/1(γ0 = 0.32) (full symbols) and absolute value of the complex modulus
|G∗(γ0 = 0.32)| (open symbols) normalized to the respective value of the unfilled compound as function of
the N339 CB volume fraction φ for three different temperatures (ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, V50). The higher harmonic
contribution is decreased at lower temperatures only for large φ. For φ = 0.215 the decrease is more than a factor
of three. In contrast, there is only a slight change of the modulus with temperature.

The temperature has only little effect on |G∗|, whereas I3/1 is decreased by a factor of three if the

sample with φ = 0.215 is measured at 40 ◦C instead of 80 ◦C. Most interesting is the observation

that the temperature dependence of I3/1 is only at high filler loadings (φ > 0.1) detectable. This

may indicate again the importance of the filler-filler network at this strain amplitude range.

6.2. Influence of carbon black on vulcanized rubber

Since the invention of the sulfur based vulcanization of NR by C. Goodyear in 1844 [1], a wide field

of applications is accessible for rubber products. By the formation of a covalent polymer network

the processable and deformable but also sticky uncured rubber is turned into a highly elastic solid,

which is insoluble and keeps it shape. This enabled the use of vulcanized rubber products in many
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6.2. Influence of carbon black on vulcanized rubber

areas, e.g. tires, sealing and dampers [169]. There are different ways to create a covalent polymer

network. For rubber materials, sulfur based vulcanization is still one of the most important cross-

linking reactions for rubbers with double bonds [6, Chapter 3.2]. For rubbers without double bonds,

other types of cross-linking are used, e.g. with peroxides.

A single, flexible polymer chain has many possible configurations with (almost) the same potential

energy and thus many degrees of freedom [6, Chapter 2]. In the relaxed state it will be in one of

the most probable configurations, which is a coiled structure. If a force is applied on a coil, it is

deformed. This is a less probable configuration and reduces the entropy of the chain. Thus it tends

back into the coiled structure, which creates a tension in the polymer and is the reason for rubber

elasticity [170]. Linear chains also have the possibility to flow, when external forces are applied and

thereby change their position and dissipate energy. By linking linear chains together in a covalent

network, the flow of the polymer chains is prevented. The energy used to stretch the network is

mostly elastically stored in the material and is gained when the forces are released.

The understanding of the structure of vulcanized rubber and knowledge about the influence of this

structure on their mechanical behavior are, due to the importance of vulcanized rubber in technical

applications, important research areas. In this section, Fourier-Transform rheology is used to get

new insight on the influence of solid fillers, namely CB, on the mechanical behavior of vulcanized

rubbers under LAOS. The samples used were the same as in the previous section. They contain

a vulcanization system based on sulfur, with TBBS (N -tert-butylbenzothiazole-2-sulphenamide,

Fig. 6.21) as accelerator and zinc oxide and stearic acid as activators. The investigation was

restricted to the samples with φ = 0.084, 0.154 and 0.215 CB of grades N121 and N660.

N

S

S

NH

Figure 6.21.: Accelerator N-tert-butylbenzothiazole-2-sulphenamide (TBBS)

For the measurement of the vulcanization properties, different test protocols were used. They

all consist of a combination of SAOS frequency, LAOS strain amplitude and isothermal tests and

are summarized in Table 6.3. During the isothermal test, the compound is cured at elevated

temperatures. The measurement conditions for the SAOS frequency test (γ0 = 0.05, ω1/2π =

0.1 Hz to 10 Hz) and the LAOS strain amplitude test ( γ0 = 10−1 to 2, ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz) were always
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

the same and the temperature was 80 ◦C in these test. The test names correspond to the order of

the performed test. For the isothermal test, the test conditions are given in brackets.

Table 6.3.: Test protocols for the vulcanization on the V50. The different subtests were performed from left to
right. The nomenclature of the different test names is: S and L correspond to a SAOS frequency (T = 80 ◦C,
γ0 = 0.05, ω1/2π = 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz) and LAOS strain amplitude tests (T = 80 ◦C, γ0 = 10−3 to 2), respectively.
The test conditions of the isothermal test I are given in brackets in the order T -γ0-t. All LAOS and isothermal
measurements were done at ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz.

Test SAOS LAOS Isotherm LAOS SAOS
I(160-0.05-20)-L-S 160 ◦C, γ0 = 0.05, 20 min X X
I(160-0.05-60)-L-S 160 ◦C, γ0 = 0.05, 60 min X X
I(180-0.05-20)-L-S 180 ◦C, γ0 = 0.05, 20 min X X

S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S X X 160 ◦C, γ0 = 0.05, 20 min X X
S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S X X 160 ◦C, γ0 = 0.50, 20 min X X

By comparing the tests I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and I(160-0.05-60)-L-S, the influence of the vulcaniza-

tion time was investigated. In test I(180-0.05-20)-L-S a higher vulcanization temperature of 180 ◦C

was used. For tests S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S, the SAOS frequency and

the LAOS strain amplitude test were additionally added prior to the vulcanization test to be able to

directly compare the influence of the vulcanization on one specimen. In test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S

a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.5 was used in contrast to γ0 = 0.05 in all other vulcanization tests

in order to investigate the influence of γ0. The frequency of the isothermal and LAOS tests was

always the same, ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz.

This section is divided in two parts. First, the changes of the linear and nonlinear rheological

properties during the isothermal vulcanization test are discussed. In the second part, the rheological

behavior of the cured samples under LAOS is investigated.

6.2.1. Rheology during the isothermal vulcanization

Vulcanization is usually investigated in closed gap rubber rheometers, because the torque is in-

creasing with increasing cross-link density and hence can be directly related to the vulcanization

process. In Fig. 6.22 a typical curing curve is shown, measured on the V50 for the sample with

20 phr N121 CB at 160 ◦C (test I(160-0.05-60)-L-S).

In this test, the geometry of the rheometer is heated to the vulcanization temperature (T =

160 ◦C) and the sample is inserted. Then the geometry is directly closed and the measurement
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Figure 6.22.: a) Absolute value of the complex torque |M∗| (black line) and its time derivative (gray line) of the
S-SBR filled with φ = 0.084 N121 CB as function of time (test I(160-0.05-60)-L-S, ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, γ0 = 0.05,
T = 160 ◦C, V50) b) Magnification of the gray box in a). First, |M∗| is slightly decreasing to a minimum value
|M∗0 | at time t0, due to the decrease of the viscosity when the polymer is heated. The modulus subsequently
increases when the vulcanization reaction started and finally |M∗| approaches a plateau value when the reaction
is finished. The t90 is defined as the time, where |M∗| increased by 90 % of ∆|M∗|. The derivative of |M∗| is a
measure for the cure rate.

started. In the first few seconds, the polymer is heated to the measurement temperature. Thus

the torque is slightly decreasing and reaches a minimum value |M∗0 | at time t0 as can be seen in

Fig. 6.22 b). After the start of the vulcanization reaction, the torque increases and eventually

reaches a plateau, when the reaction is complete. Depending on the vulcanization system used,

also a continuously growing torque is possible, which is called a marching vulcanization. Another

possibility is a vulcanization reaction with a simultaneous degradation of the network (also called

reversion), which results in a maximum of the torque [6, Chapter 6.4]. In this study, a marching

vulcanization was always found and the last torque data point of each measurement was defined

as the maximum torque |M∗max|. Other important parameters of such a vulcanization curve are

e.g. the t90 time (see Fig. 6.22 a)), which is a measure of the time needed for vulcanization of the

rubber material. It is defined as the time between the onset of the vulcanization reaction (i.e. the

torque minimum |M∗0 |) and the point, where |M∗| increased by 90 % of ∆|M∗| = |M∗max| − |M∗0 |.

The time derivative of the torque, d|M∗|/dt, can be interpreted as a cure rate [171].

The higher temperature of 180 ◦C results in a lower viscosity of the unvulcanized sample, thus

|M∗0 | is slightly lower than for a curing temperature of 160 ◦C. However, the higher vulcanization

temperature increases the vulcanization rate and hence |M∗| increases faster. This is shown in
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Figure 6.23.: Curing curve of the sample with φ = 0.154 N121 CB at two different temperatures (T =
160 ◦C and 180 ◦C, V50) with a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.05 (test I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and I(180-0.05-20)-
L-S). At higher temperatures |M∗0 | is slightly decreased, but the vulcanization rate is higher, which results in a
faster increase of the torque and thus a lower t90.

Fig. 6.23 for the S-SBR filled with φ = 0.154 of N121 CB. The t90 at 180 ◦C is only half of the t90

at 160 ◦C. Also |M∗max| is increasing due to the marching vulcanization, which results in a higher

cross-link density after 20 min for the sample vulcanized at 180 ◦C.

The influence of the CB volume fraction and the CB grade on the vulcanization behavior of

the S-SBR is shown in Fig. 6.24. The absolute values of the minimum and the maximum torque,

|M∗0 | and |M∗max|, are increasing with increasing φ and the samples filled with N121 show higher

torque values than those filled with N660 CB. This is consistent with the results from Section 6.1.4,

where it was found that the modulus, and hence also the torque, are increasing with increasing

CB-polymer interface. The interface is larger for compounds filled with particles of the N121 CB

grade, because the particles of this grade have a higher specific surface area than the particles

of the N660 grade. The t90 time is influenced by the CB grade and the CB concentration in a

different manner. The the higher the CB volume fraction φ the lower is t90 and thus the faster

is the vulcanization. This is consistent with the work of Li et al. [172], where an increase of the

conversion rate with increasing specific surface area of the CB was found for the vulcanization of

ethylen-propylen-diene-monomer (EPDM) rubber filled with various different CB grades.

In Fig. 6.25, the change of the nonlinear parameter I3/1 is shown together with the time deriva-
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Figure 6.24.: Influence of φ and the CB grade on |M∗0 |, |M∗max| and t90 (test S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S, T = 160 ◦C,
γ0 = 0.5, V50). With increasing φ, |M∗0 | and |M∗max| increase. The samples with N121 have the higher torque.
For t90, no clear influence of φ is seen, but N660 has a slightly higher t90 than N121.

Figure 6.25.: Influence of φ on I3/1 (full lines) and the derivative of the torque (dashed lines) during vulcanization
(test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S, V50) for samples filled with N121 (left) and N660 (right). A peak of I3/1 is found
at approx. 5 min for all samples. For the samples with φ = 0.154 and 0.215 N121 and N660, an additional peak
is seen at 1 min. The two peaks marked with arrows in the right graph are probably artifacts of the FT.

tive of the torque during the vulcanization (test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S) for the S-SBR filled with

different amount of N121 and N660 CB. For all other tests, the strain amplitude during curing was

γ0 = 0.05 and the results were too noisy to determine any features of the vulcanization process.

For test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S the strain amplitude was γ0 = 0.05 and thus the nonlinear param-

eter was less noisy. The nonlinear contribution I3/1 shows a peak at approximately 5 min for the
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samples filled with N660 and with φ = 0.084 N121, which is close to the time of the maximum

curing rate, which was between 3.5 min and 6.5 min for all six samples. For the other two samples

(φ = 0.154 and 0.215 N121) the pronounced peak in I3/1 is found at shorter times (1 min). For all

samples, I3/1 approaches a plateau value at longer times. Leblanc [171] found a similar pattern of

the third higher harmonic contribution during the vulcanization of CB filled EPDM, i.e. a peak in

I3/1 at times close to the maximum curing and another increase towards a plateau value during the

further course of the vulcanization. He attributed the occurrence of the peak with the transition

from a nonlinear viscoelastic fluid to a nonlinear viscoelastic solid during the vulcanization. He

also detected a peak in I2/1 at times below the maximum cure rate. This was also seen here in

this study for most of the samples, but the position and height did not show a trend regarding CB

content or grade and varied over a wide range of times.

All in all is the nonlinear contribution during the vulcanization reaction too low to show signif-

icant variances at strain amplitudes low enough to limit their influence on the properties of the

final product. This will be discussed in the next section. It was found, that with increasing filler

content the nonlinear contribution is increased during the vulcanization test and the values for the

N121 filled samples are higher than the ones for the N660 filled samples, which coincides with the

larger interface area in these samples.

6.2.2. FT-Rheology of vulcanized rubber

In this section, the linear and nonlinear rheological properties of the vulcanized, CB filled S-SBR

are investigated under LAOS and compared to the results found on the unvulcanized samples

(Section 6.1.4).

The influence of the covalent network structure on the modulus |G∗| and the nonlinear stress

contribution I3/1 was investigated by comparing the results of the LAOS strain amplitude tests

(ω1/2π = 0.2 Hz, T = 80 ◦C) before and after the isothermal test with γ0 = 0.05 and T = 160 ◦C

(Test S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S). This is shown in Fig. 6.26 for the S-SBR samples filled with dif-

ferent amounts of N121 CB. After the isothermal vulcanization (open symbols) the modulus of

the compounds is increased. With decreasing filler content is the increase of the modulus more

pronounced. If more filler is added to the compound, more physical cross links should already be
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Figure 6.26.: Influence of the permanent network on the absolute value of the complex modulus, |G∗|, (left graph)
and the nonlinear stress contribution, I3/1, (right graph) for the samples filled with different concentrations of
N121 CB (test S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S, LAOS test before and after the isothermal vulcanization) measured on the
V50 rheometer. The modulus is increased for all samples after the vulcanization, due to the permanent cross links.
The nonlinear parameter shows a different behavior. For all samples, the influence of the peak at strain amplitudes
of 0.01 < γ0 < 0.1 is decreased. Additionally, I3/1 decreased for the samples with φ = 0.154 and 0.215 at higher
amplitudes, whereas no change is seen for the sample with φ = 0.084.

present in the unvulcanized compound and less influence of the additional covalent network on the

rheological properties of the compound is expected. The nonlinear parameter I3/1 is changed in

a different manner. The first remarkable difference is the decrease of the peak in I3/1 at strain

amplitudes 0.01 < γ0 < 0.1, which was found in most measurements on the V50 rheometer and is

most probably caused by instrumental noise as discussed in Section 3.2. The second observation

is, that for the samples with φ = 0.154 and 0.215, I3/1 is decreased after the vulcanization for the

whole range of strain amplitudes tested. For the sample with φ = 0.084, this is only observed at

γ0 > 1.

For the decrease of I3/1 at low strain amplitudes, several explanations are possible, which can

all be related to the covalent network structure present in the vulcanized systems. According to

the literature [26, 109], secondary flows are present in unvulcanized samples measured in rubber

rheometers due to the closed geometry as was discussed in Chapter 3. These secondary flows might

increase the nonlinear contributions for the unvulcanized samples and thus explain the lower values

of I3/1 for the vulcanized samples, which are not able to flow. The possible orientation of the filler

particles by the applied deformation should also be hindered by the permanent network structure.

This would become more important at higher filler volume fractions, when the CB agglomerates
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

form a physical network structure.

The strain history also has an impact on the rheological properties of the compounds. This is

demonstrated in Fig. 6.27 for the four different test (conducted on the sample with φ = 0.084 N121

CB) for which a vulcanization temperature of 160 ◦C was used.
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Figure 6.27.: Influence of strain history on the shear modulus (left graph) and on I3/1 (right graph) for the
sample with φ = 0.084 N121 CB measured on the V50 rheometer. Test I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and S-L-I(160-0.05-
20)-L-S gave similar results. Test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S differs most from the other tests, due to the larger strain
amplitude used (γ0 = 0.5 instead of γ0 = 0.05), whereas test I(160-0.05-60)-L-S, for which the vulcanization
time was longer (60 min), shows intermediate behavior.

Test I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and I(160-0.05-60)-L-S both started directly with the isothermal vulcan-

ization test. They only differ in the length of the isothermal vulcanization, which was 20 min and

60 min, respectively. However, their rheological properties differ. The sample of test I(160-0.05-

60)-L-S shows a higher plateau value in G′, a lower G′′ and a shorter linear viscoelastic regime,

i.e. G′ starts to decrease at lower strain amplitude and the maximum of G′′ is shifted to lower γ0,

than the sample of test I(160-0.05-20)-L-S. The nonlinear contribution I3/1 also starts to increases

at smaller γ0 for the sample of test I(160-0.05-60)-L-S.

The linear and nonlinear rheological properties (G′, G′′ and I3/1) of the sample measured by test

S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S are very similar to the one of I(160-0.05-20)-L-S.

Finally, for the sample of test S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S the lowest storage modulus is found. Ad-

ditionally, the strain amplitude for the onset of the nonlinear viscoelastic regime (where G′ and

G′′ start to deviate from their respective plateau values) is more than one decade lower than the

one for tests I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S (γ0 = 0.01 and γ0 = 0.4, respectively).
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6.2. Influence of carbon black on vulcanized rubber

Also I3/1 is increasing already at γ0 = 0.02 and shows a pronounced plateau at strain amplitudes

of 0.1 < γ0 < 1.

From all these observations it can first be concluded that the change of the storage modulus G′,

the loss modulus G′′, and the nonlinear parameter I3/1 are related. All three change for the samples

in a similar manner and are most probably related to each other. When G′ starts to deviate from

its low strain plateau value, G′′ and I3/1 start to increase. The relation between G′ and G′′ is also

known from literature (e.g. [16, 55]), where the maximum of G′′ is usually found at the same strain

amplitude as the maximum derivative of the G′ decrease. This behavior is usually attributed to

the amount of filler-filler and filler-polymer interactions. The better the interactions, the higher is

the strain amplitude above which the nonlinear behavior is found [16, 55].

Because the results of test I(160-0.05-20)-L-S and test S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S are very similar,

the additional SAOS frequency and LAOS strain amplitude tests on the unvulcanized samples prior

to the isothermal vulcanization seem to have no significant influence on the rheological properties

of the compound. Before the vulcanization started, the viscosity of the polymer matrix is still low,

especially when the heating to the vulcanization temperature starts. Thus the network structure,

which might be partly destroyed during the first LAOS test in test S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S (see

discussion in Section 6.1.4) could be reformed. Thus the samples of both tests (I(160-0.05-20)-L-S

and S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S) would have the same properties in the vulcanized state.

For the other two test methods (S-L-I(160-0.50-20)-L-S, I(160-0.05-60)-L-S) used, the situation is

different, which might be related to the higher total deformation during the vulcanization reaction

in these test methods. The strain amplitude used during the vulcanization in test S-L-I(160-0.50-

20)-L-S is ten times higher than in the other tests, whereas in test I(160-0.05-60)-L-S, the sample

was sheared for a much longer time (60 min instead of 20 min). These higher total deformation

happened during the vulcanization, when the permanent network is already partially formed and

the viscosity of the matrix is increased. Hence the reformation of the physical network structure

is expected to be hindered by the covalent network already formed. This would result in a weaker

physical network at the beginning of the LAOS strain amplitude test for the vulcanized sample.

The results for the sample of test I(180-0.05-20)-L-S with the higher vulcanization temperature

(not shown in the graphs) are also in line with this explanation. They also display the onset of
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6. FT-Rheology of carbon black filled solution SBR

nonlinear viscoelastic behavior at smaller strain amplitudes compared to the results for tests I(160-

0.05-20)-L-S and S-L-I(160-0.05-20)-L-S even though the overall deformation is the same as in test

I(160-0.05-20)-L-S (vulcanization for 20 min at γ0 = 0.05). However, due to the higher temperature

in the isothermal test, the covalent network structure is formed faster (see Fig. 6.23) and thus the

physical network is sooner hindered in its reforming by the formed cross-links and thus weakened

in the following LAOS strain amplitude test.
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7. Evaluation of FT-Rheology for the

quantification of fatigue in filled rubber

materials

7.1. Theoretical background

There are two main types of mechanically failure in vulcanized rubbers. If the deformation of a

rubber is continuously increased during a tensile test, the sample will rupture at a certain deforma-

tion, because the segments of the network are stretched as far as possible and the covalent bonds of

the network will eventually break. The maximum deformation until the rubber material ruptures

in such a test is called elongation at break and the corresponding load is the ultimate stress [77,

Chapter 3.4.3]. The second type of failure in rubber materials is observed, when a deformation

below the elongation at break is applied in a cyclic manner over a certain period of time [173]. This

is the so called fatigue, the gradual destruction of rubber over time due to dynamic motions [174].

The number of cycles a rubber can withstand under a certain oscillatory deformation is called the

fatigue life, Nf [174].

Fatigue is not a unique properties of rubber materials, it is also known for other elastic solids

like metals. The fatigue properties of metals are often displayed in Wöhler curves, in which the

applied stress is plotted as function of the corresponding fatigue life [175, Chapter 4]. In Fig. 7.1, a

typical Wöhler curve is depicted. At low stress, the investigated sample does not show any failure,

hence the fatigue life Nf is infinite and there is a minimum stress, the fatigue limit σmin, needed

that fatigue can be measured [175, Chapter 4]. Above σmin, Nf decreases with increasing σ and

the relation between Nf and σ can often be described by a power law [175, Chapter 4].
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Figure 7.1.: Typical Wöhler curve. The applied stress
σ is plotted as function of the corresponding fatigue
life Nf , i.e. the number of cycles until failure. Below
a certain stress, the fatigue limit σmin, the sample does
not get destroyed and hence the fatigue life is infinite.
For larger stresses, the fatigue life decreases and the
stress as function of Nf can be described by a power
law.

The reasoning behind this failure type in rubber is the formation of small cracks within the

specimen or on its surface, which are either already present in the neat compound or are caused by

the applied deformation [173]. These cracks grow over time until eventually the specimen ruptures.

Rubbers are often used in applications, in which they have to withstand large static and dynamic

strains or stresses [176], therefore, the fatigue behavior is an important property and was and

still is the focus of many studies in the last decades [177]. The fatigue life is usually tested in

uniaxial tension/compression under either controlled stress or controlled deformation conditions.

For rubber, controlled deformations are preferred, because the instruments needed are simpler, the

test conditions correspond better to the failure conditions in real life applications [77, Chapter 8]

and the creep of the samples is circumvented [178]. Especially highly filled elastomers under large

loads/deformations are prone to show a heat-build up [179], because the viscous energy is dissipated

and the thermal conductivity is low.

For the theoretical treatment of rubber failure, two different approaches are used: the crack

nucleation approach and the crack growth approach [176]. The crack nucleation approach is based

on the investigation of the crack nucleation as a function of parameters like the strain, stress or

strain energy density [176, 178, 180]. The second approach focuses on the growth of single cracks,

for example in terms of the tearing energy, and thereby estimating the life time of the rubber [173,

176, 179]. An important parameter for the fatigue life is the R ratio (R), which is defined as the

minimum load/deformation divided by the maximum load/deformation during a cycle [181]. The

R ratio is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 for the example of non-relaxing tension experiments, for which R
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Figure 7.2.: Tension experiment. The R ratio is defined as the lowest distance used during the measurement
Lmin divided by the largest Lmax. For a positive R ratio, the static deformation Lstat must be larger than the
amplitude of the dynamic deformation Ldyn.

is between 0 and 1. For fully relaxing tension measurements (Lmin = 0) R is 0 and for symmetric

tension-compression cycles (no static load, Lmin = −Lmax) R is −1 [177]. Le Cam et al. [177, 182]

showed in their work, that the R ratio has an effect on the kind of damage in filled natural rubber.

They found that for negative R ratios (change between tension and compression) the dumbbell

specimen ruptured due to a large straight external crack at the surface of the median section,

whereas in specimen under non-relaxing tension (R ratio between 0 and 1), the crack formed at the

surface in the median section is branched and additional cohesive internal cracks appeared below

the metallic inserts where the sample was fixed. It was also reported in literature that increasing

the minimum stress increases the fatigue life at constant strain amplitude by more than a factor of

10 for filled EPDM and SBR [183]. For negative R ratios, the fatigue crack growth is considerably

increased, which reduced the fatigue life [179]. It was also reported that the frequency of the

excitation does not have a significant influence on the fatigue life Nf , as long as the heat build-up

is limited [179].

The initiation of cracks in rubbers has many origins. This includes cracks or defects already

present in the compound before testing, such as uneven surfaces. The breakup of CB agglomerates,

and cavitation close to the CB-polymer interface, when the adhesion between rubber and CB is

broken, are further possible reasons for the formation of new cracks in the material [182]. During
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7. Evaluation of FT-Rheology for the quantification of fatigue in filled rubber materials

a cyclic deformation of a sample, as soon as a defect is present in the material, the increased local

stresses at its tip are supposed to result in the growing of the defect until eventually the material

fails [184].

Kadar et al. [185] applied FT rheology on the investigation of fatigue phenomena in polypropylene

and polymer-metal sandwich composites and could detect higher nonlinear contributions, which

changed over time and could also be correlated to delamination processes in the sandwich composite

during temperature sweep tests.

7.2. Samples

For the investigation of the fatigue life, four different series of vulcanized samples were used. They

all consisted of the same basic recipe but different parameters were systematically changed. In the

first series (five samples), the amount of accelerator (DCBS = N,N -dicyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole

sulfenamide, Fig. 7.3) was varied between 0.75 phr and 1.75 phr. In the second series (nine samples),

N

S

S

N

Figure 7.3.: Accelerator N,N-dicyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole sulfenamide (DCBS)

the matrix polymer was changed from 100 phr natural rubber (NR) to various mixtures of NR, SBR

and butadiene rubber (BR). In the third series (five samples) different anti-aging additives were

used and in the fourth series (13 samples) the amount of CB (grade N339) was changed from 0 phr

to 60 phr. The recipe of the last series is the same as the one used in the previous sections for

the shear rheological tests (see Chapter 6). All samples were received already vulcanized from

Continental Reifen Deutschland in form of rectangular stripes with dimensions of approximately

50 mm·10 mm·2 mm.
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7.3. Results

7.3.1. Tension measurements

In order to analyze the nonlinear rheological properties of the samples, all compounds were tested

on the Gabo Eplexor 150N (Gabo Qualimeter Testanlagen GmbH, Ahlden, Germany). This is an

instrument for dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) with two separate motors and shown

in Fig. 7.4.

force 
transducer

static 
motor

deformation 
sensor

Figure 7.4.: Setup of the Gabo Eplexor
DMTA machine. For the tension measure-
ments, the geometries are clamps. The
upper clamp is connected to the force
transducer and the upper motor, which
applies the static force/deformation. The
lower clamp is connected to a displace-
ment transducer (not visible) and the
lower motor for the dynamic deforma-
tion/force.

The upper geometry is connected to the force transducer

and the upper motor, which applies the static force or defor-

mation. The lower geometry is connected to a deformation

sensor for the dynamic movement, which is applied by the

lower motor. For the nonlinear data analysis, the raw data

of the dynamic deformation sensor and the force sensor were

recorded with an external ADC card and analyzed with a

Matlab code, based on the code developed by C. Eberl and

M. Funk from the Institute of Applied Materials at the Karl-

sruhe Institute of Technology. The samples were measured

in tension at room temperature with controlled deformation.

Due to the sample holder (clamps) and the shape of the

specimen (rectangular sheets), only positive R ratios were

possible, i.e. a static deformation at least as large as the

amplitude of the dynamic deformation is needed in order to

prevent the bending of the specimen (Fig. 7.2).

The applied dynamic deformation was limited by the dy-

namic range of the deformation sensor, which was ±2.5 mm. The length of the specimen between

two clamps was typically 30 mm. Thus the maximum possible dynamic extension was usually

ε0 = ±0.08. As a consequence, the samples did not rupture during the measurements, as the

fatigue life was to high at these dynamic deformations. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.5, where no

change of Young’s modulus is seen during the measurement time (105 s), which corresponds to a

fatigue life larger than 5 · 105 cycles. The nonlinear data (Fig. 7.6) does also not show any sig-
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Figure 7.5.: Storage and loss Young’s modulus (E′
and E′′, respectively) as function of measurement time
t for the sample filled with 40 phr N339 CB at a dy-
namic extension of ε0 = 0.12 (f = 5 Hz, T = 35 ◦C,
εstat = 0.20, Gabo Eplexor). The modulus did not
change within the measurement time (105 s).

Figure 7.6.: Higher harmonic contributions (I2/1, I3/1)
as function of measurement time t for the sample
filled with 40 phr N339 CB at ε0 = 0.12 (f = 5 Hz,
T = 35 ◦C, εstat = 0.20, Gabo Eplexor). The nonlinear
data do not show a significant change within the mea-
surement time (105 s), only the odd higher harmonics
are slightly increasing. The peak in I3/1 marked with
an arrow and the subsequent lower values of I3/1 are
most probably due to artifacts of the FT.

nificant change, only the odd harmonic I3/1 is slightly increasing. One further observation of the

fatigue measurements is that the even higher harmonic contribution I2/1 is almost as high as the

odd harmonic contribution I3/1. The presence of even higher harmonic contributions may have

several reasons. First, the strain excitation is not symmetric do to the applied static deformation

εstat. Thus Eq. 2.14 (p. 10) has to be used in Hooke’s law (Eq. 2.3, p. 6) instead of Eq. 2.15. Sec-

ond, Hooke’s law is not a good approximation of the rheological behavior of elastomers in tension.

Instead, rubber materials are better described in tension by the Neo-Hookean law (Eq. 7.1).

σ = E0
3

(
λ− 1

λ2

)
(7.1)

In this equation E0 is the Young’s modulus of the elastomer at small deformations and λ is the

deformation ratio λ = ε0 + 1. Due to the quadratic term 1/λ2, the FT of the Neo-Hookean law

displays odd and even harmonic contributions in the nonlinear viscoelastic regime. Third, if cracks

would be present during the measurement, these cracks would most probably not be symmetrically

oriented in the rubber material. Instead an asymmetric orientation is more probable and thus the
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rheological behavior of the sample would be anisotropic under the applied deformation.

Due to the limited dynamic deformation possible on the Gabo Eplexor, the focus of the research

was changed from the investigation of the fatigue life to the investigation of changes introduced by

thermal aging into the samples. Therefore, the samples were measured for a short time (30 min)

at ν1 = 10 Hz with a dynamic extension of ε0 = 0.03 (T = 25 ◦C, εstat = 0.20). In a second test

series another specimen of each sample was heated for 7 days at 70 ◦C in a drying oven without

vacuum to induce thermal aging of the samples. These specimen were then measured under the

same conditions as the samples without thermal aging.

Typical results of these tests are shown in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 for the linear and nonlinear data

of the samples with different amount of vulcanization accelerator DCBS. In both, tan δ and the
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Figure 7.7.: Loss factor tan δ after 103 s for the samples
with different amount of DCBS at a dynamic extension
of ε0 = 0.03 with and without aging for 7 days at 70 ◦C
(ν1 = 10 Hz, T = 25 ◦C, εstat = 0.20, Gabo Eplexor).
For the aged samples tan δ is 8 % to 13 % lower.

Figure 7.8.: Relative first higher harmonics (I2/1, I3/1)
after 103 s for the samples with different amount of
DCBS at a dynamic extension of ε0 = 0.03 with
and without aging for 7 days at 70 ◦C (ν1 = 10 Hz,
T = 25 ◦C, εstat = 0.20, Gabo Eplexor). The aged
samples show slightly larger values of I3/1 and lower
values for I2/1.

relative higher harmonic contributions, no influence of the DCBS content is visible. The aging lead

to a decrease of tan δ by 8 % to 13 %, which could be explained by additional crosslinking caused by

the possible reaction of oxygen with the remaining double bonds in diene rubbers during thermal

aging. I3/1 is increased up to 25 % and I2/1 slightly decreased (≤ 10 %) to the thermal aging. To

estimate the error of a measurement in tan δ, two specimen of the sample with 1.25 phr DCBS were

measured. The deviation of tan δ was 1 %. For all other test series, similar results were found, i.e.
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7. Evaluation of FT-Rheology for the quantification of fatigue in filled rubber materials

a small decrease of tan δ and a small increase of I3/1 after thermal aging.

The quantification of the fatigue and aging behavior of CB filled elastomers by FT-Rheology

with the Gabo Eplexor was not successful in this work. This had two main reasons. First, the

possible dynamic deformations that can be applied on the instrument are below the fatigue limit

of rubber materials and thus the fatigue life can not be determined. Second, the excitation of

the instrument does also contain higher harmonic contributions. The magnitude of these higher

harmonic contributions is in the range of those measured for the force response, as can be seen

from Fig. 7.9. Hence the nonlinear results from the force response are largely influenced by the

excitation signal.
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Figure 7.9.: FT magnitude spectra of the strain ex-
citation and the force response (magnified by a factor
of 100) for the sample with 0.75 % DCBS without ag-
ing (ε0 = 0.03, ν1 = 10 Hz, T = 25 ◦C, εstat = 0.20,
Gabo Eplexor).

Additionally, the calculation of the higher harmonic contributions with the Matlab software is

tedious and a high amount of data is produced. For one measurement of 28 h at a frequency of

10 Hz with a sampling rate of 200 point per cycle more than 2 GB raw data were saved.

7.3.2. Torsion measurements

Due to the limited deformations possible in the tension measurements on the Gabo Eplexor and

the tedious data analysis, the sample with 45 phr N339 CB was also measured on the ARES

G2. In contrast to the Eplexor, the ARES G2 is a shear rheometer not a DMTA. Therefore, the

measurements were performed in torsion. In torsion, no static deformation is needed, hence the R

ratio was 0. To further enhance the fatigue, the measurements were done at 120 ◦C under air to

induce thermal aging.
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In Figs. 7.10 and 7.11 the storage modulus and the higher harmonic contributions I3/1 and I2/1

are shown as function of the applied cycles for a strain amplitude of γ0 = 1 for three specimens

(T = 120 ◦C, air, ω1/2π = 1 Hz). The failure of the sample can be clearly seen by the sudden, large
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Figure 7.10.: Storage modulus of the sample with
45 phr N339 CB as function of cycles N measured in
torsion on the ARES G2 (T = 120 ◦C, air, ω1/2π = 1 Hz,
γ0 = 1). The moduli suddenly decrease when the sam-
ple fails. The dashed line marks a modulus of 1 GPa,
which was used to determine the fatigue life.

Figure 7.11.: Relative second (dashed lines) and third
(full lines) higher harmonic contribution of the sample
with 45 phr N339 CB as function of applied cycles N
measured in torsion on the ARES G2 (T = 120 ◦C, air,
ω1/2π = 1 Hz, γ0 = 1). During the measurement I3/1 is
monotonically increasing until the sample fails and then
I3/1 increases rapidly. The even harmonic I2/1 is almost
constant until the sample ruptures and I2/1 increases
fast. Only for one of the samples I2/1 increases already
far before the sample ruptures.

drop of the storage modulus and an increase of the nonlinear contributions, respectively. This

indicates the full rupture of the sample and the measured values after this point are either noise

or artifacts from friction between the two separated parts of the specimens. The storage modulus

is decreasing over time whereas I3/1 is increasing. This both indicates a continuous destruction

of the rubber structure before the specimens eventually break. The even harmonic contribution

I2/1 is more than a factor of 10 lower than I3/1 and almost constant until the sample ruptures and

the relative intensity of I2/1 drastically increases. For one of the samples, I2/1 already starts to

increase long before the sample actually breaks, which might be an indication for the formation of

cracks in the sample. These cracks would result in an anisotropy in the sample and thus explain

the presence of even higher harmonics in the torsion experiment. The fatigue life Nf of the samples

was determined by the time, at which the storage modulus dropped below a (arbitrarily assigned)
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7. Evaluation of FT-Rheology for the quantification of fatigue in filled rubber materials

value of 1 GPa for all amplitudes used (see dashed line in Fig. 7.10). The fatigue life is shown in

figure Fig. 7.12 as function of the strain amplitude (the axes in the plot are inverted compared to a

Wöhler curve, see Fig. 7.1). A power law behavior between the applied deformation and the fatigue
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Figure 7.12.: Fatigue life of the sample with 45 phr
N339 CB as function of the applied strain amplitude
measured in torsion with the ARES G2 (T = 120 ◦C,
air, ω1/2π = 1 Hz).

life with a scaling exponent of −4.1 ± 0.8 was found. To verify this finding, more measurements

are needed to due to the large error in Nf . At γ0 = 0.75 the fatigue life of the two specimen differs

for example by a factor of 4.

The large error of Nf has at least two reasons. First, the samples used for γ0 = 0.75 and 1

were cut manually with a scissor to shorten them. This was done in order to reduce the risk

of damaging the motor during long term testing of the samples at high deformation rates. The

absolute deformation of the motor applied for a certain strain is proportional to the length of the

sample and hence shortened. The cutting on one hand introduces roughness to the surface of the

specimen, which increases the nucleation of cracks, on the other hand the cutting was not perfectly

horizontal which results in changes of the specimens width. The stress is concentrated at the point

with the smallest width, so the samples with an uneven width are prone to earlier failure. The

second reason for the high error is the difficulty in fixing the sample to the clamps. During the fixing

it is most likely to slightly bend the sample, which can already destroy some CB agglomerates and

thereby change the crack initiation behavior. Another problem with the system is the rectangular

shape of the specimen. For these specimens the stress is concentrated at the edges to the clamps

and indeed, all specimen broke close to one of the clamps. This problem could be avoided by using

dumbbell shaped specimens or even better rotational symmetric dumbbell (also called diabolo or
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7.3. Results

dumbbell of revolution) specimen [177, 182] in the future.

Another possibility for future investigations of the fatigue life are time-dependent measurements

of the samples in rheometers with a closed cavity (such as the V50 or the RPS 2000) under shear.

Due to the closed geometry, edge effects on the fatigue life should be reduced and the stress should

be distributed more equally in the specimen than compared to torsion experiments. In these

instruments also high strain amplitudes γ0 > 1 are feasible. If fatigue measurements are performed

at reduced temperatures, close to the glass transition of the rubber polymer, the fatigue life should

be drastically reduced, due to the lower mobility of the polymer and thus should be easier to

measure.
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Rubbers are an important material class and are used in numerous applications. In most cases these

rubbers are not used as raw polymers but many additives are needed to improve their properties.

Especially the use of solid fillers for the enhancement of their mechanical behavior is a common

feature in rubber technology. Such filled rubbers exhibit a complex and heterogeneous structure,

which has a large impact on their processing behavior and the mechanics of the final product.

They often show for example nonlinear viscoelastic behavior already at small strain amplitudes

compared to thermoplastic polymer melts. This increases the need for sophisticated mechanical

characterization techniques in order to determine their properties and eventually develop theoretical

models.

Fourier transform rheology (FT-Rheology) is a method that was already used successfully to

quantify the nonlinear viscoelasticity of other complex systems, where it was found that the inter-

face in heterogeneous systems adds an important contribution to their mechanical characteristics.

In the present work this method was applied to investigate two types of rubber materials, which

are also largely influenced by their internal surfaces and are industrially important: carbon black

(hereinafter: CB) filled rubber materials received from a collaboration with the tire industry (Con-

tinental Reifen Deutschland) and thermoplastic elastomers, which were also synthesized in this

work by anionic polymerization.

Progress in the present thesis

Fourier Transform Rheology with closed gap rheometers

The closed and pressurized geometry of rubber rheometers allows for reproducible measurements

of samples with high elasticity, like filled rubbers. As one of the first steps, the rubber rheometer
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used in this study (V50) was compared with an open gap rheometer (ARES G2), which is typically

used for characterizing soft matter under large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS). It was found

that, for thermoplastic polymer melts, the measured intrinsic nonlinearity Q0 was almost three

times higher on the V50 than on the ARES G2. This is most probably due to additional nonlinear

contributions in the rubber rheometer caused by secondary flows at the edges of the closed geometry

and the different geometry design between the two instruments (cone-cone and cone-plate). With

the V50, reproducible measurements of both linear and the nonlinear parameters are possible even

at amplitudes of γ0 > 0.8. This was not possible with the ARES G2, for which the standard

deviation of the shear modulus increased at higher strain amplitudes.

Nonlinear results for various samples measured under LAOS with the V50 showed the presence of

a pronounced peak in I3/1 at small strain amplitudes (0.01 < γ0 < 0.1). Different possible reasons

for the occurrence of this peak were evaluated. The first hypothesis attributed the peak to nonlinear

contributions generated by deforming interfaces as was already found for emulsions of Newtonian

liquids. In filled elastomers these interfaces are also present due to phase separation between the

rubber matrix and additives like processing oils or sulfur. This hypothesis was disproved when

the peak was also seen in measurements on a homogeneous melt of linear polystyrene, where no

interfaces were present in the sample. Results from the same polymer measured on the ARES G2

did not show this peak, thus the reason must be related to the rubber rheometer itself. The

second possible reason for the peak was the presence of a thin oil film on the geometry surface

caused by previous measurements of filled elastomers. However, this hypothesis was also proven

false. Imperfections in the strain excitation in the V50 could also be an explanation, but it is

unlikely because the strain signal did not show a significant higher harmonic contribution over the

strain amplitude range where the peak appeared. After a modification of the instrument by the

manufacturer, where different parts of the machine were changed, the peak position was then shifted

to lower strain amplitudes. Thus the additional nonlinear contributions are apparently caused by

one of the parts that was changed, which includes the new geometry design, cooling unit and the

enhanced motor control.

In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the V50 in relation to other rubber rheometers, a series of

CB filled emulsion SBR was measured under LAOS. The data measured on the V50 was compared
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with data measured by Leblanc et al. on a RPA 2000. It was found that, for the samples with

high CB concentrations, the lower sensitivity limit for measurements of I3/1 was at the same strain

amplitude (γ0,SIS = γ0,RPA = 0.32) for φ = 0.183 for both instruments. However, for the samples

without CB, the sensitivity limit of the V50 (γ0,SIS = 0.2) was three times lower than the limit of

the RPA 2000 (γ0,RPA = 0.6).

Synthesis and rheological characterization of thermoplastic elastomers

Thermoplastic elastomers are a polymer class that combines the processing characteristics of ther-

moplastic polymers with the elastic properties of vulcanized rubbers. This is possible through the

use of a phase-separated system. In this work, a poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) triblock copoly-

mer (SIS) was chosen as a model system for thermoplastic elastomers. Anionic polymerization was

used for the synthesis to make polymers with defined molecular weight, know chemical constitu-

tion, low polydispersity and without additives. Three different synthetic routes were tested: the

initiation of the polymerization with a difunctional initiator, the coupling of living diblock anions

and sequential polymerization. The approach with a difunctional initiator offers access to poly-

mers with symmetric endblock lengths in a two step process. For the synthesis of diene polymers

with a high content of the 1,4-cis isomer, apolar solvents are needed. The use of apolar solvents

results in a low reactivity of the initiator, which was based on diisopropenyl benzene in this work.

As a consequence, this synthesis resulted in a mixture of products, initiated by mono-, di-, and

polyfunctional species. The second approach, the coupling of living anions, was also not successful.

The coupling reaction was not quantitative and a high amount of diblock polymer was present in

the final product. From the different coupling agents used, 1,2-bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane was

the most effective one, however even with this agent less than half of the final polymer consisted of

triblocks. The sequential polymerization needs three monomer addition steps, which increases the

probability of termination reactions, but the solvent to be switched from toluene to cyclohexane

and the reaction temperature to be increased allows for the styrene polymerization with the result

that well defined triblock copolymers could be synthesized. Due to the small difference in molecular

weight between the diblock and the triblock copolymer, standard SEC cannot fully separate both

structures and thus the exact content of triblock in the final product could not be determined.
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Two of the synthesized triblock copolymers and an industrial TPE were investigated to deter-

mine their nonlinear rheological properties. Prior to this mechanical characterization, the phase

morphology of the different polymers was determined with small angle X-ray scattering. In the

rheological measurements, large standard deviations in both the linear and the nonlinear data made

it hard to draw conclusions from the obtained results. These deviations might originate from small

differences in the orientation of the polymer phases caused by external forces during the alignment

of the specimen or from slip effects. A striking feature of these results was that the relative third

higher harmonic contribution I3/1 was found to be independent of the applied frequency, in contrast

to findings from other polymer melts reported in the literature.

Carbon black filled rubbers under LAOS

Carbon black is an important solid filler for rubber materials. Despite its use for more than

one hundred years, the structure of CB filled rubber compounds and how this changes under

external forces is still not fully understood. By using Fourier Transform analysis, the influence

of important parameters, like the CB volume fraction φ and the type of the CB particles, on the

nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of rubber formulations relevant to the tire industry was studied in

the unvulcanized state, during the vulcanization process and on the cured material.

In the unvulcanized material the effect of the CB volume fraction and the CB type was studied

in detail. Three different CB grades (N121, N339 and N660) with different specific surface areas

and shape were used. A correlation between the size of the internal surface area and the nonlin-

ear viscoelasticity was found. If the size of the CB-rubber interface is increased, I3/1 increased,

especially at medium amplitudes (0.1 < γ0 < 0.5). At a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.32, which is

the lower sensitivity limit for higher harmonic contributions for the rubber materials tested, I3/1

increased by more than a factor of 10 when the volume fraction of N339 was increased to φ = 0.215,

whereas the absolute value of the complex modulus |G∗| increased by only a factor of three at this

strain amplitude. The increase depended also on the particle type. The larger the specific surface

area of a single CB aggregate, the higher was the nonlinearity. The dependence of I3/1 on φ could

be modeled by a one parameter equation for each CB grade. This equation is analogous to the

Krieger-Dougherty equation, which is used to describe the viscosity as a function of φ in disper-
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sions. With this model, a critical filler volume fraction, the maximum packing fraction φm, was

calculated. For φ = φm, the filler particles are packed as densely as possible in the rubber matrix

and the nonlinear contribution contents a singularity. The value of φm is a function of the CB

grade and a linear relationship between φm and the OAN (oil adsorption number) of the CB grade

was found. As a consequence the influence of the filler grade on I3/1(γ0 = 0.32) vanished when

I3/1 is plotted as a function of the product of OAN and φ. This product can be interpreted as

a measure of the overall CB-rubber interfacial area in the compound. With increasing interfacial

area, more interactions between the rubber and the CB were formed, which then contribute to

the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. A high impact of the additional three-dimensional filler-filler

network at higher volume fractions on I3/1 was found when the measurements were performed at

different temperatures. Only at filler concentration above the percolation threshold (φc ≈ 0.14),

was the temperature dependence of I3/1(γ0 = 0.32) detected. A decrease in the measurement tem-

perature from 80 ◦C to 40 ◦C resulted in a more than three times lower value of I3/1(γ0 = 0.32)

when a filler-filler network was present.

The investigation of the vulcanization process by FT-Rheology was limited by the sensitivity of

the instrument. When low shear amplitudes (γ0 = 0.05) were applied during cure, the detected

nonlinear contribution was very noisy, whereas at higher strain amplitudes (γ0 = 0.5), a peak

in I3/1 was found close to the time where the cure rate reached its maximum. However, the

vulcanization process and especially the final properties of the rubber were influenced by this high

strain amplitude. This could be shown in LAOS measurements on the samples after curing. The

higher the strain amplitude applied during vulcanization, the lower was the strain amplitudes at

the onset of nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. When a strain amplitude of γ0 = 0.5 was used during

vulcanization, this onset was already found at γ0 ≈ 0.02, whereas the onset was more than one

decade higher (γ0 ≈ 0.3) when a strain amplitude of only γ0 = 0.05 was applied during vulcanization

and all other parameters were kept constant. At the onset of nonlinear viscoelasticity, the storage

modulus G′ started to decrease, I3/1 increased by almost one decade and the loss modulus G′′ first

increased and then decreased at higher strain amplitudes, whereat the height of its maximum was

almost constant.
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FT-Rheology to quantify the fatigue of filled elastomers

In another project, the long term stability of vulcanized, CB filled rubber materials was investigated

by FT-Rheology. First experiments were conducted in tension on a Gabo Eplexor. The limited

range of the dynamic deformation (±2.5 mm) did not allow for the determination of the fatigue

life. The comparison of samples with and without thermal aging (7 days at 70 ◦C) measured over

103 s with a dynamic deformation of ±0.03 showed that the nonlinear contribution was higher for

the aged samples. The significance of this difference is limited because the instrument also shows a

nonlinear contribution to the excitation, which was the same order of magnitude as the nonlinear

contribution of the force response. In a second approach, one of the vulcanized samples was also

tested in torsion on the ARES G2, which allowed for much higher deformation amplitudes, up to

γ0 = 1. On this instrument it was possible to determine the fatigue life of a filled rubber material

at three different strain amplitudes as the sample was simultaneously aged at 120 ◦C in air. During

the fatigue test, I3/1 increased monotonically. At the same time the shear modulus decreased. Both

changes indicate a continuous destruction of the sample until it eventually breaks. The time where

the specimen ruptures was identified by a sudden drop in G′ to 0 and an increase in I3/1 and I2/1

to 1.

Perspective

In this work it could be demonstrated that FT-Rheology is a useful method for investigating

the rheological properties of heterogeneous rubber materials in the nonlinear viscoelastic regime.

However, the limited sensitivity of the current instruments restricts the application of this method

to strain amplitudes γ0 > 0.1. The minimum nonlinear contribution to the torque signal that could

be measured was 8 · 10−4 N m. Further development in this field of technology will also widen the

application area of FT-Rheology on these samples. They can enable the quantitative detection of

higher harmonic contributions during the vulcanization process at strain amplitudes that have a

smaller influence on the mechanical properties of the vulcanized product than the one used in the

test described here (γ0 = 0.5).

For the CB filled elastomers investigated up to now, only three different CB grades were tested.

It was possible to correlate the nonlinear contribution I3/1 of the filled compounds with the size
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of the CB-polymer interface using the oil adsorption number OAN times the filler volume fraction

φ. Yet, the relation might still be more complex. For example, the anisotropy of the particles

should also have an influence on I3/1 as the orientation of the particles might affect the nonlinear

contribution. Thus more CB grades need to be investigated, especially those with similar specific

surface areas but different structures, e.g. a comparison between the grades N330, N339, N351 and

so on.

The use of FT-Rheology for the measurement of fatigue in the already vulcanized rubber materials

was not practical in tension and torsion, even though a change in the nonlinear properties over time

could be identified. The fatigue life of filled rubbers is too high for useful measurements at the

allowable deformation rates. However, the investigation of samples with a lower fatigue life, like

filled thermoplastic polymers or duromers, by FT-Rheology is an interesting perspective. The

vulcanization of the rubber materials in a rheometer with closed geometry, such as the V50 or

the RPA 2000, and the subsequent time-dependent measurement of the fatigue life in shear. An

influence of thermal aging on the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of vulcanized rubbers could

be seen, however quantification was limited by the restrictions in the dynamic deformation and

the high nonlinear contributions in the strain excitation of the Gabo Eplexor itself. The use

of another type of applied deformation (e.g. three-point bending, bending with cantilever) could

improve the obtained results. For these deformation types, the thickness of the samples is the

important parameter for the applied deformation and not the sample length, as in tension and

torsion experiments. The rectangular specimens used in this work are also not optimal because the

forces are unevenly distributed in the sample. As a consequence, the rupture was largely influenced

by the clamping of the samples. The use of rotational symmetric dumbbell shaped specimens is

more appropriate and could decrease the deviations in the measured fatigue life.

The nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the TPEs were only investigated in terms of the excitation

frequency and the measurement temperature. After optimization of the synthesis in this work, the

investigation of compositional effects on I3/1 and other measures of nonlinear viscoelasticity can be

done. A systematic variation of the styrene content over the whole range of possible morphologies,

from a disordered state to a spherical, cylindrical, bicontinuous gyroidal and a lamellar structure

would be the next step. Also comparison of the SIS triblock copolymers with poly(styrene-b-
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isoprene) block copolymers with the same molecular features (molecular weight, styrene content)

is an interesting future perspective. The in-situ observation of the phase morphology during the

dynamic deformation with a Rheo-SAXS combination for example would also make sense. The

reproducibility of the rheological measurements needs to be improved. The reproducibility was

limited in this study by the high TODT of the samples and slippage of the samples. The slippage may

be reduced by using rubber rheometers with a closed geometry. At the moment these instruments

need a sample volume of approximately 4 cm3, which is too high for samples synthesized with anionic

polymerization in our laboratory. Instruments with smaller geometries would be very useful. The

problem with the TODT can be circumvented by the choice of a different polymer combination

where the TODT is lower, but which still can be used as thermoplastic elastomers.

For the synthesis of the copolymers, the optimization of the polymer characterization can help

to further improve the yield of the triblock copolymer. With the current SEC techniques readily

available it is hard to quantify the ratio of di- and triblocks in the compound. This is especially

problematic in the sequential approach, where the difference in molecular weight between the two

components is very small (only 10 % in the systems used in this study), and with the difunctional

initiatior. In the latter, the functionality of the initiator is hard to determine. The cleavage

of the polyisoprene blocks with H2O2 in the presence of osmium tetroxide and the subsequent

investigation of the remaining polystyrene blocks could be one possibility [132]. Also use of the

SEC-IR coupling [186] with a highsensitive quantum cascade laser as the IR source might improve

the results. The tracking of the polymerization reaction by in-situ spectroscopic methods may also

help to understand the progression of the polymerization process and help to enhance the triblock

copolymer content.
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A. Experimental part

A.1. Anionic polymerization

Anionic polymerization is very sensitive to impurities in the reaction system. Even small traces of

oxygen, argon or chemicals with acidic protons have to avoided as they are able to terminate the

reaction.

A.1.1. Reactants and solvents

Styrene (Acros, 99%) was degassed by at least three consecutive freeze-thaw cycles. Afterwards it

was stirred for at least 8 h over calcium hydride (CaH2, Acros, 93 %). Then it was distiled into

an evacuated flask with dibutylmagnesium (Aldrich, 1 M in hexane), in which the solvent was

evaporated prior to the distillation of styrene. The styrene was stirred for at least 8 h at room

temperature, before it was distilled into a empty flask.

Isoprene (Acros, 98 %) was stirred over dried n-butyl lithium (Aldrich, 2.5 M in hexane) for

30 min, then distilled under reduced pressure into a second flask with dried n-butyl lithium and

stirred for 30 min. During the stirring, the flask was cooled with an ice bath to prevent the

polymerization of isoprene. Finally the isoprene was distilled into an empty flask.

Tetrahydofurane (THF, Carl Roth 99.5 %) was boiled under reflux with CaH2 for several days.

After distillation it was boiled under reflux with sodium and benzophenone until the mixture turned

purple. The THF was distilled and stored in a flask with sodium and benzophenone, which was

directly connected to the vacuum line.

Toluene (Carl Roth, 99.5 %) was boiled under reflux with CaH2 for several days. After distillation

it was stored in a flask with either living polystyrene anions or a mixture of n-butyl lithium and

diphenylethylene, which was directly connected to the vacuum line.
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A.1. Anionic polymerization

Cyclohexane (Carl Roth, 99.5 %) was directly given into a flask with n-butyl lithium and di-

phenylethylene, which was connected to the vacuum line.

Dichlorodimethylsilane (Acros, 99 %) was stirred over CaH2 for at least one day at room tem-

perature and then distilled into an empty flask and dissolved in toluene.

1,2-Bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane (VWR, 90 %) was stirred twice over CaH2 for 1 h at elevated

temperatures (50 ◦C to 70 ◦C) and, after distillation into an empty flask, THF was added.

1,5-Dibromopentane (VWR) was washed with concentrated HCl, NaHCO3-solution and distilled

water. Then it was dried over CaCl2 (20 h) and P4O10 (3 h). Eventually it was distilled in a flask

with 3Å molecular sieve and dissolved in THF.

Diacetyl benzene (Acros) was stirred over CaH2 for 6 h at room temperature and then distilled

into an empty flask and dissolved in THF.

1,3-Diisopropenyl benzene (Aldrich, 97 %) was stirred over dibutylmagnesium for 6 h, then dis-

tilled in an empty flask and dissolved in toluene.

Sec-butly lithium (Aldrich, 1.4 M in cyclohexane) and methanol (Carl Roth, 99 %) was used as

received.

A.1.2. Synthesis of poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) triblock copolymers

For the anionic polymerization high-vacuum techniques and Argon s inert gas were used to prevent

termination reactions caused by impurities. All glassware was heated using a heat-gun with 600 ◦C

under vacuum and after cooling the glassware was flooded with Argon. This was repeated thrice.

The reaction flask was connected to the vacuum line by glass joints. All glassware was equipped with

PTFE stopcocks. The solvent (either toluene or cyclohexane) was directly distilled into the reaction

flask from the containers. Then either the first monomer was added with a syringe followed by the

addition of the sec-butyl lithium (also with a syringe) or the other way round. For the difunctional

initiator, diisopropenyl benzene and sec-butyl lithium were added to the pure solvent and stirred

for a while, sometimes at slightly elevated temperatures (up to 60 ◦C), before the first monomer

was added. After the complete reaction of the first monomer (at least 2 h for styrene and overnight

for isoprene), a sample of the reaction solution was taken with a syringe under Argon counter flow

and pured into methanol degassed by at least three freeze-thaw cycles. The second monomer was
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A. Experimental part

then added to the reaction solution with a syringe. After its complete reaction another sample

was taken like before. For the coupling of the dianions a solution of the coupling agent in THF

or toluene was added with a syringe. For the sequential method, the monomer of the third block

(styrene) was added with a syringe. For all methods the reaction was terminated by the addition

of a small amount of degassed methanol. Then the polymer was precipitated in methanol.

All polymers with isoprene blocks were dissolved in THF and di-tert-butyl phenol (Acros, 98 %)

was added as a stabilizer (approximately 0.1 wt%) to prevent aging of the samples. The solvent

was then removed under reduced pressure at T ≤ 70 ◦C.

A.2. Instrumentation

1H-NMR spectroscopy

For the 1H-NMR spectroscopy a Bruker DRX 500 and a Bruker Avance III Microbay 400 MHz

were used. If not further specified deuterated chloroform (Deutero, 99.8 %) was used as a solvent.

Spectra were obtained at 500 MHz on the DRX 500 or at 400 MHz on the Avance III. Typically

256 or 512 scans were used.

Size exclusion chromatography

For the size exclusion chromatography (SEC) an instrument consisting of an Agilent 1100 pump,

two SDV Lux 8 · 300 mm columns (103 Å and 105 Å) and a 8 · 15 mm column was used. It was

equipped with an Agilent 1200 differential refractive index (DRI) and UV Detector (λ = 254 nm),

a WGE Dr. Bures ETA-2010 viscometer and a PSS SLD 7000 MALLS detector. For this study

only the DRI and the UV detector were used. THF (Scharlau, GPC-grade) was used as a solvent

and the measurements were performed at 35 ◦C at a flow rate of 1 mL min−1.

Dielectric measurements

The AC-conductivity of the samples was measured at 60 ◦C with an Alpha Single Unit Analyzer

(Novocontrol Technologies, Montabaur, Germany) connected to a home–made dielectric geometry

(diameter of 13 mm) built into an ARES LS rheometer (TA Instruments) over a frequency range

from 10−2 Hz to 106 Hz.[158] The DC-conductivity |σDC | was approximated by |σ0|, i.e. the mean
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A.2. Instrumentation

value of AC-conductivity measurements between 10−1 Hz and 10−2 Hz. For all samples a specimen

was measured three times.

Rheological measurments

For the rheological measurements three different instruments were used.

For most of the samples a SIS V50 rubber rheometer with closed and pressurized geometry with

a cone-cone shape and grooved surfaces from Scarabaeus GmbH, Wetzlar (Germany) (now part of

TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was used.

An ARES G2 rotational rheometer from TA Instruments was used as well. Different geometries

were used, mostly plate-plate and cone-plate (α = 0.1 rad) geometries with a diameter of 13 mm

made from Invar were used. Also a plate-partitioned plate geometry (LAOS-geometry) with a plate

geometry (diameter of 13 mm, Invar) mounted to the lower fixture (motor) and a plate geometry

(diameter 8 mm or 10 mm, stainless steel) was mounted to the upper fixture (torque transducer).

For the torsion experiments a torsion rectangular fixture was used. For the temperature control a

forced convective oven was used.

Additionally, measurements on the RPA 2000 rubber rheometer (Alpha Technologies, Akron,

Ohio) with closed and pressurized geometry with a cone-cone shape and grooved surfaces was used

by Prof. J. L. Leblanc [12] from the university Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris, France.

The technical data of the three shear rheometers is given in Table 3.2.

For the tension measurements a GABO Eplexor 150N from Gabo Qualimeter Testanlagen GmbH,

Ahlden, Germany, now part of Netzsch-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany was used. Depending on

the measurement conditions a torque transducer with a maximum torque of either 25 N, 150 N or

1500 N was used. For the FT-Analysis, the raw data of the force and the deformation sensor were

captured on an external ADC card with a LabVIEW routine.

Small angle X-ray scattering

For small angle X-ray scattering measurements, a S3-Micro instrument from Hecus X-ray systems,

Graz Austria equipped with a point microfocus source and a 2D CCD-detector from Photonic

Science, was used.
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Dynamic scanning calorimetry

For the investigation of the glass transition temperatures of the polymers with dynamic scanning

calorimetry, a DSC30 from Mettler-Toledo (Beaumont Leys, UK) was used. For the SIS triblock

copolymers, a heating rate of 10 K min−1 was applied. The temperature was increased from room

temperature to 150 ◦C, then decreased to −150 ◦C and then increased to 150 ◦C. Only the result

for the second heating run are interpreted. For the CB filled S-SBR a heating rate of 20 K min−1

was used. The temperature was increased from −100 ◦C to 2000 ◦C, then decreased to −100 ◦C and

then increased to 200 ◦C.
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B.1. Commercial thermoplastic polymers

For the investigation on the capabilities of the rubber rheometer for FT-Rheology, several commer-

cial polymers were used: PS-1, PE-1, SIS-I and S-SBR. The samples SIS-I and S-SBR were used

also for further investigations and their properties are listed in Appendix B.2 and Appendix B.3.

PS-1 is a linear polystyrene homopolymer from BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany. It was syn-

thesized by anionic polymerization and therefore has a narrow polydispersity (PDI = 1.34). The

weight averaged molecular weight is Mw = 292 kg mol−1 (Fig. B.1).
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Figure B.1.: Molecular weight distribution of the linear polystyrene PS-1 (solvent: THF), the molecular weight
is Mw = 292 kg mol−1 and PDI = 1.34.

PE-1 is a polyethylene copolymerized with hexene, sold under the trade name Lupolen R© 3721 C

by LyondellBasell. The polymer has a densitiy of ρ = 0.937 g cm−3, a melting point of 127 ◦C and

contains antioxidants [187].
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B.2. Thermoplastic elastomers

In Chapter 4, the anionic synthesis of poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) (SIS) block copolymers

was described. In Chapter 5, two of these polymers, SIS-S2 and SIS-S3, were further characterized

by rheology, together with an industrial SIS sample, SIS-I. In the following the analytic data of the

different polymers mentioned in this study is given.

The molecular weight distribution was measured by size exclusion chromatography. For the

polystyrene homopolymers, a calibration based on narrow PS standards, for the di- and triblock

copolymers, a calibration based on PI standards was used. For all samples, the signal of the DRI

detector was evaluated.
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Figure B.2.: Molecular weight distribution of the samples taken from SIS-C3, which was synthesized by the
coupling of two diblock anions with 1,2-bis(chlorodimethylsilyl)ethane, after each step. After the first step
(dotted line) a single low molecular weight peak indicates the formation of a polystyrene with Mw = 3.6 kg mol−1

and a PDI of 1.10. The peak is shifted to higher molecular weights (Mw = 58.5 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.09) after
the diblock is formed (dashed line). Due to oxygen contaminations during the sample withdrawal, another small
peak at twice this molecular weight is detected. In the final product(full line) the peak with double the molecular
weight of the diblock (Mw = 107 kg mol−1) is pronounced, but the coupling reaction was not quantitative as can
be seen by the remaining diblock peak. The integral ratio of triblock in the product is 65 % (solvent: THF).
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Figure B.3.: Molecular weight distribution of the samples taken from SIS-S1, which was synthesized by the
sequential addition of styrene, isoprene and styrene. After the first step (PS homopolymer, dotted line) a single
low molecular weight peak indicates the formation of a polystyrene with Mw = 11.7 kg mol−1 and a PDI of 1.16.
The peak is shifted to higher moleculare weights (Mw = 246 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.22) after the diblock is formed
(dashed line). Due to oxygen contaminations during the sample withdrawal, another small peak at twice this
molecular weight is detected. In the final product (full line) the peak is a little bit lower (Mw = 221 kg mol−1),
due to the increase of the PDI (1.49). Thus the addition of the third block did not work (solvent: THF).

Figure B.4.: Molecular weight distribution of the industrial SIS sample SIS-I. The polymer has weight averaged
molecular weight of Mw = 147 kg mol−1 and a of PDI = 1.44 (solvent: THF).
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B. Samples and analytical results

The composition of the different poly(styrene-b-isoprene) (SI) and poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-

styrene) (SIS) block copolymers was investigated by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Polyisoprene (PI)

has four different possible isomers (Fig. B.5): 1,4-cis-, 1,4-trans-, 1,2- and 3,4-PI.
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Figure B.5.: Possible isomers of polyisoprene and the monomer isoprene.

The mole fraction of each isomer and styrene in the final products were calculated from the

following characteristic peaks (Table B.1).

Table B.1.: Composition of the different SI and SIS polymers used in this
study for the rheological measurements as determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy
(400 MHz, solvent = CDCl3, 512 scans).

Sample
synthetic styrene 1,4-PI 3,4-PI

method [mol%] [vol%] [mol%] [mol%]

SIS-I triblocka industrial 10.6 17.4 83.0 6.3

SIS-S2 diblockb sequential 4.3 7.3 89.7 5.9

SIS-S2 triblockc sequential 9.3 16.0 83.3 7.4

SIS-S3 diblockb sequential 7.4 12.4 87.4 5.1

SIS-S3 triblockc sequential 12.6 20.3 82.4 5.0

a industrial SIS, Kraton D1161PT from Kraton Polymers Belgium sprl
b PS-PI diblock before second styrene addition
c final SIS triblock

For styrene, the peak of the aromatic protons in ortho position (integral value was always fixed to

2, δ = 6.9 ppm to 6.2 ppm), for 1,4-PI, the peak of the vinyl proton (δ = 5.2 ppm) and for 3,4-PI,

the peak of the two vinyl protons (δ = 4.7 ppm) was used. For the 1,2-PI, a characteristic peak is

expected at δ = 5.7 ppm for the vinyl protons. This peak was not present in any of the samples

investigated, which is typical for PI synthesized by anionic polymerization in apolar solvents. The

determination of the 1,4-cis-PI to 1,4-trans-PI ration is hard to calculate, because both isomers have

their characteristic peaks (of the -CH3 protons) at similar chemical shifts (δ = 1.6 ppm and 1.5 ppm)
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B.2. Thermoplastic elastomers

and hence overlap. Additional peaks of the PS and the 3,4-PI are also found in this region. Therefore

the ratio between the 1,4-cis-PI to 1,4-trans-PI was not calculated.
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Figure B.6.: 1H-NMR spectra of the industrial SIS-I (Kraton) (in deuterated chloroform at 400 MHz, 512 scans).

Figure B.7.: 1H-NMR of diisopropenyl benzene 9 (in deuterated chloroform, 400 MHz, 1024 scans).
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B. Samples and analytical results

The phase morphology of the three samples used for the rheological characterization was inves-

tigated by small angle X-ray scattering. The results for sample SIS-S2 and SIS-S3 are given in

Figs. B.8 and B.9, for SIS-I in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure B.8.: SAXS pattern of the synthesized sample SIS-S3 (measurement time: 10 s, no shearing).

Figure B.9.: SAXS pattern of the synthesized sample SIS-S3 (measurement time: 10 s, no shearing).
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B.3. Unvulcanized, carbon black filled S-SBR

B.3. Unvulcanized, carbon black filled S-SBR

The samples of this series were all prepared by Continental Reifen Deutschland. The matrix

material is a solution polymerized styrene butadiene rubber (Nipol NS210, Zeon) with a molecular

weight Mw = 398 kg mol−1 (Fig. B.10, PS calibration, DRI detector), a PDI of 1.83, 54.3 mol%

1,4 PB, 29.9 mol% 1,2 PB and 15.8 mol% (=̂ 29.3 vol%) PS (Fig. B.11, ρ1,2−PB = 0.90 g cm−3,

ρ1,4−PB = 0.92 g cm−3, ρPS = 1.05 g cm−3[143]). The structural properties of the CB used are

given in Table 6.1. Additionally, transmission electron microscope images of the different particles

are shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure B.10.: Molecular weight distribution of pure S-
SBR calculated with a PS calibration for both UV- and
DRI-detector (Solvent: THF).

Figure B.11.: 1H-NMR spectra of pure S-SBR (in
deuterated chloroform at 400 MHz, 512 scans).

B.4. Vulcanized, carbon black filled S-SBR for fatigue measurements

The samples for the measurements of vulcanized rubber in tension and torsion (Chapter 7) were

made by Continental Reifen Deutschland. The samples were received already vulcanized in form

of rectangular specimen with approximately the following dimensions: 50 mm · 10 mm · 2 mm.

The samples were divided in four different series. In the first series (13 samples) the amount of

CB was varied between 0 phr to 60 phr of the N339 grade. These samples correspond to those used

unvulcanized in shear rheology (Appendix B.3). In the second series (5 samples), the amount of

the vulcanization accelerator DCBS (= N,N -dicyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole sulfenamide) was varied
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B. Samples and analytical results

between 0.75 phr to 1.75 phr. For the third series (9 samples) the matrix polymer composition was

varied from 100 phr natural rubber (NR) down to 70 phr NR and different amounts of butadiene

rubber (BR) and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR). Finally, in the fourth series (5 samples) different

anti-aging additives were included.

B.5. Unvulcanized, carbon black filled E-SBR

These samples were used in the comparison of the V50 rubber rheometer with the RPA 2000. They

were prepared by Prof. Leblanc (Paris) and used in a previous publication [12]. The chemical

structure of some of the additives is given in Fig. B.12.

Table B.2.: Detailed recipe of the samples with emulsion SBR
from Leblanc et al. [12]. The samples were prepared by Prof.
Leblanc (Paris).

Ingredient† function
density amount

[g/cm3] [phr]#

SBR rubber matrix 0.93 100.0

Napthenic oil processing oil 0.98 5.0

Zinc oxide activator 5.57 5.0

Stearic acid activator 0.92 3.0

TMQ stabilizer 1.08 2.0

IPPD stabilizer 1.17 1.0

Carbon black filler 1.86 0 – 50.0

† SBR: styrene butadiene rubber, emulsion polymerized

TMQ: 2,2,4–Trimethyl–1,2–dihydroquinoline

IPPD: N -Isopropyl-N ′-phenyl-p-phenylenediamine
# parts per hundred parts of rubber by weight

The matrix polymer is an emulsion polymerized styrene-butadiene rubber (E-SBR) with a molec-

ular weight (weight averaged) of 750.4 kg mol−1 and a PDI of 6.5 (Fig. B.13). The high polydis-

persity is due to the radical polymerization used.

The chemical composition of the E-SBR was determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (Fig. B.14).
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Figure B.12.: Chemical structure of 2,2,4–trimethyl–1,2–dihydroquinoline (TMQ, top left), N -Isopropyl-N ′-
phenyl-p-phenylenediamine (IPPD, top right) and stearic acid (bottom) used as additives in the compounds made
by Prof. Leblanc.
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Figure B.13.: Molecular weight distribution of the raw E-SBR used as matrix polymer by Leblanc et al.. The
data is calculated by a PS calibration (solvent: THF, DRI).

Due to the pronounced peak of chloroform in the aromatic region, the integral of the CHCl3

was subtracted from the total integral of the aromatic region in order to estimate the styrene

content. The E-SBR contains 17.3 mol% styrene, which corresponds to 28.7 wt%. The content of

1,4- polybutadiene is 69.5 mol% and of 1,2-polybutadiene 13.3 mol%. The integral of the aliphatic

region is to high (81.80 instead of 27.8). which is probably due to different additives still present

in the matrix. The polymer was received as black compound.
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Figure B.14.: 1H-NMR spectra of pure E-SBR (in deuterated chloroform at 400 MHz, 256 scans).
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